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Preface 
The Eldorado National Forest lies in the central Sierra Nevada. 
Forest land is situated entirely on the western slope of the 
mountain range between the foothills of the Mother Lode and the 
Sierra crest. Forest vegetation changes from chaparral brush and 
oak woodland at lower elevations to alplne growth and barren rock 
near the sumnut. Dense pine, mlxed confer, and red fir tunber 
stands dominate the mid-elevation landscape. The Eldorado is a 
highly diversified, productive Forest. 

Parts of Alpine, Amador, El Dorado and Placer Counties are covered 
by the Forest Plan. An acreage summary follows: 

county National Forest Other Total 

AlpIne 50,278 3.774 54,052 

Amador 77,849 12,033 89,882 

El Dorado 417.448 140,896 558,344 

Placer 51,149 33.567 84,716 

596,724 190,270 786,994 

m NATIONAL FOREST 

B OTHER OWNERSHIP 
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I. Introduction 

A. Purpose of the Plan 
The purpose of the Plan is to direct the management of the Eldorsdo 
National Forest. The Plan prescribes compatible sets of Forest 
practices for the land and the resources. Acres are assigned to 
different resource uses, and targets are set for the production of 
market and nonmarket goods and services. The Plan shows the 
government's cost of doing business and the value to society of 
performing a planned program. 

The proposed Plan contains specific management actions for the plan 
period. The plan period is comprised of the next lo-15 years only. 
The plan period is defined by the NFMA regulations as one decade (36 
CFR 219.3, 1982). while the law permits a 15-year maximum (16 USC 
1604 (0 (5)). Conditions on the Forest will be reanalyzed within 
the plan period and a revised Plan developed ( 36 CFR 219.10 (g), 
1982 and 16 USC 1604 (f) (5)). 

Environmental protection is gained by applying management require- 
ments to approved Forest activities. The Plan also meets legal 
requirements and deals with local, state, and national issues. To 
accomplish its purpose, the Plan: 

1. Names Forest long-range goals and obJectives for a lo-year 
period; 

2. Schedules the location and oceurreace of forest practices by 
management areas; 

3. Establishes standards and guidelines for forest practices; and 

4. Ties management activities directly to the Forest Service 
budgeting system, linking them with the periodic assessments and 
programs developed at the national level under the Forest and 
Rangeland Resources Planning Act (RPA). 

Preparation of a comprehensive, integrated Forest Plan fits into a 
larger network of regional and national planning direction that 
establishes resource production quantities for National Forest 
System lands. The RPA program is built on continual assessments of 
land capability and suitability, which flow up to Washington D.C. 
from each Forest Service region. The RPA data are analyzed on a 
national scale, and an environmental impact statement (EIS) is 
written for a proposed service-wide program. When the current RPA 
program is approved, targets are distributed downward. Each region 
receives a share of national production quantities for further 
distribution to the forests of that region. These targets are real 
targets based on site specific information reported earlier by the 
forests. The planning cycle is then completed. 

l-l 



B. Relationship to Other Plans 

All of the existing land and resource management plans were reviewed 
by the Forest's interdisciplinary team during the planning process. 
The team determined that several plans will remain consistent with 
or complement this Forest Plan. Existing plans that are still valid 
include the following: 

Desolation Wilderness Management Plan 
Mokelumne Wilderness Interim Management Guidelines 
Round Top Recreation Composite Plan 
State Route 88 Recreation Composite Plan 
Highway 88 Landscape Management Plan 
Soda Springs-Riverton Landscape Management Plan 
Eldorado Fisheries Habitat Management Plan 
W rights Lake Grazing Allotment Plan 
Rodoni and Tells/Gerle Units Grazing Allotment Plan 
Liddicoat Grazing Allotment Plan 
Pyramid Grazing Allotment Plan 
Indian Valley Grazing Allotment Plan 
Cody Meadow Grazing Allotment Plan 
Bear River Grazing Allotment Plan 
Pearl Lake Grazing Allotment Plan 
Chipmunk Grazing Allotment Plan 
Corral Flat Grazing Allotment Plan 
Pardoe Grazing Allotment Plan 
Old Pino Grazing Allotment Plan 
Bryan Meadow Grazing Allotment Plan 
Big Hill Grazing Allotment Plan 
Cat Creek Grazing Allotment Plan 
Sopiago Grazing Allotment Plan 
Nevada Point Grazing Allotment Plan 
Silver Lake Unit/Cody Meadow Grazing Allotment Plan 
Y Meadow Grazing Allotment Plan 
Sherman Grazing Allotment Plan 
Soldier Creek Grazing Allotment Plan 
Morrison Grazing Allotment Plan 
Leak Spring Grazing Allotment Plan 
Caldor Grazing Allotment Plan 
Rockbound Grazing Allotment Plan 
Eldorado Interpretive Plan 

-2s 
Crystal Basin Interpretive Plan 
Forest Development Transportation System Plan 
Emigrant Summit Trail Management Plan 
Pony Express Trail Management Plan 
Cultural Resources Monitoring Plan 
SOPAR Comprehensive Cultural Resources Plan 
Mokelumne River Project Cultural Resources Plan 
Forest Fire Prevention Plan 
Forest Aviation Plan 
Forest Fire Qualifications and Standards Plan 
Species Management Guide - Navaretla prolifera ssp. lutea 

l-2 



The279 Off Road Vehicle (ORV) Plan will rema~n-eJXex$-,~ with 
be;:;- and restrictions, un;t$ January 1990.71 

ore$t-ORV-Plan wzrll bcco~ e "'ectsve. 

Five existing land and resource management plans will be superseded 
when the Forest Plan is approved. Superseded plans include the 
following: 

Eldorado National Forest Multiple Use Plan 
Eldorado Land Adjustment Plan 
Forest Initial Attack and Mobilization Plan 
Volcanoville Unit Plan 
1978 Eldorado Timber Management Plan 

Seven cooperator plans supplement this Forest Plan. They are also 
%&&tent with proposed management of the Eldorado National Forest. 

These cooperator plans were prepared by the California Department of 
Fish and Game and U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and include the 
following: 

The 

Rubicon Wild Trout Stream Plan 
Grizzly Flat Deer Herd Plan 
Pacific Deer Herd Plan (except overlap with the Peavine RNA) 
Blue Canyon Deer Herd Plan 
Salt Springs Deer Herd Plan 
Pacific Bald Eagle Recovery Plan, 1986 
Recovery Plan for Peregrine Falcon (Pacific Population), 1982 

analysis that supports the Forest Plan is contained in an 
approved EIS. The Record of Decision for the EIS is signed by the 
Regional Forester of the Pacific Southwest Region of the Forest 
Service. The Forest Plan and associated EIS become c=bined docu- 
ments, whereby the EIS msgs the en%&unental consequences of 
-alternatives considered in reaching the approved Forest Plan. 
The selectedpl~an is derived from the preferred alternative of the 
EIS. 

9 &IS fos_tha.Eorest Plan also serves as a--tiered document under 
the Council of Environmental Quality (CEQ) regulations (40 ?%'R 
1502.20 and 1508.28) for the NatIonal Environmental Policy Act 
(NEPA). EnviroEent_a_l assessments (EA) for Forest pro?ects and \ 

$her.act~v~$ies affecting the environment will be tiered to the I% __- &r. the_ Forest.-Plan_.- Project appraxrbe given thr?%i?& 
Decision Notices signed by the Supervisor. Ji&~g@2zcoJscL&.sues 
already addressed in~hroader terms in theEIS maybe summarized-x 
the project EA, rzLL- --~ and dlscussions are incorporated by reference--from 
one docum-ent to the other. The tiered EA then can be focused on 
site specific issues related to particular project activities. 

\ 
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C. Implementation 
The Forest Supervisor shall, upon implementation of the Forest Plan, 
make sure that all outstanding and future permits, contracts, coop- 
erative agreements, and other instruments for the occupancy and use 
of affected lands are consistent with the Plan, subject to valid 
existing rights. Subsequent administrative activities affecting 
such lands, including budget proposals, shall be based on the Plan. 
The Forest Supervisor may change implementation schedules to reflect 
differences between proposed annual budgets and funds actually 
appropriated by Congress. Schedule changes shall be consldered an 
amendment to the Forest Plan, but no change shall prompt the prepar- 
ation of any EIS unless it significantly alters the long-term 
relationship between production levels of goods and services 
projected under planned budgets compared to those projected under 
flnal appropriations. 

D. Amendment 
The Forest Supervisor may amend this Forest Plan. Based on an 
analysis of the objectives, standards and guidelines, and other 
contents of the Forest Plan, the Forest Supervisor shall decide 
whether a proposed amendment would result in a significant change in 
the Plan. However, if the change resulting from the proposed 
amendment is judged to be significant, the Forest Supervisor shall 
follow the ssme EIS procedure initially used for the development and 
approval of the Forest Plan. If the change resulting from the 
amendment is determined not to be significant for the purpose of the 
planning process, the Forest Supervisor may implement the amendment 
following appropriate public notice and satisfactory completion of 
NEPA procedures. 

E. Revision 
The Forest Plan shall routinely be revised on a lo-year cycle or at 
least every 15 years. The plan may also be revised whenever the 
Forest Supervisor determines that conditions or demands in the area 
covered by the plan have changed substantially -- or when changes in 
RPA policies, goals, and objectives would have a significant effect 
on forest level programs. The Eldorado interdisciplinary team, in 
their monitoring and evaluation role, may recommend a revision to 
the Forest Supervisor at any time during the normal life of the 
Plan. Revisions are not effective until they are considered and 
approved in accordance with requirements for the development and 
approval of a Forest Plan. The Forest Supervisor shall periodically 
review conditions on the land covered by the Plan to determine 
whether those conditions or demands of the public have changed 
significantly. 
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F. Public Review and Appeal 
The Regional Forester will approve the final Forest Plan and 
Environmental Impact Statement. Approval will occur when the 
Regional Forester prepares and signs a concise public Record of 
Decision. The approved Plan will not become effective until at 
least 30 days after the publication of the Notice of Availability of 
the FEIS in the Federal Register. 

The Regional Forester's decision may be appealed in accordance with 
provisions of 36 CFR 211.18. Certain decisions are not appealable, 
including decisions to disapprove a Forest Plan and preliminary 
process decisions made prior to completion of final plans. 

C. Organization 
The Plan is divided into five chapters. Chapter I gives an 
introduction to the Forest. Chapter II tells how the Plan deals 
with public issues and management concerns. Chapter III summarizes 
the analysis of the management situation in terms of current 
outputs, supply-demand trends, production potential, and resource 
opportunities. 

Chapter IV is the working part of the Plan. Specific direction for 
Forest managers is stated in this section. The direction is linked 
to land management areas, output schedules, and program budgets. 
Compatible forest practices are applied to distinct parts of the 
Forest under detailed sets of standards and guidelines. 

Chapter IV is arranged in a format that is keyed to the Forest Plan 
map. The Eldorado is divided into six major management emphasis 
zones. Each zone is color-coded both on the map and the management 
area prescription pages of Chapter IV for cross-referencing. 

The six emphasis zones in Chapter IV are subdivided into thirty 
management areas. Each management area is headed by an emphasis 
statement and detailed description of the land that fits into that 
category. Each management area is further defined by a combination 
of Forest practices aimed at meeting objectives. Several practices 
are common to all management areas. These types are called Forest- 
wide practices and have related standards and guidelines that apply 
universally across the Forest. The remaining practices have 
standards and guidelines that change by management area. These 
types of practices give individualized direction to each separate 
management area. The Forest uses 74 Forest-wide practices and 57 
variable practices. 

Combinations of practices, standards, and guidelines make up a 
management area prescription for land treatment. Management areas 
are numbered from 1 to 30. Management areas 17 and 27 are omitted 
because they are applied in other EIS alternatives than the 
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preferred alternative. Practical use of the Plan is made by 
matching the management area prescription to its companion location 
on the ground. The Plan user may either look for a particular 
management area first and reference it to the map -- or find a known 
area on the map (or actual ground location) and reference it to a 
management area in the plan. The color-code and management area 
system makes the connection between the Plan and the map. 

Chapter V lays out the monitoring and evaluation requirements of the 
Plan. Monitoring and evaluation provide the means for the Forest to 
scientifically assess implementation of planning direction contained 
in Chapter IV and rate the overall effectiveness of the Plan. 
Forest activities are monitored by objective, technique, precision, 
validity, frequency, and variability from prescribed standard. 
Monitoring requirements are grouped by the major program elements 
currently indexed in the Forest Service Management Information 
Handbook (FSH 1309.11a). 

The appendixes to the Plan contain supporting information. 

Big Crater Geologic Special Area 
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Chapter II 

Public Issues and Management Concerns 



II. Public Issues and Management Concerns 

This chapter summarizes issues and concerns -- and explains how each 
one 1s dealt with or resolved in the Forest Plan. Forest Issues and 
concerns are stated as questions. Eleven major Forest activities 
have prompted widespread publx and internal Forest Servxe 
interest. 

A. Energy 
1. Issue Statement 

To what extent should the Forest meet future energy needs? 

2. Issue Summary 
The avaIlability of cheap, plentiful energy of all kinds has 
national significance. Consumer demands have caused people to look 
closely at traditIona sources of natural energy such as wood and 
water. 

Home heating with firewood from the Forest has been a lasting custom 
of residents of local communities. Until recently, wood permits 
were issued free for personal use, and material was generally 
accessxble and plentiful. The local situation has changed drasti- 
cally, making the firewood market one of the keenest Issues facing 
forest managers. Demand has Increased and ~111 grow in the future. 
Supply has leveled off and could temporarily decrease with a sagging 
lumber economy. Sources of firewood have edged farther from points 
of use. Competition in the Forest by prospective wood gathers has 
created a major admlnlstratlve job for the Forest Service. This has 
led to an Increased workload of law enforcement cases involving 
illegal removal of firewood. An evolving wood biomass technology 
stands as a possible cause for even greater competition for this 
desirable forest energy product. 

Hydroelectric power has been generated from the Forest water 
resource since the early part of this century, and feasible 
development opportunities still exist. Potential Includes both 
large and small hydroelectrx projects. These remaining oppor- 
tunities match the continuing market attraction for water energy 
against the retention of Forest amenity values that hydroelectrx 
projects tend to reduce, change, or eliminate. Scenic quality, 
wildlxfe and fish habitat, slope stablllty, and streamsIde 
aesthetics are four maln amenity resources involved In the Issue. 
Reduction of the timber base and loss of grazing land are additlonal 
tradeoffs that impact Forest productivity and lower revenues. Some 
of these Forest resource losses can be satisfactorily mitigated; 
others are irretrievable. 
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Wind and geothermal energy were also identified In the issue scoping 
process but to a much lesser extent than wood and water. Respon- 
dents, including the California State Department of Energy, 
suggested that the Eldorado accommodate wind energy potential on 
National Forest land. Other respondents suggested that the Forest 
make geothermal opportunities available. These two less conven- 
tional sources did not draw opposition from the public. The sole 
concern is that they do not conflict with other forest uses where 
wind and geothermal features are sited in the Forest. 

One final energy issue involves the conservation of energy by the 
Forest as an operating government agency. Public input suggested 
the Forest Service become economy minded in the operation and 
maintenance of buildings and motor vehicles. 

3. Issue Resolution 

Timber sale residue will continue to be a leading source of wood 
energy. Every effort will be made to make otherwise unused cull 
logs and slash from timber sales available for personal home heating 
and biomass energy cogeneration. 

Demand for firewood rose sharply after the 1974 oil embargo, and a 
leveling off at 82.3 thousand cords sold per year is expected in the 
planning decade. This market output equals 41.15 million board feet 
annually, which the forest can meet. Firewood gathers, however, can 
expect to drive farther, work harder, and probably incur a higher 
out-of-pocket cost for the material they remove under permit. 

Biomass utilization opportunities have been slow to develop. As 
economical means of recovering suitable wood materials are 
researched and perfected, the demand for biomass should increase. 
Sources other than sale residue, such as biomass recovery from 
precommercial timber thinnings, will supplement the Forest supply. 
Care will be taken by Eldorado resource specialists to prevent 
depletion of the soil resource by closely monitoring biomass 
harvest. Forest direction gives priority to personal home heating 
when there is competition between individuals and biomass 
entrepreneurs for the same product. 

Placement of new hydroelectric facilities on the Forest conflicts 
with lands designated in the plan for Wilderness, Research Natural 
Areas, Special Interest Areas, and Wild and Scenic Rivers. Project 
facilities are excluded from these management areas. 

Hydroelectric development will be made inconspicuous in locations 
where the Forest's visual quality objective is retention or partial 
retention of the natural landscape. Road access associated with 
hydroelectric projects will be restricted where the recreation 
opportunity spectrum (ROS) class objective for the land is 
primitive, semiprimitive nonmotorized, and semiprimitive motorized. 
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Elsewhere in the Forest, the Plan generally treats hydroelectric 
development as being compatible with management area standards and 
guidelines. Chapter 3 of the FEIS addresses the environmental 
impacts on hydroelectric proJects. Site-specific environmental 
analyses and documentation of effects for proposed hydro proJects 
will be completed before the Forest Service submits its 4(e) report 
to the FFX. All impacts will be fully disclosed and mitigated to 
the greatest degree possible. Each new project is also required to 
follow the NEPA process that allows the public to participate in the 
project decision. 

Loss of productive land base or reduction of resource values will 
therefore be mitigated under terms of FERC Licenses, Forest Service 
Special Use Permits, and any Memorandums of Agreement executed 
between the Eldorado and the project proponent. 

Numerous maJor and minor hydroelectric projects are already under 
construction or fumly proposed for Forest lands. The Forest 
Service has or will take a leadershlp position in the environmental 
analysis of these projects to determine their environmental, social, 
and economx effects. Several known projects ~111 be active during 
the lo-year plan period. 

El Dorado County has proposed the South Fork of the American River 
(SOFAR) proJect in the coming decade. Amador, El Dorado, 
Sacramento, and San Joaquin Counties are sponsoring the Cosumnes 
River Water and Power Authority to determine the feasibility of a 
hydroelectric project on the Cosumnes River system. The Costumes 
River project is in the preliminary lxenslng stage. Amador County 
has proposed the Devil's Nose project on the Mokelumne River. 
Devil's Nose is also in the preliminary licensing stage. WlllOW 
Creek Water District is investigating a project on Cole Creek. 

The combined annual energy output of these four major hydroelectric 
projects is about 123 megawatts. Sixteen minor hydroelectric 
projects affecting the Eldorado have been flied with FERC. These 
minor developments are scattered throughout the Forest and call for 
a combined annual energy output of about 13 megawatts. 

Wind energy has been treated only for its future potential. No 
actual proposals have been made for the Eldorado. The Forest has 
pInpoInted those stringers of land that have the highest development 
potential. Feasible proposals will be cdnsidered for these 
inventoried high elevation sites when they do not overlap wilderness 
or other statutory or regulatory exclusion areas. 

The Forest's englneerlng staff will develop and carry out a plan to 
retrofit government buildings and facilities to make them energy 
effxient. This conversxon will be accomplished by the end of the 
lo-year plan period. Economy in the automobile fleet ~111 be 
accomplished by routine replacement with the most fuel-efficient 
equipment for the job, plus better utilxatlon of fewer total 
vehxles. 
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B. Mining 

1. Issue Statement 

While encouraging mineral exploration and development, what 
management practices are needed on the Eldorado to reduce 
environmental impacts and conflicts associated with minerals 
development? 

2. Issue Summary 

A Forest minerals inventory describes the mineral resource potential 
of the Eldorado. Mineral activities fall Into three classes: (1) 
leaseable. (2) locatable, and (3) mineral materials. Leasable and 
locatable areas are rated low/unknown, medium, and high/very high. 
Mineral materials are inventoried by individual site name and type 
of materials found at the source. 

Oil, gas, coal, and geothermal are leasable minerals. None of these 
types are now under lease. Oil. gas, and coal deposits are 
unknown. An unexplored geothermal belt enters the Eldorado from the 
Toiyabe National Forest south of Carson Pass. No other geothermal 
sources have been identified to date. Leasable mineral resources 
are insignificant. 

Locatable minerals are prevalent. Claims and prospects dot the 
Forest landscape. Gold, silver, and other precious metals have 
historically been mined since the Gold Rush. Economic trends 
lndlcate that many existing claims will continue to operate, and new 
claims will be flied. Open pit mining of lode claims causes the 
greatest environmental concern. Placer claims with suction dredging 
activities potentially impact water quality, fish and wildlife 
habltat, and stream aesthetics. 

Mineral materials activity has primarily involved quarrying for road 
surfaclng material. The Forest inventory shows thirty-eight 
available rock sites. Visual quality protection is the main 
environmental concern associated with mineral materials. 

3. Issue Resolution 

Forest managers will promote the development of mineral resources by 
cooperating with lessees, claimants, and permittees. Mining laws, 
regulations, and Forest Service Manual policy will guide management 
of the mlneral resource. The Forest, in turn, will recommend land 
withdrawals from lease or entry when existing laws and regulations 
do not give adequate protection to sensitive environmental features 
of the Forest or where capital investments need to be protected. 
Mineral materials activities are controlled by the conditions of 
special use permits issued by the Forest Service to authorlse 
removal of those materials. 
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Designated wilderness is withdrawn from mineral lease and entry, 
subject to rxghts established prior to enactment by Congress. 
Desolation and Mokelumne Wildernesses account for 102,059 acres of 
legislatively withdrawn land. The Plan recommends an additional 
13,694 acres for wilderness (Caples). 

Wild and Scenic Rivers are also designated by Congress. The Plan 
recommends the North Fork of the Mokelumne above Salt Springs 
Reservoir for wild river designation and the Rubicon River for 
scenic river designation. The candidate Mokelumne River is entirely 
wlthin the existing Mokelumne Wilderness. Dual designation of the 
North Fork of Mokelumne Wild River with Mokelumne Wilderness will 
not further impact the availability of the mineral resource because 
the area has already been withdrawn. A suitability study for Wild 
and Scenic River status is proposed for the North Fork of the 
Mokelumne below Salt Springs Reservoir to Tiger Creek. 

The Plan recommends the establishment of two Research Natural Areas 
and nine botanical, geological, and archaeological Special Interest 
Areas. Establishment of these kinds of areas 1s approved within the 
Forest Service agency authority, but withdrawal of these lands must 
be granted by petition to the Secretary of Interior. Peavine and 
Station Creek Research Natural Areas add 1,862 acres of prospective 
withdrawal. Big Crater, Little Crater, Wrights Lake Bog, Rock 
Creek, Traverse Creek, Round Top, Leonardi Falls, Pyramid Creek, and 
Mokelumne Archeologxal Special Interest Areas add another 20,623 
acres of prospective withdrawal. Two RNAs are proposed for study 
(Snow Canyon and Middle Mountain). 

Capital investment projects are routinely withdrawn from entry. 
Power proJects. major recreation areas, and Forest Service 
administrative sites are the most common investment types of 
withdrawals. ProJect proponents request power withdrawals. The 
Secretary of Interior concurrently grants a request when the Federal 
Energy Regulatory Commission licenses a project. Existing power 
withdrawals encumber thousands of acres of Eldorado land. MaJor 
power withdrawal requests which may to be granted during the plan 
period are for the South Fork of the American River (SOFAR), Devils' 
Nose, Cosumnes Rover, and Cole Creek projects. 

The Forest Service requests recreation and administrative site 
withdrawals. Recreation withdrawals include private sector sites 
under special use permit such as ski areas, recreation residences, 
resorts, and organization camps. Current national policy states 
that requests of this kind be made only when mineral activities 
might reasonably be expected to cause loss of capital investments. 
Eldorado managers will adhere to this policy, and requests of this 
nature will be limited. Some current withdrawals may be dropped. 
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The balance of the Forest that is not covered by the above-described 
areas will stay open to entry. Written plans of operations provide 
resource and environmental protection. District Rangers and 
minerals developers negotiate the terms of the plans of operations 
under federal regulation requirements. The two parties jointly 
agree to mitigation or rehabilitation work. 

Plans of operations spell out specific site treatment measures on an 
individual case basis. The Forest Service requires reclamation 
bonds to be posted by the minerals developer to assure reclamation 
within the terms of the plans of operations. Actual treatment 
varies by the extent to which the environment is disturbed and which 
standards and guidelines in the Forest Plan apply to the management 
area where the lease or claim is located. Management area direction 
that emphasizes wildlife habitat protection, high visual quality, 
high water quality, and unroaded landscapes will result in the 
highest degree of mitigation or rehabilitation. 

In summary, the Plan recognizes that certain congressional and 
administrative withdrawals impact the availability of the minerals 
resource. Eldorado managers will keep administrative withdrawals at 
a minimum, while at the same time promoting the minerals development 
of non-withdrawn lands. Individual plans of operations establish 
resource and environmental protection and avoid conflicts for active 
operations that significantly affect the Forest. Mineral materials 
development is controlled by the conditions of special use permits. 

C. Outdoor Recreation 
1. Issue Statement 

What kinds and amounts of recreation opportunities should be 
emphasized and where should they be made available on the Eldorado? 

2. Issue Summary 

The Eldorado already provides the public a wide range of recreation 
opportunities. Natural attractions, closeness to large population 
centers, and a well-developed internal road system produce heavy use 
in several types of recreation activities. Annual use in the last 5 
years has averaged more than 3,OOO.OOO recreation visitor days. 

Driving for pleasure registers the highest visitor numbers. Family 
camping, winter sports, and recreation residence use are popular 
developed recreation choices. Hunting, fishing, hiking, cross- 
country skiing, snow play, recreation vehicle travel, boating, and 
undeveloped site camping are familiar dispersed forms of recreation. 

Not all recreation activities are compatible with each other, nor 
are they compatible with other resource activities. Overcrowding in 
developed sites and dispersed areas often impairs visitor 
experience. Conflicting uses become distracting. 
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The Forest land base is ample enough to meet therotical recreation 
demand over both the lo-year plan period and the SO-year long-term 
planning horizon. However, visitors have established set patterns 
of use and want to return to their longtime favorite spots. 
Competition for the same ground by divergent interests results in 
conflict, whxh must be resolved on-site, even though the land 
capacity to accommodate these recreation uses exists elsewhere in 
the Forest. 

Reservation and fee systems apply to several high amenity developed 
sites. The using public generally is willing to pay for special 
services. The Bldorado has begun to contract facility operation and 
maintenance to private concessionaires on a selected basis, result- 
ing in favorable public acceptance. 

3. Issue Resolution 

Recreation use outside of wilderness is classified as either 
developed or dispersed. Each class needs to be handled separately 
when dealing with issues. 

Although the mix of public, semi-public, and private uses may change, 
the land base represented by existing and potential recreation sites 
(listed in Chapter lb', red pages), is expected to meet future demands 
on the Forest. Recreation planners will survey the Forest for 
additional suitable ground. 

Some sites will be triggered by demand in the first decade of the 
Plan. These sites will accommodate induced use associated with 
hydroelectric projects. Developed recreation facilities are 
required under the terms of the FERC licenses to provide for 
recreation use related to project features such as reservoirs. 
Actual construction will be prompted by reaching peak use levels 
within project areas. Additional recreation facilities ~111 be 
built by licensees at Crystal Basin and Silver Lake -- and 
potentially at Blue Lakes, Lower Bear River Reservoir, and Salt 
Springs Reservoir. Initial installation of recreation facilities 
may take place at Alder Reservoir, which may be developed under the 
El Dorado County SOFAR project. Kinds of facilities include boating 
sates, family campgrounds, group campgrounds, equestrian group 
campgrounds, sanitation stations, and xnterpretive sites. 

A Forest Plan objective for the Eldorado is to furnish a standard 
level of maintenance to all sites that it operates and maintains. 
Concessionaires and licensees must also furnish a standard level of 
maintenance on sites they operate. A trend toward more conces- 
sionaire management of facllrties 1s expected. Worn sites will be 
scheduled for rehabilitation or put in a rest-recovery status. 

The Plan offers 4,017 acres of potential downhill ski sites for 
addltional development by permittee. Special use permits are issued 
for recreation residences, organization camps, and resorts. A draft 
Future Recreation Use Determination Study (FRIJD) for special uses 
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along Highway 88 was prepared and made available for review by the 
public in early 1987. Future use options considered were: (1) 
continuance of permits as currently authorized (status quo); (2) 
conversion of lands under permit to private status through a land 
adjustment process (disposal): or (3) termination of existing 
permits to accommodate a demonstrated higher public need 
(recovery). The study was temporarily withdrawn from public review 
because its comment period coincided with the comment period for the 
Chief's proposed new policy on recreation residences. These two 
important issues, overlapping as they did, resulted in some 
confusion among the permittees, and to separate the issues the Draft 
Environmental Statement was withdrawn in April 1987. Information 
obtained during preparation of the FRUD and through public scoping 
indicated that there is a firm basis for believing there may be a 
future higher public need in the Highway 88 area and elsewhere on 
the Forest. Therefore, the future needs of special use sites will 
be analyzed and considered before renewing the authorization for new 
terms, as directed by National Policy outlined in FSM 2721.23e. 

The Eldorado has a high capacity for dealing with dispersed 
recreation needs. The potential to increase projected demand goes 
beyond the five decade horizon of the Plan. However, this long-term 
capacity relates to total recreation visitor days, not the types and 
intensities of dispersed use. Managers will rely on the Forest 
Service Recreation Opportunity Spectrum (ROS) system to establish 
priorities for the kinds of dispersed activities that can take place 
in a given Forest location. Standards and guidelines serve to make 
dispersed recreation use compatible with the desired ROS for each 
management area and reduce conflicts with other competing 
activities. 

The approach to dispersed recreation taken by the Plan allows use to 
increase with demand, manages that use to provide a variety of non- 
conflicting activities, and makes land or facility commitments to 
enhance the Forest program. 

Implementation of a new Forest ORV Plan, in 1990, will result in ORV 
use being restricted, almost exclusively, to a designated roads and 
trails system. Acres open for ORV's, other than trails, will be 
significantly reduced. Extensive trail construction and recon- 
struction is proposed. Enactment of the California Wilderness Act 
of 1984 and recommendation of the Caples Creek area for wilderness 
result in closure of some existing four-wheel drive roads and 
motorcycle trails. More ORV mileage will be reduced in non&- 
derness parts of the Forest to conform to the resource emphasis of 
certain management areas. The Forest Plan offers sufficient 
opportunity to replace these miles with new roads and trails, but it 
cannot substitute the unique experiences associated with the 
original routes. This change might therefore be considered a loss 
by affected individuals and clubs. 
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Equestrian and cross-country skier needs are best met by high 
country zoning in the Plan. The Plan will gave emphasis to the 
development of new trailhead facilities for both of these user 
groups. Standards and guidelines minimize conflicts between 
motorized and nonmotorized dispersed recreation, although both types 
may share common faclllties in some cases. 

Management emphasis in the Eldorado general forest zone is placed 
mainly on lntenslve resource activities such as timber harvesting, 
grazing, and minerals development. Dxpersed recreation is designed 
to blend In with these intensive activities rather than take 
priority over them. However, vIewsheds along heavily traveled 
roads, major rivers and reservoirs, and areas of concentrated public 
use are protected by a visual resource management system. Direction 
applied to these viewsheds limits the amount of landscape alteration 
in foreground and middleground view areas. 

The Plan provides for new short loop hiking and riding trawls in the 
general forest zone. These trails will typify and provide for 
public interpretation of management area activities in their 
vicinity. 

D. Timber 

1. Issue Statement 

How intensive and wldespread should timber management activities be 
on the Eldoradov 

2. issue Summary 

The Eldorado timber resource has previously been managed under the 
1978 Timber Management Plan. The Forest Plan supersedes the Timber 
Management Plan. The former plan directed a scheduled annual sell 
volume of 138.3 millIon board feet of wood to be harvested from 
292,000 acres of suitable timber land. An additional target called 
for recovery of 5.0 million board feet of sanitation-salvage and 
adminxstratlve sale volume annually. The Natlonal Forest Management 
Act requires the Eldorado to make a new assessment of timber land 
suitablllty and calculate an annual timber program quantity based on 
the management objectives of the Plan. 

The Eldorado timber program has been relatxvely stable over the last 
15 years. Sales offered by the Forest are consistently bought at 
bid prxes above appraised value. Few sales have been passed over 
by prospective buyers in the lumber market. The Eldorado contm- 
ually meets targeted sell volumes, and this wood supply source has 
played an important part In provldlng Income and employment to 
nearby communities. 
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Residents of the local communities have historically accepted timber 
harvest activities and their accompanying economic and employment 
benefits. However, demand for nontimber resources has grown 
steadily over the same 15-year period. The social composition of an 
expanding local population has changed from one that was once market 
oriented to one that is now much more amenity oriented. Timber 
harvest is competing with recreation, wilderness, wildlife, and 
visual resources on a much broader scale. 

The timber issue now centers around the potential effects of 
intensive harvest methods on the environment and nontimber values. 
The public is interested in what cutting practices are employed by 
the Forest, the number and location of acres logged, and the volumes 
removed under the timber program. Economic effectiveness of timber 
management has become a major management consideration. 

3. issue Resolution 

The Forest Plan identifies 307.615 acres of suitable timber land. 
These suitable acres represent the productive land base that will be 
managed on a harvest schedule to maintain an annual Allowable Sale 
Quantity (ASQ). Both evenaged and unevenaged silvicultural systems 
are applied to this suitable timber land base. 

Scheduled timber harvest is practiced in the general forest, wild- 
life, and streamside management zones. Cutting in the streamside 
management zone is modified to protect wildllfe-dependent vegetation 
and preserve high water quality. Wildlife zones have management 
area standards and guidelines that perpetually provide timber stand 
conditions to manage spotted owl and goshawk habitat. 

Unscheduled timber harvest is practiced in portions of the general 
forest, high country, developed, and dedicated zones. Cutting 
practices are restricted to sanitation-salvage, hazard tree removal, 
and other methods that either meet administrative needs or enhance 
multiple use resource values. Trees are normally removed on an 
individual selection basis except when salvaging large burns and 
insect or disease epidemics. Timber activities in wilderness are 
covered by Interim Directive No. 29 (May 10, 1985) of the Forest 
Service Manual. 

The Plan directs a general strategy to perform the most intensive 
timber management practices on the most productive (highest) timber 
sites. Managers apply evenaged silviculture to high sites of Forest 
Survey Class 5 or better. All silvicultural systems are available 
on high site, but primarily clearcutting and shelterwood systems 
will be utilized. The Plan sets a maximum size of clearcut openings 
at 40 acres. Dispersion rules allow only a 15 percent overlap 
between harvest units until regenerated stands reach a height of 4.5 
feet. Short rotations of 50-90 years are scheduled for the most 
intensively managed stands. This pattern will produce an evenaged 
mosaic that has less overall tree diversity throughout the general 
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forest zone. Reforestation of harvested stands constitutes a large 
future investment in timber and makes related fire protection a 
critical companion factor in meeting long-term outputs. 

Managers will practice less intensive activities on low site suit- 
able timber lands. The Plan prescribes typically unevenaged silvi- 
culture to low site stands. Individual tree selection or small 
group selection (less than 5 acres) are the most common harvest 
methods used in this case. Where low site stands are intermingled 
with high site stands, the trees may be clearcut incidental to the 
harvest of adjacent high site stands provided they can be regen- 
erated within 5 years. The Plan directs longer rotations to low 
sites. 

Cutting in the general forest zone is also controlled by visual 
quality objectives. The plan specifically names Highway 50 and 
Highway 88 as scenic corridors. Viewsheds surrounding other well- 
traveled roads or populated areas must meet visual quality manage- 
ment objectives. The Plan requires retention or partial retention 
of foreground and middleground areas seen from roads, trails, 
rivers, reservoirs and densely developed recreation sites. Unseen 
areas and background areas have a Visual Quality Objective of 
modification or maximum modification. 

The Forest Plan, with its associated management requirements and 
land assignments, establishes a new first decade ASQ of 137.2 
million board feet per year. The Forest Plan also estimates an 
unscheduled output of 9.3 million board feet per year. The new 
total timber sale program quantity is 146.5 million board feet 
annually. This resource production target essentially keeps an even 
flow of timber coming from the Eldorado while simultaneously being 
responsive to environmental issues and other nontimber Forest 
resources. 

E. Lands 
1. Issue Statement 

How should the Forest Service deal with the impact of intermingled 
and adjacent private land where it affects the public use of the 
Eldorado? 

2. Issue Summary 

The Forest has a complicated landownership pattern. The gross area 
is 786,994 acres, which includes 190,270 acres of other than 
National Forest ownership inside the administrative boundary. 
Intermingled parcels are mostly isolated and enclosed on all sides 
by government land. An opposite situation occurs outside the 
administrative boundary. Several small pieces of National Forest 
land are separated from the main body of the Eldorado and are 
surrounded by private property. The Forest boundary forms many 
miles of common line between National Forest and private ownership. 
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When local communities were part of a sparsely populated rural 
society, the Eldorado and neighboring land interests were mostly 
compatible and shared a certain interdependence. This rural society 
gradually urbanized. and its agricultural character gave way. 
Contrasting land philosophies appeared, and conflicts emerged, 
affecting the abilities of either private parties or government 
managers to use and develop their lands as they might prefer. 
Consequently, the mixed ownership pattern has caused concern for the 
Forest Service, state and local governments, Forest visitors, and 
affected private landowners. 

3. Issue Resolutron 
Intermingled ownership conflicts are apt to increase during the Plan 
decade. One solution for consolidating interior government land- 
ownership and disposing of unmanageable parcels is a vigorous land 
adjustment program. Adjustment can be accomplished by purchases, 
exchanges, and donations. The plan lists Eldorado National Forest 
lands available for disposal. The list was excerpted from the 
Eldorado National Forest Landownership Adjustment Plan and appears 
in Appendix D. Land available for disposal adds up to 4,270 acres. 
The plan also projects a first decade average target of 159 acres to 
be acquired annually by the Forest. The land and market resource 
values of the inventoried disposal parcels furnishes comparable 
worth for exchange purposes. 

Coordinated land management planning with local counties IS another 
means of avoiding ownership conflicts. The Eldorado and the four 
counties whose boundaries partially overlap the Forest must identify 
common goals and objectives. The lands issue may also be resolved 
where private ownership reverts to entities who share a like need to 
meet National Forest management goals. The California Department of 
Fish and Game, for example, has investigated and completed land 
purchases to preserve winter deer range or protect wild trout 
streams like the Rubicon River. 

Trespass is a lands related problem. Most trespass cases involve 
innocent encroachment onto National Forest land because common 
property lines between government and other ownership have not been 
surveyed and posted. Reduction and eventual elimination of backlog 
miles lower future trespass potential and aid the Eldorado and its 
neighbors in managing land adjacent to ownership lines. 

The Plan aims at consolidating interior ownership and establishing 
future land patterns, which facilitate long-term management of the 
Forest. Prime candidate lands for acquisition are parcels with high 
recreation values, desirable wildlife habitat such as critical deer 
winter range, and private holdings inside wilderness. A continued 
active land line location program will reduce problems where 
intermingled and adjacent ownership stays in its current status. 
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Tax revenues from lands gained or lost to the Eldorado are a related 
part of the lands issue. Net loss of private ownership by 
government acquisition reduces the counties' property tax base. 
Boards of Supervisors usually acknowledge the resources benefits of 
a forest land adjustment program but are watchful for economic loss 
to road and school budgets. 

F. Fish and Wildlife 

1. issue Statement 

What kinds and amounts of fish, wildllfe, and plant habitat should 
be provided/protected on the Eldorado? 

2. Issue Summary 

The Forest provides habltat for 340 species of animal life. The 
total includes 202 birds, 79 mammals, 20 fish, 24 reptiles, and 15 
amphibians. Past public interest was primarily concerned with 
harvest specres such as deer, quail, cottontail rabbit, gray 
squirrel, bear, and trout. Today aesthetic wildllfe values 
lnvolvzng maintenance and enhancement of all species are becoming 
increasingly important to people. The Endangered Species Act, as 
well as other federal and state laws, express these changing public 
attitudes. Intensive resource activities can affect viable wildlife 
populations and the habitats on which they depend. 

3. Issue Resolution 
The Plan sets a mandatory priority of achieving legal requirements 
for threatened and endangered species of wildlife, fish and plants. 
Consultation has been requested of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service regarding the effects of Plan implementation upon threatened 
or endangered species. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has 
declined formal consultation at the Forest Plan level and has 
requested that requi'red consultation be initiated at the project 
level(letter dated 8117184). The Eldorado provides suitable habitat 
for two endangered species: bald eagle and peregrine falcon. Bald 
eagles spend the winter and one pair has been nesting on the Forest 
for the past two years. Peregrine falcons have also been sighted in 
1386 and 1987. Forest blologlsts will manage bald eagle and 
peregrine falcon habitats according to the Federal Species Recovery 
Plans. 

The Forest provides habitat for seven sensitive wildllfe species: 
Sierra Nevada red fox, pine marten, fisher, spotted owl, great gray 
owl, goshawk, and willow flycatcher. The Plan designates individual 
management areas for spotted owls and goshawks because of potential 
Impacts on their habitats by other resource activities. Wildlife 
management areas are distributed throughout the forest in networks 
of interconnecting habitat areas containing mature stands of 
timber. The spotted owl has 60,800 acres, 21,200 of which provide 
for timber harvest activities, and the goshawk has 2,550 acres in 
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these management areas. Great gray owls have been heard but not 
confirmed. No special management prescriptions are developed for 
the remaining sensitive species because Forest-wide standards and 
guidelines direct their habitat protection requirements. 

The Forest has selected 10 vertebrates and/or invertebrates to serve 
as management indicator species. These indicator species represent 
the vegetative types, seral stages, and special habitat elements for 
the variety of wildlife species living on the Forest. Population 
changes in indicator species show the effects of management 
activities on other fish and wildlife populations. Biologists will 
monitor indicator species to measure and protect the vitality of the 
Forest-wide fish and wildlife populations. 

Critical deer habitat information has been entered in the Eldorado 
resource data base. The habitat information was reviewed and 
validated by the California Department of Fish and Game. Project 
designers refer to the data base when they prepare environmental 
analyses of the effects of proposed Forest actions in order to avoid 
or mitigate effects on deer summer range, winter range, fawning 
areas, and migration corridors. 

Jointly approved deer herd plans further allow the Forest Service 
and Fish and Game to provide expert habitat and species management 
to Eldorado deer populations. The Salt Springs, Grizzly Flat, 
Pacific, and Blue Canyon Deer Herd Plans supplement the Forest Plan 
with detailed wildlife management direction. The two agencies will 
jointly work to acquire private parcels of critical deer winter 
range. Acquisition under Forest Service authority will conform to 
the land adjustment objectives stated under the lands issue and stay 
consistent with the Department's deer herd plans. 

Hydroelectric development is the most likely Eldorado activity to 
affect fisheries in the next 10 years. One objective of the Forest 
Plan is to maintain in-stream flows in affected river systems to 
keep Eldorado trout populations at current or increased levels. 
Hydroelectric development that has impoundment potential will 
involve the exchange of stream habitat for lake fisheries. However, 
hydroelectric project mitigation sometimes may involve exchanging 
cold water stream habitat for lake fisheries. The Forest intends to 
improve nine acres of resident fish habitat per year during the 
decade of the Plan. This planned improvement work, coupled with 
desirable streamflow releases, can help to offset any loss of cold 
water fish production resulting from hydroelectric development. 

Sensitive plant species and potential sensitive plant habitats are 
managed to ensure that species do not become threatened or 
endangered because of Forest Service actions. Inventoried plant 
locations are recorded in the resource data base but omitted from 
public map display to protect them. Forest managers and project 
designers have access to this plant information in order to check 
locations against project houndaries. Sensitive plant disturbance 
is thereby avoided. 
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Implementation of the Forest Plan will produce a sufficxntly 
diverse habitat to support viable populations of early, mid and late 
successional wildlife species. Threatened and endangered species 
will be managed according to recovery plans. The Plan gives special 
protection to spotted owl and goshawk by designating sultable 
habitat for these species in a network of habitat areas that provrde 
for a dlstrlbution of interacting reproductive individuals. 

ProJected development of hydroelectrx projects will reduce miles of 
cold water stream fisheries -- or lower the quality of trout habitat 
by decreasing in-stream flows of impacted river systems. Mitigation, 
consisting of suitable streamflow releases and habitat improvements, 
can replace or even increase the total pounds of fish avaxlable. 
Fish production may be transferred to two story (coldwater/warmwater) 
reservoir environments built by the licnesees. Hydroelectric 
development ~11 create a related shift In the type of fishing 
experience found in the Eldorado. 

Sensitive plants are protected as if they are threatened and 
endangered species. 

C. Fire 
1. Issue Statement 

To what extent should fx?e be managed as a way for the Eldorado to 
reduce Its hazardous fuels backlog and enhance resource values? 

2. Issue Summary 

The Eldorado, like other NatIonal Forests, has strongly promoted 
fire prevention. Forest Service fire management policy states an 
objective to suppress wildfires at a minimum cost consistent with 
fire management directlon and land and resources management 
objectives. Initial fire actlon is preplanned and designed to 
provide the most reasonable probability of minimizing the sum of 
suppression costs plus net vaIue change (C + NVC) for resource 
damage. On escaped fires, responsible line officers promptly 
organize and Implement an appropriate attack based on an escaped 
fire situation analysis (EFSA) when the fire will continue into the 
following day's burning period. Confine, contain or control 
strategies will be considered where appropriate. 

In effect, the national program emphasis on fire prevention and the 
rapid suppression of fires have caused a bulldup of natural fuels on 
the Eldorado. Forest Service land management practices such as 
timber harvesting have created an actxvlty fuels buildup. The 
result of these actions is that live and dead fuel will accumulate 
during the plan decade. Some form of 'fuel treatment IS needed to 
assure the continued flow of outputs stated in the Plan. 
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The public has expressed an interest in the disruption of the 
natural fuel cycle on the Eldorado -- and how breaking that natural 
cycle may affect the forest environment. On one hand, people show a 
serious concern for threat to life and property by wildfire and for 
air pollution from the smoke. On the other hand, the public 
recognizes a need to sustain the production of goods and services 
derived from the Forest, backed by an effective, cost-efficient fire 
management program. 

3. Issue Resolution 
The Plan addresses the fire issue in two ways: (1) by prescribing 
direction to individual management areas of the Forest, and (2) 
establishing a fire attack and fuels treatment program designed to 
assure targeted resource outputs. 

The first method lists sets of standards and guidelines for fire 
practices. The practices cover prevention, detection, suppression, 
activity fuels management, natural fuels management, and 
prescriptive fire management. The purpose of the direction is to 
meet tolerable fire loss objectives. The Initial Attack Assessment 
(IAA) computer model performs the fire analysis by projecting acres 
burned at average fire intensity levels for the fuels inside the 
management areas. 

Another form of fire analysis merges the IAA data mentioned above 
with FOPPLAN. FOPPLAN computes outputs, acres, and dollars for plan 
alternatives based on the management theme or objective function of 
that alternative. The connection between IAA and FORPLAN assures 
that burned acre limits are consistent with expected outputs -- and 
the cost of the fire program is not greater than the net value 
change of the resources protected. 

Fire programs may invest dollars in fire attack or fuels treatment 
to produce the most cost effective approach to fire management. The 
current (1982) fire program is used as a base index for further 
analysis. The current program has an established mix of employees, 
fire equipment, fire facilities, attack, and fuels treatment 
funding. Alternative fire programs vary plus or minus from the base 
index. The mix can be weighted toward attack, fuels, or current 
emphasis. 

The Plan proposes a current plus 20 percent fire program. The 
forest will increase the fire budget by 20 percent and stress 
initial attack more than fuels treatment to achieve tolerable burned 
acre limits that meet scheduled outputs of goods and services. The 
hazardous fuels reduction part of this program calls for annual 
treatment of 7,100 acres of activity and natural fuels. The 
expected acres burned by wildfire annually is 727 acres. 
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H. Transport’ation System 
1. Issue Statement 
What types and standards of roads and trails should be built; what 
levels of mantenance are necessary; what construction methods and 
location practices should be used; and what regulatory polxies 
should be adopted for all motorized travel, including recreation 
vehicles, on the Eldorado? 

2. Issue Summary 

Within the Forest, the Forest Service maintains 2,158 miles of 
road. Counties maintain 209 miles under their local jurisdiction. 
Private landowners separately operate on 400 miles of road inside 
the Forest boundary. The public road system, exclusive of state 
highways, consists of 14 percent paved, 28 percent gravel, and 58 
percent native surfaces. 

The Eldorado's past road program emphasis has been to complete the 
undeveloped part of the Forest Development Transportation System 
Plan and concurrently upgrade existing substandard roads. The 
Forest's intent is to basically meet current resource and admini- 
strative transportation needs. This active program has raised 
public interest about the number of miles of road built and 
individual construction standards applied to them. Several issue 
respondents felt the forest was building too many roads at too high 
a standard. Another segment of the public observed that the Forest 
places too many travel restrictions on public roads. Locked gates 
and seasonal road closures wsrs stated as problems. 

The Forest also contains an extensive trail system. Forest trails 
are divided into two categories: motorized and nonmotorized. 
Motorized trails have a tread of less than 40 inches, which by 
design makes them suitable for two-wheel trail cycle use only. 
Motorized trails are not available for three- and four-wheel drive 
travel. Trails of special interest are the Paclfx Crest Trail, the 
Emigrant Summit National Recreation Trail, and the Pony Express 
Natzonal Recreation Trail. The Rubicon Springs four-wheel drive 
road has been nominated for National Recreation Trail status. The 
Emigrant Summit Trail is being consldered for the National Historic 
Trail System. The Eldorado currently maintains 75 miles of 
motorized trails and 274 miles of nonmotorized trawls. 

Recreationists are constantly seeking addltlonal trail miles and 
trailhead facilities for hiklng, backpacking, horseback riding, 
cycling, over-snow vehicle travel and cross-country skiing. The 
publx is also concerned about actual and potential conflicts 
created by multi-use of many of these Forest trails. 
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3. Ipue Resolution 

The Forest road system is largely built to planned levels. New 
construction and reconstruction of roads directed by the Forest Plan 
will, for the most part, tie to the Eldorado timber program. 

The Forest builds three types of roads: (1) arterial, (2) collector, 
and (3) local. Arterials are high standard roads that are normally 
paved and double-laned. The arterial system, with 312 existing 
miles, is 95 percent complete. 25 to 30 percent of arterials are 
currently substandard and need some reconstruction. Existing 
collector roads cover 304 miles. The collector system is 90 percent 
complete. Collector roads funnel traffic from local project roads 
to the arterials. They are medium standard single-lane roads with 
aggregate base and often have chip-sealed surfaces. Approximately 
50 percent of the existing collectors are substandard and need 
reconstruction. 

Local roads generally have the lowest construction standards. They 
are project roads built within timber sale compartments to reach 
unaccessed timber stands. Locals are often dead end roads that are 
maintained for the life of the project -- then closed until they are 
needed for future projects. Extension of the local system is 
directly related to implementation of the forest plan. Existing 
locals cover 1,751 miles. 

In summary, new arterials and collectors become essentially 100 
percent completed during the plan decade. Substandard roads will be 
reconstructed to standard. There will be a noticeable decrease in 
construction of these two types of roads in the remaining four 
decades of the long-term planning horizon. Local roads will 
continue to be built on sn individual project basis until the miles 
per acre density of this type of road serve the total Forest 
transportation need. The Forest Plan projects construction of 44.0 
miles and reconstruction of 62.6 miles of roads annually for the 
next 10 years. 

The Eldorado performs five levels of road maintenance on its trans- 
portation system. These maintenance levels are transformed to 
Forest wide standards and guidelines in Chapter IV of the Plan. 
Level I and Level II maintenance is applied to 1,528 miles of low 
standard local roads. Level III and Level IV maintenance is applied 
to 554 miles of combined local and collector roads, consisting of 
higher standard native surfaces and aggregate base surfaces with 
chip seals. Level V, the highest standard, is applied to 76 miles 
of arterial double-laned asphalt concrete roads. The construction 
program developed under the Plan will add the 440 miles to 
maintenance by the end of the first decade. 

Eldorado engineers will design mainly for conventional construction 
practices in developing the Forest transportation system. Special 
design features may be employed on visually or environmentally 
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sensitive areas, based on individual project environmental 
assessments. Engineers will locate roads where they cause the least 
impact on the land and still serve resource management objectives. 

Visual quality objectives will be achieved along sensitive roads by 
wly=ng standards and guidelines for retention and partial 
retention of foreground and middleground view areas. Helicopter log 
transport may be used in lieu of roads where construction costs are 
excessive or the environment might be adversely impacted. 

Building new roads into previously unroaded areas also concerns the 
public. The decision to build roads strongly ties to the emphasis 
given to each management area. Management areas assigned to 
primitive and semiprimitive nonmotorized high country emphasis have 
prescriptions that generally prohibit road building. Management 
areas assigned to semiprimitive motorized high country emphasis have 
prescriptions that usually allow only temporary low-standard local 
or permanent four-wheel drive roads. Temporary roads are built in 
semiprimitive motorized high country to serve one-time needs such as 
insect salvage or fire suppression. These temporary roads are then 
obliterated, and the land is returned to a natural condition. In 
total, 44,683 acres of high country management area remain 
essentially unroaded by implementing the Plan. 

Management areas that are assigned to Research Natural Areas and 
Archaeological, Geological, and Botanical Special Interest Areas 
also have direction that limits or excludes road building. These 
include two research natural areas outside of wilderness and nine 
special interest areas containing 22,485 acres of the forest. 

Two wildlife management area prescriptions affect road building. 
Direction applied to the nest stand areas for goshawks and core 
nesting areas for spotted owls restricts road building while these 
sites are occupied by nesting birds. However, these nesting cores 
are rotated with replacement habitat over a span of time and can 
eventually be roaded in future decades. 

The remaining parts of the Forest that have no physical investments 
or developments -- and are situated outside specially designated 
management areas -- are open to more intensive kinds of multiple use 
management activities. The Plan directs that permanent roads can be 
built in any of these remaining management areas, even though some 
of them are presently roadless. 

The California Wilderness Act of 1984 affects four-wheel drive roads 
and motorized trails. Designation of the Mokelume Wilderness add- 
ition legislatively removed 5.7 miles of four-wheel drive road and 
9.8 miles of motorized cycle trails from the_For~~..~ansp_oytation 

._- 2 q-- .~ system DesignatlX-of-the proposed Caples Creek Wilderness -iill 
also reduce miles of motorized trail. The Forest offers sufficient 

7 opportunity to replace the reduced miles but not necessarily the 
original experience:,--- -.--_ ..~- 7-__--' 
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I. Range 
1. Issue Statement 

How should the range on the Eldorado be utilized to meet the needs 
of livestock grazing, wildlife forage, and other related resource 
needs and values? _ 

2. Issue Summary 

The grazing resource consists of Ill.059 acres of suitable range 
that is divided into 22 individual cattle allotments. Range 
Allotment Plans supplement the Forest Plan and give detailed grazing 
direction to Forest Service managers and allotment permittees. 
Irrigation and cultivation are not practiced to grow permanent 
range. 

A transitory range situation makes cattle grazing partially 
dependent on natural events such as climate, insect and disease 
activity, and wildlife cycles. Timber harvesting creates additional 
forage following clearcuttings or other harvests that provide 
temporary stand openings. Recreation livestock and wildlife utilize 
the range resource as well as the allotted cattle. No wild and 
free-roaming horses or burros are found on the Forest. 

Public issues about range relate to overgrazing, erosion, meadow 
degradation, competition for forage with wildlife, and disruption of 
wilderness solitude by cowbells. The 1982 Base Year index for 
permitted use is 12,000 animal unit months (ABM's). 

3. Issue Resolution 

The national PPA assessment for livestock grazing forecasts a 
substantial increase in demand over current use. The Plan proposes 
to maintain approximately current output levels. Forest grazing 
outputs will not meet Regional range production targets throughout 
the plan period. 

The Forest will simultaneously carry out a timber harvest program 
that regenerates 4,300 acres of suitable forest land annually during 
the plan decade. Evenaged silvicultural systems will be used to a 
greater extent than in the past, resulting in increased Forest-wide 
forage (grass, forbs, and brush) availability. 

Wide-scale overgrazing has not been a pronounced problem on the 
Forest, and resource damage has been reduced or eliminated by 
herding, animal distribution, and fencing. In general, the range 
condition is improving rather than declining. Each management area 
where grazing is permitted has standards and guidelines for range 
maintenance and for structural and nonstructural range improvements 
that result in an upward condition and trend. Seasons of use are 
determined by annual range readiness surveys. 
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Plan direction states that no new allotments will be created in 
wilderness but livestock operations may continue on allotments 
established at the time of designation and the permittee agrees to 
necessary changes. The social impact of cowbells will still occur 
in allotments that extend to Desolation and Mokelumne Wildernesses. 

Plan direction, on the other hand, excludes livestock grazing from 
the Peavine and Station Creek Research Natural Areas. Allotments 
that extend to these management areas will have their boundaries 
adjusted to eliminate overlapping acres and reduce AUM's. 
Competition with wildlife refers mainly to wet high-mountain meadows 
where livestock compete with deer in spring and summer for highly 
nutritious grasses and forbs. Historical overuse by livestock has 
also contributed to conifer encroachment, loss of forb and grass 
cover, and riparian damage. Meadows are extremely Important fawning 
habitat. To help reduce these problems, the Eldorado and the 
California Department of Fish and Game are cooperatively initiating 
corrective actions. Measures include improvement projects, 
modification of current allotment management plans, working with 
permittees to improve competition problems, and giving consideration 
to wildlife needs in allocation of forage. 

J. Water Quality and Quantity 
1. Issue Statement 

What management practices should be used/modified on the Eldorado to 
maintain or improve water quality or quantity? 

2. Issue Summary 

The major river systems that originate in the Forest yield an 
average 1.444 million acre feet of water per year. Some streams 
flow through as many as four hydroelectric power plants before 
waters are finally stored for agricultural, domestic, and industrial 
use outside of the forest. The downstream value of this water 
averages more than $100.00 per acre foot. 

Water yield also plays a major part in public use of the Forest. 
Popular water related activities include fishing, floating, 
whitewater rafting, swimming, boating, water sports, and simple 
aesthetic enjoyment. 

Water quality is an equally important aspect of management of the 
Forest. Intensive resource activities such as timber harvesting, 
road building, mining, and livestock grazing can increase sedimen- 
tation in streams and reduce the capacities of reservoirs. The 
public wants to maintain the existing high water quality found 
throughout the Eldorado. Forest practices must keep sediment 
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production and transport within a tolerable amount that does not 
cause either short-term or cumulative Impacts to that high quality 
condition. Riparian areas must be protected to maintain wlldlife 
habitat and streamslde recreation values, as well as serve down- 
stream needs for domestic water. 

3. Issue Resolution 
The way that Forest lands are managed affects both water quality and 
water quantity. Implementation of the plan will not degrade 
existing high water quality. This NFMA requirement quality is 
handled by three methods m the Plan. 

First, all Forest activities are guided by the application of Best 
Management Practices (BMP) for the prevention of nonpoint pollution 
impacts. These BMP's are identified In the publication named Water 
Quality Management for National Forest Lands in California, April 
1979, USDA Forest Service, Region Five and Plan Appendix F. Future 
monitoring of BMP's and cumulative watershed Impacts will be 
employed to assure that high water quality is retained. 

Second, the FORPLAN computer model, which simulates timber harvest 
schedules and other resource activities, limits cumulative watershed 
disturbance. Maximum watershed disturbance is a discretionary 
forest management requirement that is based on slope, soil erosion 
hazard ratmg, and whether the watersheds are consldered a high 
value fishery or municipal water supply. The allowable disturbance 
ranges from 15.1 to 24.0 percent at any one time for Forest 
watersheds. Scheduled outputs are therefore held at a level that 
does not exceed the threshold at which water quality is diminlshed. 

The third measure establishes a streamside management zone (SMZ). 
The SMZ always takes in the 100 foot (horizontal distance) riparlan 
strip that borders both sides of all perennial streams and surrounds 
lake shores, high-mountain meadows, and wetlands. SMZ's widen 
beyond 100 feet based on stream class, slope, and soil stability. 
Management activities in the SMZ are directed by a separate set of 
standards and guidelines than those in the neighbormg general 
forest zone. Shade and ground cover are retained to protect fish 
and wildlife habitat. The area serves as a filter strip to 
intercept sediment moving down from disturbed watershed lands above 
the zone. SMZ management practices are described in Chapter IV, 
Management Area Number 30. The Forest Plan treats 27,200 acres with 
an SMZ prescription. 

Opportunities to increase water quantity are tied to weather 
modification, type conversion, snowpack management, and watershed 
improvement projects. Stationary cloud seeding statlons have been 
in place in the Forest for several years. Statlons will continue to 
operate under permit from the Forest Service to the utilities who 
own them. Aerial cloud seeding is still in a research stage. The 
Eldorado participates in the Sierra Cooperative Pilot Program, which 
conducts aerial seeding research activities. 
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The Forest Plan offers a snowpack management practice for harvesting 
red fir timber. Snowpack management is applied in conjunction with 
high site evenaged management in red fir timber stands. Snowpack 
cutting patterns (small openings in clusters) are established in the 
silvicultural prescriptions for timber compartments. Snowpack units 
increase usable water yield by prolonging the snowmelt period. 
Watershed improvement projects will be performed on 76 acres per 
year in the first decade of the Plan. Management efforts to 
increase water quantity will produce approximately 29,000 acre feet 
of water per year above the current background yield that occurs 
naturally. 

Water rights concern Forest managers. The Forest Service is a water 
user. About two-thirds of the Forest's own needs have already been 
claimed. The remainder of these needs will be obtained under 
riparian rights, which are senior to appropriated rights licensed by 
the State of California. 

The trend for water rights acquisition shows increased competition 
between potential users. Flows on the American River system are now 
almost fully appropriated. Proposed hydroelectric projects for the 
Mokelumne and Cosumnes river systems, when constructed, will utilize 
available flows remaining on those major streams. Small hydro 
project sponsors will appropriate tributary waters. Speculation is 
that all the water originating on the Eldorado will likely be 
appropriated by the close of the lo-year plan period. 

The Plan also deals with land productivity. Past erosion and 
siltation have damaged productive Forest acres to a moderate 
degree. Watershed improvement practices have been incorporated into 
the Plan to maintain and improve watershed conditions. MAY 
productive timber sites, meadows, and stream channels have been 
identified that can economically be rehabilitated. The 
aforementioned Forest target is to treat 76 acres annually to reduce 
this backlog. 

K. Roadless Areas 
1. Issue Statement 

What should be the future management of roadless areas on the 
Eldorado? 

2. issue Summary 

This issue originally applied to ten RARE II roadless-areas on the 
Eldorado. The Salt Springs roadless area and portions of the 
Raymond Peak and Tragedy-Elephants Back roadless areas have been 
designated wilderness by the California Wilderness Act oft 1984. 
This Congressional action added 19,494 acres to the Mokelumne 
Wilderness. The balance of the land in Raymond Peak and 
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Tragedy-Elephants Back roadless areas, plus six other RARE II 
roadless areas, is released for multiple use management. Released 
areas total 58,100 acres, or about 60 percent of the land formerly 
considered for wilderness in the RARE II decision. z 

- 
The California Wilderness Act names the Caples Creek roadless area 
for further planning. Caples Creek, therefore, is the only remain- 
ing RARE II roadless area evaluated for its wilderness potential in 
the Plan. The size of Caples Creek is 17.340 acres. 1' 

3. Issue Resolution 
The Forest Plan recommends approximately 13,694 acres of Caples 
Creek for wilderness designation by Congress. The remaining portion 
of the roadless area will be released to multiple use management 
based on the Record of Decision. 

'A minor hydroelectric facility known as the Foottrail Project has- 

i 

'been proposed near the confluence of Caples Creek with the Silver 
Fork of the American River. If Congress designates Caples as a 
wilderness, the Forest will recommend to the FEP.C that the proposal 

i is inconsistent with National Forest purposes: however, the project 
could still be permitted in the wilderness with Presidential 

i Approval. 

Appendix M of the FEIS provides a display of the proposed management 
in each of the former RARE II Areas. 
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III. Summary of the Analysis 
of the Management Situation 

This chapter summarizes the analysis of the Eldorado management 
situation. It links the existing Forest situation to past, current, 
and future supply and demand trends for National Forest goods and 
services. 

Subpart A describes the Forest as it IS today. That picture 
includes the social, economic, physical, and biological setting of 
the Forest. Subpart B depicts the supply/demand trends and 
production potential for applicable resources. Subpart C addresses 
resource uses and opportunities. 

A. Existing Situation 
1. Social and Economic Settmg 

The social and economic setting of the Forest is organized into two 
areas of influence. The first area is identified as the Impact 
Counties. These are the four California counties in which the 
Forest is located: Alpine, Amador, El Dorado, and Placer. The 
second area is called the Extended Zone. The Extended Zone consists 
of outlying urban regions of California and Nevada that use the 
Eldorado primarily for recreation. These urban regions are further 
known as standard metropolitan statistical areas (SMSA'S). Each 
SMSA is an integrated social and economic unit with a large 
population nucleus. SMSA's that comprise the Eldorado's Extended 
Zone are: 

Modesto 
Reno 

Sacramento 
San Francisco - Oakland 

San Jose 
Stockton 
Vallejo 

Social - Social effects flow in two directions. Actions and 
policies of the Eldorado influence the Impact Counties and the 
Extended Zone. Residents of both of these two areas, in turn, 
influence Eldorado activities. They create a visitor demand for its 
uses and its amenities. As populations in the Impact Counties and 
Extended Zone grow, these demands on the Forest continue to 
increase. As the social composition of the people in these areas 
changes, the Eldorado will concurrently receive pressures for 
different management direction. 
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Seven social groups will interact with Forest managers as the Plan 
is implemented. These groups are (1) developed recreationists. (2) 
American Indians, (3) newcomers, (4) commuters, (5) timber commu- 
nities, (6) environmentalists, and (7) local merchants. Persons may 
belong to more than one group. People in these groups have distinct 
lifestyles, attitudes, beliefs, and values. These social traits 
translate to individual thoughts, likes, and fears about how the 
Forest IS managed. 

The population of the Impact Counties has grown rapidly in the last 
decade, especially when compared to the State as a whole. As 
reflected by the statewide situation, both natural increase and 
immigration contribute to this population growth. Joining longtime 
residents of the Impact Counties is a new population composed of 
retirees, exurbanites. commuters, alternative lifestylers, and a 
substantial number of second homeowners. Statistically the second 
homeowners are not recorded in the Impact County populations but may 
eventually become fulltime residents. 

Most of the Impact Counties have a higher proportion of their 
population over the age of 65 and a lower ratio under 18 than the 
State as a whole. A higher proportion of seniors also makes up the 
median age for the Impact Counties compared to the median age for 
the State. 

The Impact Counties have a relatively small minority population when 
compared to either the State or the nation. Alpine County with a 
high American Indian population is an exception. The other three 
Impact Counties are fairly similar in racial and ethnic character. 
The only significant minority group is Hispanics. 

All of the Impact Counties were predominantly rural in 1970, while 
the State was almost totally urban. In the 1980's. Alpine County is 
still totally rural: but Amador, El Dorado, and Placer Counties have 
increased their urban population. However, none of the Impact 
Counties could be considered predominantly urban when compared to 
the State. 

The Extended Zone is more like the State in its characteristics than 
the Impact Counties. None of the SMSA's in the Extended Zone have 
rapid population growth rates equal to those found in the Impact 
Counties. The Rena, San Francisco-Oakland, Stockton, and Vallejo- 
Napa SMSA's all have comparable or lower proportions of persons in 
the under-18 age group than the State. Modesto, Stockton, and San 
Francisco-Oakland have considerably higher proportions of people 
over 65 than either the State or the remaining parts of the Extended 
Zone. These last three SMSA's serve as a large source of retiree 
immigrants to the Impact counties. 

The Extended Zone has a relatively high minority population, except 
for the Reno SMSA. Minority members are predominantly Hispanic and 
Black. The Stockton and San Jose SMSA's both have a higher propor- 
tion of Hispanics than the State. Hispanics account for 10 to 13 
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percent of the population throughout the Extended Area. Relatively 
large proportions of Blacks are found in the Sacramento, San 
Francisco-Oakland. and Vallejo-Napa SMSA's. The Extended Zone 
SMSA's ranged from 70 to 98 percent urban in the 1970's. The trend 
is that the Extended Zone will gain even more urban population in 
the 1980's. Increasing urbanization is one of the main reasons why 
people leave the Extended Zone and move to Impact Counties. Urbani- 
zation IS also a strong reason why people travel to the Eldorado for 
outdoor recreation opportunities that are not available closer to 
home. 

The major industries in the Impact Counties are government, retail 
trade, services, and manufacturing. Retail trade and services 
include employment for tourism and recreation. These two industries 
also serve the growing population of the Impact Counties. The manu- 
facturing industry, which includes wood products, is significant to 
total employment only in Amador County. However, in El Dorado and 
Placer Counties, the wood products industry is important to the 
local economics of the communities where mills are located or where 
other Job opportunities are limited. Employment in Alpine County is 
not appreciably affected by the economics of the wood products 
industry. 

Employment that is either seasonal or sensitive to regional and 
national markets is a problem faced by some of the major industries 
in the Impact Counties. Jobs vary with the national and state 
economy in both the wood products and construction industry. These 
two industries are largely seasonal. Some portions of the services 
and retail trade industry, such as skiing and government employment, 
can be seasonal, too. The average annual unemployment rate in the 
Impact Counties, in most cases, is higher than the average rate in 
the State. High unemployment may be attributed to the increasing 
population and the inability to add a correspondingly large number 
of Job opportunities in the Impact Counties. The high unemployment 
situation is also due to the seasonal nature of jobs in some of the 
major industries of the Impact Counties. 

Per capita incomes are lower in the Impact Counties than in either 
the Extended Zone or the State. The percent of families below the 
poverty level in the Impact Counties is comparable to or slightly 
higher than the State. Although incomes are lower in the Impact 
Counties than in the State, the percentage of families receiving 
public assistance from Food Stamps, and aid to Families with 
Dependent Children, IS lower than in the State. However, the number 
of Social Security recipients is propor- tionately higher in the 
Impact Counties than in the State, reflecting a higher number of 
seniors. Crime rates are generally lower in the Impact Counties 
than in the state, except for Alpine County. 

Economic - The Eldorado directly affects the economics of the Impact 
Counties. The Forest provides revenues to county government through 
receipts Act payments. The Forest provides employment opportunities 
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to Impact County residents through Forest Service work and procure- 
ment: the recreation opportunities it offers: and utilization of 
Forest resources such as timber, range, and minerals. The Forest 
provides recreation opportunities for residents of the Extended 
Zone. Finally the Forest provides two types of energy resources -- 
hydroelectricity and wood -- for both the Impact Counties and 
Extended Zone. 

The two Forest resources that most directly affect the Impact 
Counties are recreation and timber. Recreation is important because 
of the employment and income it generates for the Impact Counties 
major industries of retail trade and services. Timber is important 
because of its contribution to Receipts Act payments and the mill 
employment it provides in Amador, El Dorado, and Placer Counties. 

The Eldorado, the Impact Counties, and the Extended Zone are 
interrelated in their affects on one another. The Forest attracts 
people from the Extended Zone because of its recreation 
opportunities. Collections made by the Forest for recreation use 
contribute to Receipts Act payments received by the Impact 
Counties. Recreation use indirectly contributes to the Impact 
Counties growing reliance on tourism as an industry. Another 
example of the direct effects of Forest resources on the Impact 
Counties is the dependence of local mills for timber. Eldorado 
timber products substantially contribute to Receipts Act payments, 
provide local employment, and are marketed throughout the State. 

Commodity versus noncommodity uses of the Forest have caused 
increasing scrutiny of Eldorado policies. The local communities 
that depend on timber for employment, as well as Impact County 
governments that partly rely on Receipts Act payments for school and 
road budgets, have tended to sustain or increase their demand for 
commodity uses. On the other hand, some residents of the Impact 
Counties who view the Forest with a strong environmental ethic 
choose to lobby the Eldorado to reduce commodity uses. 

2. Physlcal and BIological Setting 

The Forest ranges in elevation from less than 1,000 feet in the 
Mother Lode foothills to more than 10,000 feet above sea level along 
the Sierra crest. The mountainous topography IS broken by the steep 
canyons of the Mokelumne, Cosumnes, American, and Rubicon Rivers. 
Plateaus of generally moderate relief are located between the steep 
canyons. 

A Mediterranean type climate extends over most of the Forest, creating 
warm, dry summers and cold, wet winters. Average annual precipitation 
varies from 40 to 70 inches. More than 90 percent of this 
precipitation occurs from October through April, falling mainly as 
snow in the higher elevations. A deep snowpack of 5 to 10 feet or 
more is usually present above 6,500 feet from December to May. Winter 
low temperatures below zero and summer high temperatures above 100 
degrees fahrenheit represent a normal seasonal climatic spread. 
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AdJacent Ownerships - Land status includes 190,270 acres of other 
than federal ownership inside the boundary. This figure is about 
one-quarter of the gross land area. Several large owners have 
in-holdings that exceed 10,000 acres. However, many of these large 
ownership parcels are not contiguous. Small, scattered ownership is 
also prevalent. All of these mixed pieces create a broken ownership 
pattern throughout the Forest. Intermingled ownership generally 
complicates use for both parties. Considerable surveying, monu- 
menting, and boundary posting needs to be completed along common 
property lines to facilitate Forest administration and prevent 
trespass. 

Air Quality - The Forest is located in the Mountain Counties Air 
Basin. The Forest Service complies with regulations implemented by 
the California Air Resources Board and the four local County Air 
Pollution Control Officers to meet California air quality standards. 

This resource element IS largely affected by external sources of air 
pollutants, principally those that originate in the Central Valley. 
Eldorado managers have very little ability to influence these 
outside factors. The continuous drift of pollutants from 
agricultural and metropolitan areas makes attainment of Class I 
Airshed condition in wilderness a difficult goal. 

The management practice that internally affects the Forest air 
quality most is burning of logging debris. Besides adhering to 
County burn-day policies, the Forest follows an established federal 
Air Resource Management System (Forest Service Manual, Region 5 
Supplement 5153). Under this system, the Forest manages all 
prescribed burning operations to prevent or minimize smoke penetra- 
tion away from the Forest. Other Forest sources are wildfire, 
recreation vehicle traffic exhaust, and dust from travel on unsur- 
faced Forest roads. All of these are short-term effects, which 
essentially are manageable under forest practices. standards, and 
guidelines. 

Biomass - The Forest has not extensively entered the biomass 
market. Biomass management in forest terms is the conversion of 
vegetative fiber to energy. The Forest's potential in biomass 
production lies in recovering precommercial thinnings of young 
stands of marketable tree species, cleared brush, and logging 
residue. Recovery of biomass normally involves chipping materials 
at the source and hauling them to an off-forest generation plant. 
Much of the logging residue is harvested by individual firewood 
gatherers for home heating. However, the surplus biomass estimated 
to be available annually for energy conversion is one-million tons 
green weight. 

Chaparral - Woodland chaparral is not extensive on the Forest. A 
chaparral management program per se is not practical because of the 
low acreage and scattered nature of this vegetative type. There- 
fore chaparral IS lumped with other vegetative types under a stand 
maintenance management prescription. Existing species and 
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composition of chaparral are primarily protected for watershed and 
wildlife values. In the few instances where chaparral grows on 
high-site soils, it may be type-converted to grass or forbs for 
range and wildlife. 

Diversity - Diversity is a characteristic that represents the 
richness , relative abundance, and patterns of different species of 
plants and animals. Seven successional (seral) stages of plant and 
animal communities occur on the Forest. The abundance and location 
of these habitat stages in contrast to one another has been changed 
by land altering practices such as timber harvesting and road 
building. Diversity will continue to change over time as forest 
management intensifies. 

The affects of change relate to both the visual appearance of the 
Forest and the perpetuation of fish and wildlife associated with 
early, mid, and late successional vegetative species. While the 
practice is even-aged silviculture (which reduces old-growth trees 
and favors early successional species), the guiding management 
requirement is to always maintain a sufficient level of habitat 
appropriate for all native species, providing this minimum habitat 
Forest-wide is accomplished by retaining at least 5 percent of each 
seral stage existing at the start of the plan. No existing seral 
stage IS now below the minimum percentage. 

Energy - Potential sources of energy on the Eldorado include hydro- 
electric, fuelwood, biomass, geothermal, solar, and wind. Only the 
hydroelectric and fuelwood sources have been extensively utilized in 
the past. Hydroelectric. fuelwood. and biomass are described as 
separate resource elements elsewhere in this section of Chapter III. 

Biomass, solar, and wind sources have not yet been assessed in 
detail by the Forest. Timber harvest and other management activ- 
ities such as precommercial thinning, planting site preparation, and 
vegetative type conversion constantly create material that could be 
made available for biomass energy generation. A market has not been 
developed locally to take advantage of the supply potential. 

The State Energy Commission has identified sites within the Forest 
that offer the best wind development opportunities. These sites 
have been entered in the resource data base. Solar energy has 
relatively high potential because of the clean air, latitude, and 
number of cloudless days found here. However, solar development 
opportunities are restricted by mountainous terrain and distance to 
major points of use. Front country areas that are reasonably level 
and close to existing transmission corridors have the best 
potential. 

Facilities - The Forest has a high density transportation system 
containing 2,367 miles of roads and 349 miles of trails. An addi- 
tional 400 miles of privately owned roads are located inside the 
Forest boundary. The Eldorado Dam System Inventory shows 70 dams or 
diversions on National Forest land. These diversions are related to 
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hydroelectric projects, wildlife improvements, and livestock water- 
ing facilities. Two major airports serve the Forest: Sacramento 
Metropolitan Airport and South Lake Tahoe Airport. Three smaller 
county airports are situated in Georgetown, Placerville. and 
Jackson. None significantly affect Forest use patterns. The Forest 
maintains 86 federally owned buildings that are used for housing, 
office space, and service and storage. 

Fire and Fuels - The Forest adheres to national fire policy. The 
Forest has essentially applied suppression action to control each 
wildfire in order to meet land management objectives at a least cost 
effort. 

The Forest has historically experienced an average of 88 fires per 
year. Lightning accounts for 42 fires annually; the rest are 
person-caused. Large, extended burning-period fires occur every 
7-14 years, usually during periods of extreme weather conditions. 
Recent large fires such as the Ice House, Pilliken, Chili Bar, and 
Wrights have brought maJo= resource damage to the Forest and have 
required heavy investments in burn rehabilitation. The future 
protection of the extensive plantations on these burns is a critical 
Job. 

Two factors contribute to the complexity of protection. The first 
problem is created by a buildup of live and dead fuels. Live fuels 
have increased because of the emphasis on fire prevention and 
interruption of natural burn cycles. Dead fuels have accumulated 
from Forest activities such as timber harvesting. The second 
problem is tied to land ownership. Twenty-seven percent of the 
lands within the Eldorado fire protection boundary are privately 
owned. Residential and other capital developments located on 
intermingled lands have increased the risk of fire and placed added 
emphasis on protecting private improvements from wildfire loss. 

Fish - The Forest has about 611.4 miles of fishable streams in four 
major drainage systems: North Fork of the Mokelumne River, Cosumnes 
River, South Fork of the American River, and the Middle Fork of the 
American River (including Rubicon). The Forest contains 297 lakes 
and reservoirs totaling 11,994 acres in both public and private 
ownership. Eleven large reservoirs alone account for 9,000 surface 
acres. The remaining water bodies are small, high-elevation lakes. 

Rainbow, brown, and eastern brook trout are the main sport fish 
species. The California Department of Fish and Game operates an 
active trout fingerling stocking program in the high-elevation lakes 
and reservoirs and plants more than 200,000 catchables annually in 
streams and reservoirs. 

Forest Pests - The Forest regularly practices pest management as a 
protection measure. Annual mortality levels vary between years, but 
past surveys indicate that between 0.1 and 0.3 trees per acre per 
year are affected. This mortality is usually the result of one or 
more pests, often in association with adverse environmental 
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conditions. Pests also cause growth loss, loss of regeneration, top 
kill, product degradation, and hazard to recreationists. Several 
pests have been, and will continue to be, significant. These 
include annosus root rot, black stain root disease, dwarf mistletoe, 
blister rust, western pine beetle, fir engraver, pine engraver, 
Douglas-fir tussock moth, pocket gopher, deer, squirrels, and 
chipmunks. 

The activities and impacts of these pests are mitigated by the 
application of accepted management control practices. Methods of 
control include biological, chemical, cultural, regulatory, mechan- 
ical, and manual. Selection of appropriate methods depends on the 
pest environment situation and the value of the resources involved. 
The treatment selection is made at the project level and tiered to 
the Plan. 

Fuelwood - Both commercial and domestic fuelwood is gathered on the 
Forest. Commercial use involves timber sale permittees who seek to 
earn a living or supplement their income by supplying firewood to 
local and extended markets. Domestic use involves private indivi- 
duals or families that remove firewood for heating their private 
homes. Individual permits were issued free until 1983. Now these 
permits are sold at a nominal fee of $10.00 per cord. 

Two main sources of fuelwood supply are found on the Forest. One 
source is commercial timber sale residuals, which are the cull 
sawlogs or unmerchsntable limbwood and top material left in the 
woods after harvest of green sales. The second source is the dead 
material that comes from trees and large limbs that fall to the 
ground, or the smaller suppressed trees that die from competition 
with other trees. Frequently fire salvage material is made 
available for firewood sale. 

Geology - The Forest is made up of several major types of geolog- 
ical formations. A series of steeply tilted, metamorphic rocks 
trending northeast-southwest is found along the western part of the 
forest. Slates, phyllites. and shists dominate this formation. 
Ultramafic rock interrupts this metamorphic formation in a small 
north-south belt on the Georgetown District. Granite rocks of the 
Sierra Nevada batholith are found underlying the remmnder of the 
Forest. Volcanic breccias and flows now overlay the granite bath- 
olith along major ridges. This volcanic formation once covered much 
of the Forest, but subsequent erosion and glaciation have removed 
it, exposing the underlying granite rocks. Glaciation has occurred 
from the crest of the Sierra down to 6,000 feet, and glacial 
deposits are interspersed with the granitic and volcanic formations. 

Historical and Cultural - The cultural resources of the Eldorado 
National Forest are many and varied. American Indians, Europeans, 
Asians, and non-Indian Americans have left their cultural mark on 
the land in the form of villages. hunting and food processing sites, 
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mining camps, railroad grades and railroad logging camps, emigrant 
way stations and wagon trails, and many other sites. Approximately 
750 historic and prehistoric sites have been recorded on the forest, 
and many more undoubtedly exist. 

The Eldorado has had a Cultural Resources Management (CRM) program 
since 1973. The three main components of the program, as directed 
by law and National Forest policy, are inventory, evaluation, and 
enhancement of cultural sites. These management directions are also 
guided by a "cultural ecology" theoretical orientation that empha- 
sizes the interrelationship between technology and environment, and 
the effect of both on social and ideological systems. Coordination 
and consultation with the Office of Historic Preservation (OHP) and 
the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation (ACHP) are guided by 
regulations expressed in 36 CFR 800. The current CRM overview will 
be sent to the OHP; and CRM program alternatives will be coordinated 
with the State History Plan to ensure compatibility. 

The primary cultural resources management emphasis on the Eldorado 
is inventory. To date, 142,000 acres, or about 24 percent of the 
total forest area, have been surveyed. Inventories are conducted on 
a project-by-project basis. They are not guided by a rigorous, 
scientifically derived model, but rather an intuitive model based on 
stratification of sensitivity using extensive prefield research and 
sampling of areas of low sensitivity. Most inventories have been 
conducted primarily in forested environments. More, intensive 
inventories are needed in non-project related areas such as high 
elevation and non-forested environments in order to expand the data 
base. 

At present, project avoidance of known sites is the standard measure 
of impact mitigation. This approach has the effect of limiting 
other management options and dedicating portions of the land base to 
a single use. An emphasis on evaluation of cultural sites would 
undoubtedly contribute to expanding general management options. 
Thus far, evaluations have been limited. The lack of an organized, 
research oriented data base, or regional research designs hinders 
evaluation of particular classes of cultural resources. Organi- 
zation of the Forest into study units such as major watersheds, and 
elaboration of the cultural resources overviews will contribute to 
the resolution of the situation. 

Although no cultural resources on the Eldorado are currently listed 
on the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP), several sites 
have been formally determined to be eligible. In order to be 
considered significant, sites must meet NRHP criteria or must 
possess local, commemorative value. 

Protection and maintenance of significant cultural sites is 
problematic. On going damage associated with intensive recreational 
use, vandalism, and erosional processes threatens the integrity of 
sites. Historic properties such as administrative sites, railroad 
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trestles and grades, and cabins are especially vulnerable to natural 
processes of deterioration and decay. The Cultural Resources 
Monitoring Plan, public education, and enhancement of cultural 
properties are mechanisms for alleviating the situation. Some 
enhancement, in the form of cultural interpretation, has been 
planned for the PiPi prehistoric site and the Emigrant Summit and 
Pony Empress historx trails. 

Hydroelectric - The Eldorado is typical of the western Sierra 
Nevada, where large volumes of water runoff and mountainous terrain 
provide head (elevational difference) and reservoir sites to run 
hydroelectric generators. The development of hydroelectric power is 
a process that is initiated by agencies and individuals outside of 
the Forest Service. The FERC, upon consultation with the Forest 
Service, is responsible for determinlng whether proposals for 
hydroelectric development are (1) compatible with purposes for which 
the National Forest was created and (2) consistent with the nation's 
need for energy in light of the other public needs for the land 
proposed for development. The final authorization for a project 
rests with the FERC. 

The Forest Service role is (1) to recommend to the FERC if a project 
interferes or is inconsistent with the purposes for which the 
National Forest was created or acquired (this is a recommendation 
only: It is not binding) and (2) to protect National Forest 
resources by conditioning the license through Section 4(e) of the 
Federal Water Power Act. 

The Forest Servxe policy for hydroelectric generation is contaxned 
in Section 2770.3 of the Forest Service Manual. The manual states, 
"Consider energy potential a National Forest resource in arriving at 
management decisions concerning proposed hydroelectric projects." 
Hydroelectric potential of National Forest land is recognized as a 
valid and important resource, but it msut be balanced with other 
uses and resources of the Forest. 

w - The Forest is located in four counties: Alpine, Amador. 
El Dorado and Placer. Nearly all of the National Forest land is 
reserved from the public domain by Presidential proclamation dated 
prior to 1911. Before the establishment of the Eldorado, private 
acquisition of public domain was possible by means of various land 
acts that encouraged settlement of the west. This private acqui- 
sition established an irregular ownership pattern and Forest 
boundary. As a result, the Forest has become engaged in an active 
lands program to consolidate interior ownership and simplify manage- 
ment. Adjustment is accomplished by land exchange, purchase, or 
donation. 

The Forest also conducts an annual land line location program. 
Current programming results in the marking and posting of approxi- 
mately 90 miles of property line per year. Marking and posting 
reduces the potential for trespass and allows Forest Service project 
designers to accurately locate their proposed work on the ground. 
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Private lands inside and along the western edge of the Forest are 
continually being developed by their owners. Use of these private 
lands has brought the need for access, water, sewage treatment, fire 
protection, communications, utilities and other public services. 
The Eldorado also contains facilities associated with 24 water and 
power reservoirs operated by 5 municipal and private utilities. The 
Forest has issued nearly 500 separate nonrecreation special use 
permits and easements to authorize the occupancy of a wide range of 
roads, buildings, and facilities. 

Law Enforcement - The Forest has experienced an obvious increase in 
lntentlonal unlawful activities during the past 10 years. These 
crimes have mostly been directed towards theft of government 
prw=rty, primarily wood products. The acts also include willful 
disregard of regulations, nonpayment of user fees, occupancy 
trespass, serious vandalism, and threats to Forest employees 
performing their official duties. 

Similar Increases of crime have occurred on private lands and 
improvements inside the Forest boundary. Permittees who legiti- 
mately occupy federal lands have experienced increases in civil 
disobedience, burglary of residences, and property theft. Recrea- 
tional thefts have rxsen sharply, with sizeable losses from parked 
cars or unattended campsztes. Signzficant winter losses of ski and 
winter sports equipment occur at special use ski facilities. 

Crmes are predomlnsntly in the misdemeanor or petty offense 
category. Felony crimes against Forest visitors, residents, and 
employees are rare by comparison. The misdemeanor crimes are usually 
associated with minor fire violations, fuelwood theft, vandalism, 
theft from parked cars, and failure to pay recreation fees. 

Claims against the government have become more frequent. The 
Eldorado must treat routine Incidents as having potential for future 
litlgatlon against the Forest. Potential claims require thorough 
Investigation by law enforcement personnel. 

Law enforcement actions normally are the responsibility of the local 
agency such as the County Sheriff: however, the complexity and 
volume of offenses involving the Forest have led the Eldorado into 
an expanded program. The changing role of the Forest Service in 
this field has resulted In both stepping up the Eldorado's internal 
law enforcement program and addlng to reliance upon free and paid 
cooper&lx services from the counties. 

Minerals - Numerous mineral commodities occur throughout the Forest 
in deposits varying in size. grade, and development potential. A 
geothermal source possibly extends into the Forest west of 
Markleevllle. These resources are handled by claim location, by 
lease, or by mineral materials permit, depending on the type of 
dIscovery. Activity in leasables and mineral materials has been 
minor in the past and 1s not expected to significantly increase 
during the period of the Plan. 
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Claims are continually being filed for locatable minerals, however. 
The Forest annually receives 75 to 100 notices of intent to operate 
mining claims. Formal plans of operations are eventually developed 
for about 10 percent of these notices because proposed mineral 
activities will cause surface disturbance of National Forest land. 
Plans of operations are formal agreements between the claimant and 
the District Ranger to schedule work and provide environmental 
protection of forest resources. This prevailing interest in 
locatables should continue through the next 10 years or more. 

Range- The Forest authorizes 24 grazing allotment permits that 
cover approximately 111,000 acres of suitable range. These 
permittees have been utilizing available forage at the rate of 
12,000 - 14,000 animal unit months (ADM) per year. This is mainly 
transitory range that permittees graze from May to October to 
supplement or round out their private land operations. 

Recreation - The Forest is located within 3-4 hours driving time 
from the San Francisco Bay Area metropolitan complex of 4.5 million 
people. The Forest is located within l-2 hours driving time from 
Sacramento, where the city and surrounding population is nearing 1.0 
million. Outdoor recreation is a major use of the Eldorado because 
of its location and direct highway access to these large population 
centers. 

The Forest offers a wide variety of recreation opportunities, both 
winter and summer, with its range of climate, vegetation, and 
topography. The principal outdoor recreation activities are 
sightseeing, camping, picnicking, hiking, hunting, fishing, horse- 
back riding, boating, downhill skiing, cross-country skiing, and 
off-road vehicle travel. 

All four of the existing alpine ski areas have potential for 
expansion and the potential exists for development of one new area. 
The Forest, in 1984. began development and improvement of ORV areas 
through funding provided by the State of California "Green Sticker" 
Program. It is anticipated that this will be a continuing program 
of the Forest. In 1985 the Forest began an "analysis of 
continuance" for recreation residences, organization camps, and 
resorts along Highway 88 on the Amador Ranger District. After 
completion of this study it is planned to proceed with similar 
studies on the balance of the Forest. 

Water is a major recreation attraction on the Forest. Streams, 
natural lakes, and man-made reservoirs provide key features for a 
substantial share of the recreation activities. Public access to 
some of the more desirable streams and lakeshores is impeded by 
other uses. Several of the reserviors have recreation developments 
provided under the terms of FBRC licenses. Amador and Pacific 
Ranger Districts receive the heaviest concentrations of developed 
use; however, increasing numbers of recreationists each year are 
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using ORV areas, wilderness, and other dispersed areas. The Forest 
averages more than 3.0 milkon recreation visitor days annually. 
About 57 percent of the Eldorado's use takes place in dispersed 
areas. 

Riparian - Rlparian areas consist of riparian ecosystems, aquatic 
ecosystems, wetlands, and flood plains. These areas are among the 
most productive, sensitive, diverse, and geographically limited 
lands in the Forest. Many important resources such as fish, wild- 
life, and certain vegetation communities, are totally dependent on 
these rlparian areas for their existence. The natural and bene- 
ficial values of riparisn areas include ground water recharge, 
moderating of flood peaks. visual and recreational enjoyment. timber 
production, forage production, wildlife habitat, and cultural 
resources. Geographical boundaries of riparian areas are determined 
by soil and vegetation. 

Rlparian areas have four characteristics in common: (1)'they create 
well-defined habitat zones within much drier surrounding areas: (2) 
they make up a minor portion of the overall Forest; (3) they are 
generally more productive In terms of biomass, plants, and animals: 
and (4) they are critical sources of diversity within the Forest 
ecosystem. 

Sensitive Plants - Eight sensitive plant species are known, and two 
species is suspected to occur on the Forest. None of them are 
Federally llsted as threatened or endangered: one, Senecio layneae, 
is listed by the State of California as rare. Sensitive plant 
species growing on National Forest lands are managed to ensure they 
will not become threatened or endangered because of Forest Service 
actions. 

Sensitive plants of the Eldorado are: 

Calochortus clavatus var. & Eldorado tulip 
Draba asterophora var. asterophora Tahoe draba 
Draba asterophora var. macrocarpa Cup Lake draba 
Lewisia pygmaea ssp. longipetala Long-petaled lewisia 
Lewisia serrata Saw-leaved lewisia 
Lomatlum stebbinsii Stebblns' lomatium 

* Navarretla prolifera ssp. lutea Yellow bur navarretia 
Phacella stebblnsli Stebbins' phacelxa 

** Senecio layneae Layne's butterweed 
Sllene invisa -- Camouflaged campion 

* Endemic to the Eldorado National Forest and El Dorado County. 
** Rare, State of California. 

w - Over 30 major so11 series have been identified and mapped on 
the Eldorado NatIonal Forest. Their characteristics are extremely 
diverse due to the variety of such so11 forming factors as 
vegetation, topography and geology. Soils weathered from volcsnx 
parent materials dominate our productive timber lands. Typically 
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soils found below 4,500 feet are considered to be highly productive 
because soil above 4,500 feet become coarser in texture, shallower 
in depth and have reduced productivity over the lower elevation 
soils. At the higher elevations of the Forest, most of the soils 
have been removed by glacial action leaving large expanses of 
glaciated rock outcrop with pockets of soils weathered from 
alluvium, glacial till and outwash, and granitic rock. 

Special Areas - The Forest has several potential special areas. The 
term special area, in this case, is used to categorize formally 
dedicated areas other than wilderness or wild and scenic rivers. 
They fall into three separate classes: (1) Research Natural Areas, 
(2) Botanical/Geological/Archaeological Special Interest Areas, and 
(3) National Trails. 

The inventoried sites and trails are listed as follows: 

Candidate Research Natural Areas 

Peavine 
Station Creek 
Snow Canyon 
Middle Mountain 

Botanical/Geological Special Interest Areas 

Big Crater - Geological 
Leonardi Falls - Botanical 
Little Crater - Geological 
Rock Creek - Botanical 
Round Top - Botanical/Geological 
Traverse Creek - Botanical 
Wrights Lake Bog - Botanical 
Pyramid Creek - Geological 
Mokelumne - Archaeological 

National Trails 

Emigrant Summit Trail 
Pacific Crest Trail 
Pony Express Trail 
Rubicon Springs 4WD Trail 

Timber - The major commercial timber species are ponderosa pine, 
Jeffrey pine, sugar pine, white fir, California red fir, Douglas- 
fir. and incense cedar. The tolerance of the majority of these 
commercial species is high enough to allow seedlings to endure 
fairly heavy shade, but it is too low to allow for full tree 
development unless the tree is dominant in the stand. These species 
grow best as evenaged stands of one species, or as dominant 
individual trees in evenaged stands of mixed species, due primarily 
to sunlight requirements. 
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The principal vegetative types native to the Forest are: 

Woodland Chaparral - found in canyon areas up to 4,000 feet. 
Major species are digger pine, interior live oak. yerba Santa, 
western redbud, scrub oak, California laurel, and many grasses 
and forbs. 

Mixed Conifer - growing in the 2,000 to 6,500 foot elevation 
range. MaJOr species include ponderosa pine. sugar pine, 
incense cedar, white fir, Douglas-fir, bigleaf maple, 
California black oak, and interior live oak. Secondary 
species include deerbrush, mountain whitethorn, Sierra 
mountain misery (bear clover), greenleaf mansanita, thimble 
berry, and Sierra currant. This forest type also has 
extensive meadows consisting of grasses and forbs. 

True fir - growing in the 6,500 to 8,000 foot elevation 
range. Species include red fir, lodgepole pine. western white 
pine, Jeffrey pine, chinquapin, snowbrush, quaking aspen, 
grasses, and forbs. 

Subalpine - growing in the 7,500 to 9.000 foot elevation 
range. Species include mountain hemlock, western juniper, 
whitebark pine, alpine willow, wild buckwheat, squaw currant, 
columbine, brush cinquefoil, white heather, and penstemon. 
Tree growth is scattered in this type. 

Lands suitable for timber production are, for the most part, pre- 
sently accessed, situated on gentle slopes (35 percent or less), and 
supported by productive soils. Long term sustained yield (LTSY) is 
calculated at approximately 143.4 million board feet per year. The 
allowable sale quantity (ASQ) is 138.4 million board feet annually. 

Visual Resources - The Forest lies within the Sierra Nevada 
Landscape Province. The western slope of the Sierra Nevada IS 
dominated by uniform summit altitudes, giving the appearance of a 
widely-extended and deeply-trenched sloping plateau. It is typified 
by dark blue-green forest terrain that is moderately rugged and 
often dissected by deep valleys and river canyons. The existing 
visual condition exceeds forest visual quality ObJectives. 

The character of the landscape can be represented by three general 
descriptions: (1) the front country, (2) the mixed conifer/red fir 
zone, and (3) the crest zone. Ponderosa pine stands are of lighter 
color, more open, and frequently interrupted by large brushfields at 
the lower elevations. 

The Eldorado uses the Forest Service Visual Resource Management 
system to deal with its visual resources. Forest landscapes are 
mapped by their visual quality, known as Variety Class; by magnitude 
of public concern for scenic quality, known as Sensitivity Level. 
and by measurable standards for visual resource management, knzi 
Visual Quality Objectives. 
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Existing Visual Condition (EVC) refers to the levels of natural 
character that currently exist within the Forest. The EVC 
assessment provides a baseline for evaluating the smount of change 
in visual quality that will result from management activities. 

Water - Water is a major resource. The average Forest acre receives 
about 60 inches of precipitation annually. Average annual runoff is 
about 29 inches. This runoff is roughly equal to a yield of 2.42 
acre-feet of water per acre of land per year. Forest lands yield an 
estimated 1,444,OOO acre-feet per year. The present water quality 
of surface waters is excellent yearlong. A few periods of moderate 
degradation are caused by sediment moving from disturbed lands such 
as timber harvest areas, roads, and wildfire burned areas. 

Water quality maintenance and improvement measures called Best 
Management Practices (BMP's), developed in compliance with Section 
208 of the Federal Clear Water Act PL92-500, are currently being 
implemented on the Eldorado. The (BMP's) are the measures both 
State and Federal water quality regulatory agencies expect the 
Forest Service to implement to meet water quality objectives. See 
Appendix F, Water Quality Management for a listing of these (BMP's). 

Wild and Scenic Rivers - The Forest does not have any currently 
designated wild and scenic rivers within its boundaries: however, 
segments of four rivers appear as candidates on the National Park 
Service nationwide inventory. These rivers are segment 1 of the 
North Fork of the Mokelumne, and all segments of the Rubicon and the 
North and Middle Forks of the Cosumnes. The North Fork of the 
Mokelumne can be considered for dual designation because the 
Eldorado segment lies within the Mokelumne Wilderness. The Forest 
has the responsibility for assessing the suitability and eligibility 
of these streams for each class (recreation, scenic, wild) of wild 
and scenic river. The Stsnislaus National Forest will be 
responsible for making recommendations on the North Fork of the 
Mokelumne above Salt Springs Reservoir. 

Wilderness - The Eldorado contains portions of the Desolation and 
Mokelumne Wildernesses. Desolation is shared with the Lake Tahoe 
Basin Management Unit. Mokelumne is shared with the Stanislaus and 
Toiyabe National Forests. Desolation contains 42,194 acres. 
Mokelumne contains 59,865 acres, 19.494 acres of which were added by 
the California Wilderness Act of 1984. The Mokelumne addition is 
comprised of parts of the former Salt Springs, Tragedy-Elephants 
Back, and Raymond Peak RARE II roadless areas. 

Desolation Wilderness lies immediately southwest of Lake Tahoe and 
approximately 90 miles east of Sacramento. It includes the 
headwaters of the Rubicon River, the South Fork of the American 
River, and numerous lesser drainages that empty into Lake Tahoe. 
Desolation Wilderness is a spectacular area of high, glaciated 
basins, craggy peaks, and more than 80 mountain lakes. Elevations 
range from 6,000 to 10,000 feet. As one of the most heavily used 
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wildernesses in the National Forest System, Desolation operates on a 
daily visitor quota basis that sets sn overnight camping limit of 
700 people from June 15 through Labor Day. There are numerous 
pre-existing uses in the wilderness, including streamflow and snow 
measurement devices, streamflow maintenance dams, power company 
reservoirs, and range management facilities. These uses create 
nonconformities and some conflicts of use. 

Mokelumne Wilderness lies on both sides of the Sierra crest, but the 
Eldorado portion is on the west slope. It is situated entirely 
within the North Fork of the Mokelumne watershed. The terrain is 
rugged and remote. Elevations range from 4,000 to 10,400 feet. The 
area is spectacular end rugged. Much of the boundary is inaccess- 
ible except by foot and horse trails. Most of the area is sparsely 
timbered, although numerous small scattered stands provide good 
examples of various forest types. The area provides an excellent 
challenge to wilderness users who desire primitive naturalness and 
solitude. The recent expansion of the area included about 600 acres 
of private land. However, there are few existing nonconformities or 
conflicts in this wilderness. Visitor use is light in Mokelumne 
Wilderness in contrast to Desolation. The quality of the wilderness 
experience is considered excellent. 

The balance of the nondesignated acres in the Mokelumne proposal and 
five other former Eldorado RARE II areas ~~Leaaed. for 
multiple use management by the California Wilderness Act. Other 
released RARE II areas are: Pyramid Peak, Poison Hole, Rubicon, 
Fawn Lake, and Dardanelles. l&roaded sectzons.pf these areas may - -. -on_c_-again be evaluated for wild_eyness in second generation-forest -. _ ~~- ---- plans 10 years from now. The Califor& Wilderness Act named Caples 
Creek RARE II area for further s&&in the planning process. -- _._-_-- 

Wildlife - The Forest provides habitat for 320 species of birds, 
mammals, reptiles, and amphibians. Wildlife on the Forest has been 
affected by habitat changes that have occurred since the middle 
1800's. However, most of the components of the original ecosystem 
are still present today -- only in different amounts. Some species, 
such as grizzly bears and wolves, have disappeared. Man has 
introduced many other species, which have never naturally occurred 
here, such as English sparrows, starlings, wild turkeys, beavers, 
muskrats, and bullfrogs. The few animals listed as endangered or 
sensitive never thrived here in great numbers but will now be 
maintained at viable population levels. 

Woodlands - Two woodland types grow on the Forest. They are digger 
pine-oak and black oak. Digger pine-oak is characterized by a dig- 
ger pine and blue oak overstory, with an understory consisting of 
mixtures of mariposa mansanita, buckbrush, redberry. California 
coffeeberry, western mountain mahogany, other shrub species, and 
annual grasses. This type occurs at low elevations under 4,000 
feet. 
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The black oak woodland is a vegetative community characterized by 
dense to open stands of black oak and associated hardwoods, with 
minor amounts of interspersed conifers. The shrub understory is 
usually sparse but may be dense in openings. Other hardwoods 
associated with black oak include canyon live oak, bigleaf maple and 
Pacific madrone. Understory includes poison oak, deerbrush. and 
various forbs. The black oak woodland type ranges from 1,000 feet 
of elevation at the western forest boundary up to about 6,000 feet 
in the interior. 

B. Supply/Demand Situation 
A detailed supply/demand analysis was made for several Eldorado 
resource elements. This part of the summary of the management situa- 
tion focuses on past, present, and future trends for those resources 
that have reliable economic analysis data available. Production 
potential is incorporated into the supply trends where applicable. 

1. Range 
a. Supply - ,Thh,oL;; supply estimate is a result of three forms of 
activities. : (1) background, (2) timber induced, and (3) 
range capital investments. Each of these items are discussed below. 

The background supply is determined by the existing vegetation. 
Vegetation has different grazing capacities prior to any activities 
being performed. Table III-1 illustrates the total background 
grazing supply. 

TABLE III-1 
BACKGROUND GRAZING SUPPLY 

(AUM Capacity by Vegetative Type) 

Vegetation AUM's/Acre Number of Acres AUM's 

Grassland 
Meadow 
Perennial Forbs 
Sagebrush 
Browse 
Conifer 
Broadleaf Trees 
Annual Grass 

Total 

.333 949 316 

.5 
'% 

1,469 
.2 170 
.125 1,646 206 
.167 25.435 4.240 
.Q5 77,620 3.881 
.Q5 1,018 51 
.333 422 141 

10,474 

An additional supply of forage for grazing is made available through 
timber activities. Clearcutting makes additional forage available 
for a short time before the timber stand is reestablished: however, 
this availability occurs only if the forage species are not 
suppressed to promote the growth of the desired conifer species. 
Table III-2 shows the potential AUM's per acre made available 
through these activities. 
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TABLE III-2 
GRAZING SUPPLY INDUCED BY TIMBER ACTIVITIES 

(Animal Unit Months Per Year) 

Timber AUM's Per Acre 
Activity 1st Decade 2nd Decade 3rd Decade 4th Decade 

Clearcut .l .063 .045 0.0 
Shelterwood .l .l .063 .045 

The third form of grazing supply results from range capital invest- 
ments. These are vegetation altering activities designed for the 
specific purpose of enhancing range. These activities include: (1) 
type conversion of low site timber to grass, (2) type conversion of 
hardwoods to grass, (3) brush regeneration, (4) intensive meadow 
management, and (5) lodgepole conversion to meadows. The increase 
in range supply resulting from these activities is illustrated in 
Table 111-3. 

TABLE 111-3 
INCREASE IN FORAGE SUPPLY 

FROM RANGE CAPITAL INVESTMENTS 
(Animal Unit Months Per Acre Per Year) 

AUM's Per Acre 
Activity 1st Decade 2nd Decade 3rd Decade 

Hardwood Type Conversion .200 .200 .200 
Low Site Timber Type Conversion .200 .200 .200 
Brush Regeneration .333 .143 .125 
Meadow Management 

Wet Meadows 2.0 2.0 2.0 
Dry Meadows 1.0 1.0 1.0 

Lodgepole to Meadow Conversion 1.0 1.0 1.0 

When grazing supply is desired beyond background and timber induced 
levels, some combination of the above activities may be performed. 
These activities carry a higher cost, however. 

b. Demand - The Forest provides approximately 2 percent of the 
total local and regional supply of range forage. 

Historically there has been a regional demand for new forage areas. 
Livestock are being transported hundreds of miles to obtain forage. 
When new forage areas have been offered to the market in viable 
allotments, they have been taken. The demand for range forage 
exceeds the 24,600 animal unit month production capacity of the 
Forest. This trend of demand exceeding supply is expected to 
continue throughout the lo-year plan period. 
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2. Recreation 

a. Supply - The current and potential supply was estimated for the 
following forms of recreation: (1) dispersed, (2) downhill skiing, 
(3) campgrounds, and (4) other developed sites. Because of the 
different nature of these types of recreation, different procedures 
were used to estimate their individual supplies. The following 
discussion details that process and the results for each. 

All the forms of developed recreation supply (campgrounds, ski areas, 
and other) were based on the following three factors: (1) persons- 
at-one-time (PAOT) capacity, (2) season of use, and (3) utilization. 
PAOT capacity is simply a measure of how many individuals can 
physically occupy the site at a given time. This is multiplied by 
the number of days the site is open (season of use) to arrive at the 
theoretical supply. The final step to arrive at the actual supply is 
to multiply the theoretical supply by the utilization factor. The 
utilization factor takes peek use days and midweek vacancies into 
account. It is not practical to have every site full every day. The 
utilization factor thus reduces the theoretical capacity to a level 
that may realistically be achieved. The utilization factor for the 
Forest was assumed to be 50 percent. 

The potential supply of campground. ski area, and other developed 
recreation considers the construction of new sites and the expansion 
of existing ones. The Forest Service has the ability to expand its 
current recreation supply through such capital investments as trail- 
heads, parking lots, picnic grounds, and campgrounds. Table III-4 
shows the existing and potential supply of developed recreation. The 
potential supply includes the development of all areas identified as 
potential. 

TABLE III-4 

CIJRRENT AND POTENTIAL DEVELOPED RECREATION SUPPLY 
(MRVD - Thousand Recreation Visitor Days) 

MRVD 
Type Current Supply Potential Supply 

Campgrounds 1,239.k 1,728.0 
Ski Areas 2,451.k 3.480.5 
Other Developed 

Total i&i $e$ 

Current recreation resource planning uses a concept called Recrea- 
tion Opportunity Spectrum (ROS). It consists of combinations of 
activities, physical settings, and experience opportunities. The 
five ROS classes used are: (1) Primitive - P, (2) Semiprimitive 
Nonmotorized - SPNM, (3) Semiprimitive Motorized - SPM, (4) Roaded 
Natural - RN, (5) Rural - R. Definitions of each class are in the 
glossary of the Environmental Impact Statement. 
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Table III-5 displays the existing situation using these ROS classes. 
Shown for each ROS class are acres, PAOT's and developed and 
dispersed RVD's in 1982. 

TABLE 111-5 
EXISTING SITUATION BY ROS CLASS 

(MRVD - Thousand Recreation Visitor Days) 

1982 MRVD Use 
ROS Class N.F. Acres PAOT Developed Dispersed 

P 81,029 648 0 80.4 
SPNM 

:E:: 
521 

SPM 
396:954 

617 ;.0 
126.4 
203.5 

RN 32.947 1,046.l 1.426.4 
R 

&3&z% is?+ 
2.8 

Total 9 . 1.839.5 

b. - Demand The quantity demanded of RVD's has been steadily 
increasing for all forms of recreation (see Table 111-6). The 
largest increase has been in total developed use where the quantity 
demanded has increased 38 percent over the last 5 years. The 
smallest increase during the same period has been only 9 percent in 
motorized recreation. 

TABLE 111-6 
QUANTITY DEMANDED OF RECREATION VISITOR DAYS 

(MRVD - Thousand Recreation Visitor Days 1975-1982) L/ 

Dispersed Dispersed 
Year Nonmotorized Motorized Developed Wilderness 

1975 848.6 609.5 1092.3 108.8 
1976 ;;:*; 609.3 1001.3 98.6 
1977 
1978 
1979 

79;:; 
611.3 1161.0 117.2 
624.9 1320.7 151.2 

1015:3 
616.4 1560.9 111.5 

1980 664.1 1512.6 129.0 
1981 106g.g 129.0 
1982 1019.8 i:;:; 

:Wl 
139.8 

L/ Use figures from prior years were not calculated in a similar 
manner, and therefore, are not comparable. 

The figures for 1976 and portions of 1977 are abnormally low because 
of the combined drought and gas shortage that kept large numbers of 
recreationists away from the Forest during that time. Some portions 
of the Forest were even closed due to the exceptionally high fire 
hazard. 
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Demand projections were made for two forms of recreation: total 
developed, and dispersed combined with wilderness. Wilderness was 
combined with dispersed because wilderness can create its own 
demand. If a person has been backpacking in an area with primitive 
characteristics, and if the area is recommended for wilderness, the 
person would become a wilderness user. Consequently, limiting a 
wilderness demand s.nalysis only to use in existing wilderness may 
be misleading when the same kind of recreation experience occurs 
just outside the wilderness and could result in underestimating 
wilderness demand. Combining dispersed with wilderness demand also 
allows economic competition between those two forms of recreation 
for land allocations. If an area is recommended for wilderness, 
there is a net loss to dispersed recreation. Combining these two 
forms of recreation into one demand constraint provides the Forest 
with the ability to assess the trade-offs between wilderness use and 
general dispersed recreation. 

The demand projections for total developed recreation and the 
combination of wilderness and dispersed recreation are shown in 
Table 111-7. Demand was considered as a function of population in 
the market area. 

TABLE III-7 
PROJECTED RECREATION DEMAND 

(MRVD - Thousand Recreation Visitor Days) 

Decade Year 
1 w90 
2 2000 

Total Developed Dispersed/Wilderness 
2,483.8 2.140.7 
3.227.2 2.410.2 

; 
2010 3.842.5 23742.9 
2020 4.410.0 2s995.2 

5 2030 4.951.5 3s237.7 

Table III-7 shows that the largest increase in demand is expected 
for total developed recreation. A lesser increase is expected for 
the dispersed/wilderness combination. 

Using the ROS class concept, potential capacity and demand are 
displayed in the following table. 

TABLE 111-8 
POTEEPPIAL RECREATION CAPACITY AND DEMAND 

(Capacity and Demand in Thousands of RVD's) 

ROS N.F. Total Potential Demand 
Class Acres PAOT Capacity 1990 2000 2010 2020 2030 

P 81,029 891 190 192 214 234 252 272 
SPNM 57;G-l 753 155 172 188 201 2i7 
SPM 56,114 1,066 274 303 330 356 383 

RN 396,954 50,413 8.271 3,498 ‘+,‘+OP 5,166 5,833 6,483 
lx!!l~667~834 
4,624 5.697 6,585 7,405 8,189 
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3. Timber 

a. Supply - The Forest reinventoried its timber resource in 1984 
("Automated Forest Classification and Inventory in the Eldorado 
National Forest," USDA, Forest Service, March 1983). The previous 
inventory was made in 1972. The latest version was completed using 
land satellite imagery to produce timber type maps with associated 
vegetation labels. Each timber type was field sampled for inventory 
data. The results are displayed in Tables III-9 thru 11. 

TABLE III-9 
EXISTING COMMERCIAL CONIFER INVENTORY BY STRATA 

Cubic Volume Scribner Volume 
Strata Acres Vol/Acre Total (MMCF) Vol/Acre (MBF) Total (MMBF) 

M3G 77,986 59371.6 418.9 35.121 
M3P 3.121.2 363.8 20.721 

M4G 7.982.4 435.1 M4P 5.047.6 186.5 ;z:z 1.215.6 
R3G 8.458.3 89.9 53:78l 571.5 
R3P 2.906.9 39.3 18.997 257.0 
R4G 12,364 8.877.5 109.7 57.004 704.8 
R4P 13,185 431.9 

TOTAL 335,714 11.175.1 L/ 

Average Mixed Conifer Volume per Acre = 32.201 (Plantations Excluded) 
Average Red Fir Volume per Acre = 39.540 (Plantations Excluded) 

L/ An estimated additional 33.3 MMBF of mixed conifer inventory IS 
within the oak strata. 

TABLE III-10 
COMMERCIAL CONIFER VOLUME SUMMARY BY STRATA 

1. Wilderness Inventory: 

Strata Acres 
M3G 216 
M3P 1,897 
M4G 126 
M4P 181 
R3G 
R3P ii;: 
R4G 766 
R4P 

TOTAL 

MBF/Acre 
35.121 
20.721 
;:*z 

531781 
18.997 
57.004 

Total Volume (MBF) 
79586.1 

39s307.7 
6,565.0 
5.948.4 

41.519.0 
15.805.5 
43,665.1 
23.947.6 

184,344.4 MBF 
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2. Low Site Commercial Conifer Inventory: 

Strata Acres MBF/Acre 
M3P 27.609 20.721 
M4P 1,326 
R3P 4,114 

z*;;i: 

R4P 32:760 
TOTAL 21.185 MBF 

Total Volume (MBF) 
572.086.1 

fjp;.; 

20:769:8 
713.587.3 MBF 

3. Hardwood :' Inventory - Oak Strata and Mixed Conifer 

Oak Strata 
Acres Cubic Volume (MMCF) Scribner Volume (MMBF) 
7.933 24.9 vs.8 

Mixed Conifer 286,012 
TOTAL 293.945 

L/ Black Oak only 

TABLE III-11 
PERCENT SPECIES COMPOSITION 

Douglas-fir 11% 
Ponderosa Pine 16% 
Jeffrey Pine 
Sugar Pine 
Western Whitepine 
Lodgepole Pine 
White Fir 
Red Fir 
Incense Cedar 
Black Oak 

4% 
6% 

Nominal 
2% 

25% 

2;; 
8% 

Other Hardwoods 
TOTAL 

b. Demand - Timber demand cannot be projected from historical sale 
trends. All timber offered in viable sale packages in the past decade 
was sold: therefore, past sale trends only reflect the amount of timber 
that the Forest was able to put up for sale rather than the amount 
demanded. Almost all of the timber is sold to 17 companies operating 11 
sawmills, a peeler plant, and a box plant within 50 miles of the 
Forest. Only the short run (O-5 years) mill capacity in the local area 
could limit the amount of timber that can be sold. However, over longer 
periods, both the number and size of mills operating in the local area 
historically have adjusted to fit the supply of available private and 
National Forest timber. 

The demand for timber is determined by trends in regional and national 
markets for wood products. These markets are primarily influenced by 
population and income levels, interest rates, the number of housing 
starts, and the level of imports and exports in wood products. The size 
of regional and national markets IS very large in comparison to the 
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productive capacity of the Forest, and the Forest itself is unable to 
significantly affect market prices. Timber prices have trended upward, 
reflecting the increasing scarcity of timber. This pattern is expected 
to continue. L/ 

4. Water 

a. Supply - Water supply is generated from three different 
sources. These are: (1) background, (2) timber induced, and (3) 
intensive water yield practices. 

Background water is yield that naturally occurs prior to any 
vegetative manipulation. Stream flow records show that the average 
acre of land within the Forest boundary yields 2.4 acre-feet per 
year; however, various elevation zones, as represented by vegetation 
and soil types, give predictably different yields. These yields 
were approximated so that the parts are equal to the whole. 
Background yields that representing the base period from 1911 to 
1960 are approximated in Table 1X-12. 

TABLE III-12 
BACKGROUND WATER SUPPLY 

Elevation Vegetative Type Yield AC. Ft./Acre/yr 

l,OOO-3,500 
3.500-6.000 
6,000-8,000 
8,000-10,000 

Average 

Ponderosa pine and brush 
Mixed conifer 
Red fir and lodgepole 
Subalpine and barren 

1.1 
2.3 

Additional water yield is generated by clearcutting and shelterwood 
harvests. This extra water yield is an induced benefit of timber 
activities that were not designed to promote water yield. Table 
III-13 illustrates the amount of induced water yield that results 
from these practices. 

L/ See DEIS Appendix B for the timber prices and trends used in the 
modeling and analysis process. For a comprehensive analysis of 
timber markets, see An Analysis of the Timber Situation in the 
United States 1952-2030, U.S. Department of Agriculture Forest 
Service, Forest Resource Report No. 23, December 1982. 
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TABLE III-13 
INDUCED WATER YIELD FROM TIMBER ACTIVITIES 

(Acre-feet Per Acre Per Year) 

Yield in Acre-Feet/Acre/Yr 
Practice Area Decade 1 Decade 2 Decade 1 

Thinnings All .oo .oo .oo 
Clearcut Ponderosa pine .50 .17 .oo 
Clearcut Mixed conifer .75 .25 .oo 
Clearcut Red fir 

:E 
.67 .25 

Shelterwood Prep. Cut Ponderosa pine .l7 .oo 
Shelterwood Prep. Cut Mixed conifer .58 .25 .oo 
Shelterwood Prep. Cut Red fir 
Shelterwood Regen. Cut Ponderosa pine :Z 

.42 .08 

.oo .oo 
Shelterwood Regen. Cut Mixed conifer .l7 .oo .oo 
Shelterwood Regen. Cut Red fir .l7 .08 .oo 
Selection Cutting All .oo .oo .oo 
Group SelectIon Ponderosa pine .20 .07 .oo 
Group Selection Mixed conifer .38 .l3 .oo 
Group Selection Red fir 55 .40 .15 

Intensive water practices are specifically designed to enhance water 
yield. These Include type conversions of low site timber lands, 
type conversion of hardwoods, and snowpack selection in the red fir 
zone. Table III-14 displays the induced water yield generated by 
these intensive practices. 

TABLE III-14 
INDUCED WATER YIELD FROM INTENSIVE WATER PRACTICES 

(Average Yield in Acre-Feet Per Acre Per Year) 

Practice Area Decade 1 Decade 2 Decade 3 Decade 4 Decade 5 
Type Conversion Hardwoods 1.58 1.58 1.58 1.58 1.58 
Type Conversion Ponderosa pine .42 .42 .42 .42 .42 
Type Conversion Mixed conifer .58 .58 .58 .58 -58 
Type Conversion Red fir 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
Snow Pack Red fir 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 

The maximum supply of water was estimated by a Forest water yield 
opportunity evaluation that considered all the activities that 
increase water yield. The results of the analysis to proJect 
maximum water yields for 5 decades is shown in Table III-15 below. 

TABLE 111-15 
ANNUAL MAXIMUM WATER SUPPLY FOR THE 50-YEAR HORIZON 

(Thousand Acre-Feet Per Year) 

Decade 1 Decade 2 Decade 3 Decade 4 Decade 5 
Background Yield 1444 1444 1444 1444 1444 
Induied Water Yield 
Total Water Yield 1492 1493 1503 1456 1482 
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The Forest is currently targeted to yield 1,823,ooo acre-feet per 
year of water meeting State and Federal water quality objectives by 
1990, and 1.842.000 acre-feet per year by 2030. These outputs are 
not feasibly attainable, however, as they represent outputs in 
excess of the total water yielded from National Forest lands, which 
averages only 1,444,OOO acre-feet per year. Currently, 1,386,OOO 
acre feet of water yielded from National Forest Lands, approximately 
96 percent, meets State and Federal water quality objectives. 

b. Demand - The demand for water can be divided into three cate- 
gories : (1) withdrawal use, such as hydroelectric, which removes 
water from its natural courses, uses it, and then returns it to a 
stream or underground source for reuse; (2) consumptive use, which 
represents that portion of the withdrawal consumed through evapor- 
ation, transpiration, or by discharge to irretrievable locations; 
and (3) instream uses such as rafting, swimming, and fisheries. 

Each of the above types of use will increase as population 
increases. The demand for water from the Eldorado, which supplies 
only a portion of total regional demand, is expected to increase 
throughout the SO-year planning horizon. 

5. Wilderness 

a. m - Wilderness supply is based on the miles of trails in 
the wilderness as well as acres. Trails provide access into these 
areas and distribute use. If these trails did not exist, the 
majority of the use would not occur. The Desolation Wilderness was 
studied to estimate the available supply. As one of the most 
heavily used wildernesses, it is already regulated to avoid over- 
crowding. No greater use can be attained beyond the current use in 
Desolation without degrading the wilderness experience. Desolation 
also has the maximum trail density per acre. Therefore, its use 
represents the maximum wilderness RVD's per mile of trail and per 
acre. The calculation for wilderness supply is shown in Table 
111-16. The coefficient of 2.89 RVD's/acre was used only for areas 
presently accessed with trails. Areas without trails used a 
coefficient of 0.0 RVD's/Acre. 

TABLE III-16 
WILDERNESS SUPPLY ESTIMATE 

(Recreation Visitor Days Per Year) 

Maxmum Use 121, go0 RVD's 
Miles of Trxls 70.3 Miles 
Use Per Mile 1,734 RVD's 
Acres Accessible 42.194 Acres 
Use Per Acre with Trails 2.89 RVD's 
Use Per Acre without Trails 0.0 RVD's 

This coefficient was applied to both Desolation and Mokelumne 
Wilderness to estimate the existing supply. The existing available 
wilderness supply is 189,179 RVD's. 
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If additional wilderness supply is desired, there are two options: 
either construct more trails in the existing Mokelumne Wilderness 
area or add more wilderness. Table III-17 shows the current 
wilderness supply and the potential supply available from additional 
trail construction or the additions of Further Planning Areas. 

TABLE 111-17 
WILDERNESS SUPPLY UNDER VARIOUS ASSUMPTIONS 

Assumptio! 
Current Situation 
Additional Trails in Existing Areas 
Caples Creek (with trails) 

TOTAL 

The maximum wilderness supply that could be created is 477,857 
recreation visitor days. 

b. Demand - The demand for wilderness recreation has been steadily 
increasing on the Eldorado. Desolation Wilderness, one of the most 
popular wilderness areas in California, has experienced such heavy 
use that it is now on a quota system. Table 111-18 shows the past 
wilderness use on the Eldorado. 

TABLE 111-18 
PAST WILDERNESS USED 

(Thousands of Visitor Days) 

Year RVD's Year RVD's 
1970 52.1 1976 108.8 
1971 76.2 98.6 
1972 100.2 :;:i 117.2 
1973 99.3 1979 151.2 
1974 108.2 1980 111.5 
1975 106.2 1981 129.0 

1982 139.8 

A discussion of demand projections for wilderness is referred to 
previously under recreation demand. 

6. Wildlife 
a. m - The forest has an inventory of wildlife habitat types 
based on Wildlife Habitat Relationships (Verner and Boss, 1980) and 
Forest timber type mapping. Wildlife population data and trends for 
most of the indicator species are derived from estimates based on 
habitat models and input from species experts within the California 
Department of Fish and Game. 
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Table III-19 displays the current knowledge about supply (populations) 
and demand for wildlife. The California Department of Fish and Game 
does not have supply/demand figures In the approved deer herd 
management plans. However, the increased herd management goals 
prescribed in the plans imply a potential increase in demand for deer 
hunting and harvest in the future. 

Current use of wildlife is estimated using Wildlife and Fish User Days 
(WFUDS). Combined consumptive and nonconsumptive use in 1982 was 
estimated at 143.000 WFUDs. Each WFUD represents 12 hours of wildlife 
use such as hunting, bird-watching, or photography. WFUDs can most 
accurately be calculated for deer and bear because hunter success and 
the number of animals taken is known. Estimated WFUDs in 1982 for 
deer, bear. and small/upland game are listed in Table 111-19. 

b. Demand - Data for predicting nonconsumptive demand for wildlife is 
sketchy. Overall, nonconsumptive uses such as bird-watching and 
nature photography are increasing and ~111 continue. 

The FPA obJectives for habitat show an increase in capability for 
species that are harvested for consumptxve use. Deer habitat 
capability is targeted to increase 20 to 25 percent (depending on 
subspecies) by 2030. An increase in hunting use is implied. 
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C, Resource Use and Opportunities 

1. Adjacent Ownership 

Opportunity exists to obtain optimum landownership patterns for both 
public and private ownership. The Forest will conduct a land 
ownership adlustment program that includes purchases, exchanges, and 
donations to reduce conflicts caused by intermingled holdings. 
Management activities will become less encumbered, and costs will go 
down. The likelihood of trespass by either public or private owners 
will decrease sharply as adJustment progresses. 

2. Air Quality 

The Eldorado can take the opportunity to attain high air quality 
levels for the Forest except in Class I wilderness airsheds. 
Pollutants from outside sources, unless controlled at their point of 
origin in the future, will prevent attainment of Class I conditions 
for Desolation and Mokelumne Wilderness. Forest managers will 
mitigate air polluting activities to achieve air quality goals on 
National Forest land and prevent or minimize the penetration of 
activity smoke into surrounding populated areas. 

3. Biomass 

The Forest is potentially a vast source of unused biomass. None is 
being presently recovered other than for firewood. Full utilization 
of biomass in the future would provide an excellent opportunity to 
eliminate energy deficits and reduce hazardous fuel loadings in the 
Forest. 

4. Chaparral 

The opportunity to deal with chaparral 1s limited because of the low 
net acreage in this forest type. Most chaparral stands will be left 
undisturbed to retain their wildlife benefits. 

5. DiversKy 

The timber program will affect diversity most. Harvesting will 
continually change the structure and composition of Forest 
vegetation. Changes can be designed to improve and redistribute 
seral stages to benefit early, mid. and late successional wildlife 
species habitats. No seral stage will be altered to the point that 
it comprises less than 5 percent of the total vegetation composition 
of the Forest. 
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6. Facilities 

Facilities opportunities center mainly around the Forest Development 
Transportation System, including roads and trails. The network will 
be nearly built to completion by the end of the first decade, 
providing access to suitable timber stands to be managed on a long- 
term sustained yield basis. Other roads and trails serving 
recreation and general purpose uses will also be substantially in 
place. Some portions of the Forest, however, will remain sparsely 
roaded or unroaded. Emphasis will shift to dispersed recreation in 
these natural surroundings, accessed by designated four-wheel drive 
roads as well as trails for two-wheel cyclers, equestrians, cross- 
country skiers, snowmobilers, mountain bicyclists, and hikers. 

7. Fire and Fuels 

A current plus 20 percent fire program will provide the Forest an 
opportunity to minimxze wildfire losses to calculated tolerable 
limits. The public's individual safety and property will be 
protected. Scheduled outputs of resource goods and services ~111 be 
achieved without disruption. 

Prescribed fire will be employed to reduce natural and activity 
fuels buildup. The ability to implement new wilderness fire 
management policy offers the Eldorado an opportunity to utilize 
fire, as an additional tool, to meet wilderness management 
objectives. The Forest will be able to take advantage of planned 
and unplanned (lightning) ignitions to duplicate the ecological role 
of fire in the wilderness. 

8. Fish 

The Eldorado fishery has 377 miles of stream that can be improved to 
increase trout populations and pounds of fish. In some cases, fish 
releases from reservoirs can be regulated to provide more beneficial 
yearlong instream flows for trout -- even though total annual water 
volumes are reduced. The ultimate development of several proposed 
hydroelectric power projects will bring an attendant opportunity to 
enhance two story (cold water/warm water) lake fish populations and 
total pounds of fish available for harvest. Thus, total fishing 
success should occur for a greater number of people. 

9. Forest Pests 

Forest pest management will remain an integral part of the program 
of work. An Integrated Pest Management (IPM) approach will continue 
to be implemented by Forest managers to prevent or reduce pest 
related problems. 
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IO. Fuelwood 

Fuelwood demand for home heating is increasing with population 
growth. An upward trend in conventional gas and electric heating 
costs has made firewood a desirable alternative source of energy. 
The Eldorado anticipates being able to meet the demand for this 
product, but the Forest must make logging residue more available to 
prospective fuelwood gatherers. More innovative sources, including 
byproducts of precommercial thinning and other timber stand 
improvement activities, must be made available to the public. 

11. Geology and Groundwater 

The Forest must exercise leadership to prevent mass earth movement 
or unacceptable soil loss associated with future resource management 
activities. Completion of an Order 3 Geologic Resource Inventory 
~111 assist Forest managers in preventing erosion or major geolo- 
gical failures. Interdisciplinary team specialists will have the 
opportunity to incorporate accurate geologic data into project 
design when the GRI becomes available. 

12. Historical and Cultural 

Protection of historical and cultural resources is a major concern. 
In the past, inadequate field identification of sites and dissem- 
ination of information has led to significant impacts on cultural 
properties. The Eldorado will take the opportunity to reverse that 
trend by employing a systematic integration of inventories with 
evaluations, protection measures, and site monitoring with respect 
to ongoing resource management activities. The Forest will also 
initiate a public awareness program to reduce inadvertent damage 
that occurs through recreational pursuits or deliberate loss by 
vandalism. 

13. Hydroelectric Projects 

Hydroelectric development is generally compatible with management of 
the Forest. Once adverse impacts are successfully mitigated or 
sensitive environmental areas are avoided by hydro proponents, there 
is usually ample opportunity to design recreation, wildlife. and 
other resource amenities Into the project. Such benefits will be 
brought out by continued Forest Service participation in the EIS and 
FEW licensing processes related to hydroelectric development. Each 
successive compatible project reduces energy deficits and dependence 
on depletable energy reserves such as coal, oil, and gas. Hydro- 
electric power generation obviously offers a much cleaner source of 
energy than fossil fuels it may replace. 
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14. Lands 

Part of the lands program revolves around permitted uses that confer 
exclusive or incompatible uses to those that are open for general 
public enjoyment. In certain locations permitted use of an area or 
site does allow for enjoyment of non-conforming uses by the general 
public and other Forest users. Future accomplishment of land owner- 
ship adjustment will provide opportunity to reduce the number of 
special use permits that now serve the private needs of intermingled 
owners. 

Another task that needs to be substantially completed during the 
first decade is the land line location (LLL) program. When backlogs 
are finally surveyed and posted, the Eldorado will be provided the 
opportunity to resolve existing boundary discrepancies and reduce 
potential trespass. 

15. Law Enforcement 
Field staffing lags behind law enforcement organization needs. 
Added emphasis on employee responsibility, improved professional 
training, and other management prerogatives have narrowed the gap, 
but the Forest organization is currently inadequate to provide a 
crime prevention program that measurably reduces unlawful acts 
against the Forest Service or National Forest visitors. 

Opportunity for significant improvement exists but fulfillment seems 
limited. Cooperative efforts with local, state, and other 
government agencies will likely be maintained or strengthened. This 
cooperation is vital to the Eldorado law enforcement program. 
Forest Service internal law enforcement support services are 
established exclusive of planning. They are subject almost entirely 
to annual funding with no solid interrelationship to concurrent 
forest activities. 

16. Minerals 

Withdrawals will be reviewed to determine their continued need. The 
Forest will recommend withdrawals that should be rescinded where 
they are no longer warranted. In turn, some new withdrawals will be 
recommended, mainly to cover proposed land designations such as 
research natural areas and special interest areas. The Forest will 
be able to present a more accurate accounting of Eldorado lands that 
are open to mineral entry by lease and claim as a result of this 
review action. 

17. Range 

Range opportunities fit into three areas: (1) range condition, (2) 
range trend, and (3) long-term supply for forage. The Forest 
currently has 2,437 acres of range in poor condition. The Eldorado 
will implement improvement projects to restore this condition to 
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good before the land becomes irreversibly damaged. Another 1,605 
acres are now in a downward trend that can be reversed by resting 
the areas from livestock grazing until they recover. Finally, a 
concurrent emphasis on evenaged silviculture will increase projected 
long-term forage supply above the present background capacity of 
10,474 AUM's. 

18. Recreation 
The Forest will take the opportunity to meet both short-term and 
long-term demand for developed recreation. Capacity may be 
increased by enlarging existing sites or building new sites. The 
recent trend for operation and maintenance indicates that private 
concessionaires will operate National Forest facilities under 
contract. Fees commensurate with recreation amenities will be 
charged to visitors, but the Forest anticipates providing a quality 
standard of maintenance at all developed sites administered by the 
Forest Service, Licensee/Permittee, or private contractor. 

Land managers will employ Forest Plan standards and guidelines to 
meet dispersed recreation demands. The ROS system of dispersed area 
management will form the basis for future decisions on kinds and 
extent of dispersed use. The Forest has the overall dispersed 
recreation capacity to meet long-term demand: however, people quotas 
as well as geographic and season-of-use controls may become more 
prevalent in an attempt to reduce user conflicts. 

19. Rlparlan 

The Forest will take the opportunity to reduce or eliminate impacts 
to riparian vegetation. Standards and guidelines for the streamside 
management zone incorporate direction that protects riparian strips 
loo-feet on both sides of Class I, II and III streams, lskeshores, 
and wetlands. Watershed improvement projects are scheduled to 
further protect and enhance riparian strips. Treatment and mitiga- 
tion will be blended into project EA's that affect rrparian 
vegetation, followed by monitoring and evaluation of the results of 
project activities. 

20. Sensitive Plants 

Eight sensitive plant species are known and two sensitive plant 
species are suspected to occur on the Forest. The Eldorado will 
afford them protection under law to ensure that these species do not 
become threatened and endangered. Species management guides will be 
prepared for all of these species. 

21. Soils 

The impacts on the soil resource will become greater as the level of 
uses of Forest lands and products increase. The potential for 
adversely effecting soil productivity will be reduced through proper 
evaluation of present soil conditions to determine if soil charac- 
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teristics are compatible with the planned activity. Standards and 
guidelines for soil resource protection will be utilized to minimize 
potential impacts within acceptable levels. Opportunities to 
improve soil productivity on impacted ground will also be identified 
and treated. 

22. Special Areas 

The Eldorado proposes an ambitious contribution to the establishment 
of special areas. Two candidate RNA's are recommended for approval 
by the Chief of the Forest Service and two other are proposed for 
nomination by the Forest Supervisor. Nine geological, botanical, 
and archaeological special interest areas have been identified for 
approval by the Regional Forester under authority delegated to him 
by the Chief. Two trails totaling 32 miles are candidates for 
national recreation trail deslgnatlon. Adoption of the Forest Plan 
affords the opportunity to preserve the special features which make 
these candidate areas and trails unique. 

23. Timber 

A prime opportunity resulting from intensive timber management 
practices IS the replacement of many poorly stocked stands with 
fully stocked stands of thrifty confers that will obtain an optimum 
growth rate. Mortality losses will be recovered at the same time. 
The Forest "111 gradually become regulated on suitable timber sites. 

The Forest will provide a continuous supply of wood fiber to the 
forest products industry and ultimately the consumer. Vegetation 
manipulation by timber harvest practices provides many fringe 
benefits to other resources such as creating suitable wildlife 
habitat and providing road access for recreation. 

Fuelwood demands will be met, and biomass recovery shows favorable 
but untested opportunity. 

24. Visual 

Current Visual Resource Management technology offers an opportunity 
for the Forest to intensively manage commodity resources without 
significantly altering the landscape. The Forest will establish and 
meet a series of Visual Quality Objectives which assure that 
visitors will be afforded views of natural looking landscapes seen 
from Sensitivity Level 1 and 2 roads, trails, streams. and areas of 
concentrated public use. 

25. Water 

The Forest will continue to produce high quality water for 
recreational, agricultural, industrial, and domestic purposes. The 
Best Management Practices (BMP's) will continue being implemented on 
the Forest to insure production of this high quality water. See 
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Appendix F Water Quality Management for a listing of these (BMP's). 
Hydroelectric development will tend to dominate Forest activities in 
the first decade of the Plan. The Forest Service will work jointly 
with proponents to take advantage of opportunities to develop this 
energy source to the maximum extent compatible with other resource 
use and protection of the environment. 

The ability to increase water production is somewhat limited. Snow- 
pack management in red fir timber stands and other direct improve- 
ment projects to watersheds and streams will provide modest 
increases in the water quantity output. 

26. Wild and Scenic Rwers 
The Eldorado will nominate one candidate wild and scenic river. The 
Rubicon River will be nominated to the national system. 

The North Fork of the Mokelumne above Salt Springs Reservoir is 
being studied and a recommendation for designation, if any, will be 
made in the Stanislaus National Forest Plan. That portion of the 
river on the Eldorado will be managed to protect its values until a 
decision IS made. 

It has been determined that the North Fork of the Mokelumne River 
west from Salt Springs Reservoir to Tiger Creek Reservoir is 
eligible for inclusion in the national system. A suitability study 
will be scheduled and undertaken to evaluate alternative courses of 
action for this stretch of river. 

.- 

7 

The Eldorado proposes splitting the Caples Creek further planning 
area into wilderness and general forest emphasis. The general 
Forest emphasis will provide a regulated timber harvest that 
contributes to the Eldorado's allowable sale quantity. If Congress 
designates a portion of Caples Creek as a wilderness. the Forest 
Service will recommend to the FERC that the proposed foottrail 
hydroelectric project is inconsistent with National Forest purposes: 
however, the project could still be permitted in the wilderness with 
presidential approval. 

I 

I , _-. - 

27. Wilderness 
The Caples Creek area was carried forward in the 1984 California 
Wilderness Act as a Further Planning Area. This Act designated 
nearly 20,000 acres of additional Mokelumne Wilderness inside the 
boundary of the Eldorado. All other RARE II roadless areas are 
released for multiple use management under the terms of the 
California Wilderness Act. 
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28. Wildlife 

Wildlife opportunities are realized by performing direct habitat 
improvements and receiving the fringe benefits of other resource 
activities such as timber harvesting and prescribed burning of 
natural fuels. Opportunitxes can also be gained from acquiring 
lands that are key habitat for wildlife species such as deer. 

The Forest proposes all of these means to maintain viable popula- 
tions of native species. Management indicator species will be 
monitored when land altering activities take place. A sufficient 
proportion of Forest vegetation will be retained in each seral stage 
to assure viability. 

Recovery plans will be implemented and site specific management 
plans will be prepared for the threatened and endangered bald eagle 
and peregrine falcon. Management for two sensitive species, the 
spotted owl and goshawk, will be carried out at 32 designated 
spotted owl habltat areas and 51 designated goshawk habitat areas. 

29. Woodland 

The most important concern about woodland is the possible conversion 
of California black oak to conifer forest following regeneration 
cutting of timber stands. Retention of black oaks, especially in 
deer winter range, is needed for mast production. An additional 
concern relates to potential loss of conifer timber growth if black 
oaks are retained in the canopy of the mixed conifer strata. 

The Forest will employ standards and guidelines that provide a 
stocking level requirement for black oaks. 
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Chapter IV 

Management Direction 



I’d. Management Direction 
A. Introduction 
Chapter IV outlines the direction for managing the Eldorado. Manage- 
ment direction makes the Plan functional and enables its users to 
perform on-the-ground activities. Forest personnel apply management 
direction to attain long-term program results and achieve a desired 
future condition for National Forest land. 

1. Concept of Management Direction 

Management direction provides the means to implement the Forest 
Plan. Direction is the key to dealing with planning issues and 
translating long-term forest goals and oblectives into measurable 
short-term production of goods and services from the Forest. 

Management direction descends several levels of development. 
Initially direction is formulated on a national plane. Federal laws 
and regulations serve as primary sources of management direction. 
Forest planning nationally is guided by such laws as RPA. NFMA. and 
NEPA. Each of these laws are expanded under various Codes of Federal 
Regulations (CFR's) that correspond to them. State laws for water 
and air quality must be met on federal lands. 

The Forest Service further interprets these forms of national 
direction into service-wide policy. The policy for land and resource 
management planning is stated in the 1920 section of the Forest 
Service Manual (FSM). Social analysis policy for planning is found 
in 1970 FSM. 

The next sequential level of agency direction appears in Forest 
Service Regional Guides described in the NFMA. The Eldorado gets 
further direction from both the Pacific Southwest (R-5) Regional 
Guide and the LMP Direction supplement to the Regional Guide. This 
direction contains detailed instruction to forests on preparation of 
individual plans. 

The Plan itself conveys all of these higher orders of direction to 
Chapter IV, where It IS displayed in the form of goals, ObJectives. 
management emphasis, practices, standards, and guidelines. 
Therefore, the concept of management drrection 1s that It becomes 
more refined as it reaches closer to the land. Broad national 
direction funnels down to site-specific direction for the Eldorado 
National Forest. 

7 Plan lmplementatron -. 

Forest plan implementation is activated by an annual planning, 
progrsmmmg, and budgeting (PPB) process. PPB is a system that is 
external to the Plan, but it converts long-range planning goals and 
obJectives to fiscal year programs and budgets. Congressional 
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appropriations to the Eldorado help establish management attainment 
targets for the Supervisor and District Rangers to meet the average 
annual outputs projected for the entire planning decade. 

The negotiated annual program of work for the Eldorado is turned into 
an Action Plan when each fiscal year's budget IS final. A District 
Action Plan is made up from several individual Project Work Plans 
(PWP'S). The PWP's respond in detail to the broader program level 
direction in the Forest Plan. A related Program Accounting and 
Management Attainment Reporting System (PAMARS) provides feedback to 
assess managerial accountability and assist in monitoring and 
evaluation of the Plan. 

Most of the above mentioned projects are covered by Environmental 
Assessments and Decision Notices. Normally Forest Plan direction is 
used as an umbrella for project environmental analysis. These RA's 
are tiered to the Eldorado EIS and Forest Plan to disclose the 
environmental consequences of project actions not precisely analyzed 
at the program level. 

3. Direction Components 

Forest management direction IS divided into five descending levels of 
application, as follows: 

Goals 
Objectives 

Management Emphasis 
Forest Practices 

Standards and Guidelines 

Standards and guidelines express the most explicit direction for land 
managers. They are stated on either a Forest-wide basis or for 
individual management areas. 

B. Coals and Objectives 
1. Goals 
Forest goals attempt to describe the future condition of the land 
that the Forest Plan is expected to achieve. Objectives and sub- 
sequent levels of direction are aimed at accomplishing these goals. 
The Forest goals tie closely to planning issues described in Chapter 
II and comply with applicable laws and regulations. The goals of the 
Eldorado are as follows: 

Recreation 

I) Provide a wide range of developed and dispersed recreation 
opportunities that meet projected demand at the end of the 
planning period. Public uses take priority over uses of a 
semipublic nature, and these in turn take priority over 
private uses. Stress simpler, more natural recreation 
experiences over dense, sophisticated developments. 
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* Protect the most visually sensitive areas of the Forest by 
placing major roads, trails, streams, and areas of concen- 
trated visitor use in scenic corridors and managed view- 
sheds. 

Cultural Resources 

* Locate, preserve and enhance representative historical and 
archaeological properties that typify the social and economic 
evolution of Forest lands and cultures. 

Wilderness 

* Maintain a lasting system of quality Wilderness for public 
use and appreciation of the unique characteristics of 
wilderness, consistent with preserving its values. 

Wild and scenic Rivers 

* Manage the Wild, Scenic, and Recreation Rivers to preserve 
their free flowing characteristics and protect their out- 
standingly remarkable values. 

Special Interest Areas 

* Preserve the integrity of the botanical, archeological, 
geological, and recreational features for which the areas 
were established. 

Wildlife and Fish 

* Maintain and enhance populations of threatened and endangered 
wildlife and plant species and maintain viable populations of 
sensitive species. Provide a diverse habitat for all 
species, including harvestable game fish and wildlife. 

* Maintain current levels of livestock grazing and take 
advantage of additional forage induced by even-aged timber 
management. 

* Sustain a long-term yield of logs and other wood products by 
practicing the most intensive forms of timber management on 
the most productive sites. Increase this yield by 
application of high utilization standards and scientific 
silvicultural growth techniques. 
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Pest Management 

* Employ an integrated pest management program to minimize 
losses from forest pests and aid in reforestation and timber 
stand improvement. 

Geology and Groundwater 

* In areas identified as susceptible to slope instability, 
analyze risks of management activities so as to avoid 
initiation or acceleration of slope movement and to protect 
human safety and Forest resources. 

* Prevent degradation or groundwater quality and develop 
groundwater sources to meet domestic, livestock and wildlife 
needs. 

Soil, Water, and Air 

* 

* 

* 

* 

Energy 

* 

+ 

Y 

Conserve or improve the inherent long-term soil productivity 
through the incorporation of soils information into land 
management decisions and through soil quality monitoring. 

Protect streams, lakes, wetlands and the riparian vegetation 
that surrounds them. Establish a permanent Streamside 
Management Zone to furnish shade, ground cover and natural 
environmental elements, which maintain high water quality and 
enhance fish and wildlife habitat. Limit cumulative 
disturbing impacts on watershed within the Forest. 

Induce moderate increased in water yield by direct watershed 
improvement projects, meadow rehabilitation and expansion 
projects, and snowpack manipulation associated with timber 
harvest practices in true fir timber stands. 

Conduct all Forest activities affecting air quality to meet 
airshed standards established by the California State Air 
Resources Board. 

Provide for energy efficiency in management of government 
buildings, facilities. and vehicles. 

Develop the potential to produce wind and biomass energy. 

Facilitate permitting of hydroelectric and other new energy 
development that reasonably protects all resources. 
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Minerals 

* Cooperate and participate with mlneral lessees, clalmants and 
permlttees in the development of mineral resources under the 
laws and regulations that govern them. 

* Develop and maintain a materials source Inventory for Forest 
uses. 

* Seek optimum landownership patterns by means of land 
adjustment in order to reduce problems related to inter- 
mlngled private lands. 

Human Resources 

* Utilize human resource programs to meet equal employment 
opportunity and affirmative action goals both through 
concerted community outreach and as employment contacts. 

* Provide a sufficient level of fire protection and treat 
natural and activity fuels to assure a continuous flow of 
projected outputs and amenxties from the Forest. 

Transportation 

* Develop and maintain the Forest transportation system for the 
through traveling public. while providing safe, effxient 
routes for recreatlonlsts. 

Facllltles 

* Buxld and maintan fire and other (FA&O) facilities to serve 
resource, and support program needs. Make them functional, 
energy efficient, and attractive to the publx. 

* Remove or replace unsafe, obsolete facilities. 

Research 

* Provide opportunities for baseline ecological research In the 
Station Creek, Peavine, and Snow Canyon Research Natural 
Areas. 

Budget 

* Produce Forest goods and servxes in the most cost effxient 
way consistent with providing net public benefits. 
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2. Objectives 

Objectives are the average annual outputs that are calculated to 
accomplish planning goals and address the planning issues. Table 
IV-l itemizes the average annual outputs for decades one and two for 
the resource elements of the Forest Plan. These outputs can be 
compared to the 1982 base year outputs and the 1990 and 2000 RPA 
program targets. 
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The PPA targets shown on Table IV-l are derived from an assessment of 
the Forest's capability and suitability for producing resource out- 
puts. The numbers represent the Eldorado's share of meeting national 
targets published in the 1980 RPA Program. Attainment of these 
targets was a prime consideration in formulation of the Plan. The 
output data gives a graphic evaluation of how the Plan meets RPA 
goals for decades 1990 and 2000. 

The base year in Table IV-1 is 1982. Targets are expressed in 
average annual outputs per decade. A 50-year planning horizon, 
comprised of 5 decades or planning periods, was used to estimate 
outputs. The first decade lists short-term planning objectives, and 
the figures are firm unless the Forest Plan is revised or amended. 
The next decade projects long-term planning objectives, which may be 
reconsidered when a subsequent lo-year Forest Plan is prepared. 

Recreation 

The Forest Plan will substantially exceed RPA targets for Developed 
Recreation throughout its SO-year planning horizon. Developed 
Recreation includes RVD use attributed to both the public and private 
sector. The Forest Recreation Information Management (RIM) records 
show that the Eldorado has a sufficient number of potential sites 
available to handle the Forest Plan's increased RVD output over RPA, 
although some adjustments in types of use may be necessary. A 
significant portion of the public sector facilities will be 
associated with reservoirs to be built for upcoming hydroelectric 
projects. The private sector RVD increase is generally related to 
development of potential downhill ski facilities. Overall, the 
Forest will boost Developed Recreation by 1,019.4 MRVD's from the 
1982 Base Year to the end of the first decade of the Forest Plan. 

Dispersed Recreation will increase more gradually over the 50-year 
planning horizon but will also exceed PPA targets in every decade. 
Dispersed Recreation includes Wilderness RVD's and WFIJD's. The 
Eldorado has sufficient dispersed area acres available to accommodate 
the total RVD use, but individual types of Dispersed Recreation 
visitors may be competing with others for popular segments of the 
Forest, both winter and summer. This competition will lead to 
further regulatory policy to mitigate user conflicts. Dispersed 
Recreation shows an increase of 245 MRVD's from the 1982 Base Year to 
the end of the first decade. 

Other measures of recreation outputs not tracked in the RPA Program 
are Visual Quality, Wilderness, Wild and Scenic Rivers, Research 
Natural Areas, and Special Interest Areas. The Visual Quality Index 
(VQI) is 39.41 for the first decade. 

Wilderness acres have increased from 82,565 in the 1982 Base Year to 
102,059 in the first decade of the Forest Plan. The additlonal 19,494 
acres resulted from Congressional designation of the Mokelumne 
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Addition in the California Wilderness Act of 1984. An additional 
18,694 acres of the Caples Creek Further Planning Area is recom- 
mended for addition to the wilderness system. If Congress 
designates this area as wilderness, the total wilderness on the 
Eldorado will be 115,753 acres. 

The Forest Plan recommends designation of the Rubicon River as a 
Scenic River. The North Fork of the Mokelumne above Salt Springs 
Reservoir is being studied and a recommendation, if any, will be 
made in the Stanislaus National Forest Plan. That portion of the 
river on the Eldorado will be managed to protect its values until a 
decision is made. The Forest did not previously have any designated 
Wild and Scenic Rivers, so there would be an increase of 17,881 
acres over the zero acres in the 1982 Base Year. The North Fork of 
the Mokelumne, if designated by Congress, will be shared with the 
Stanislaus National Forest. The river is located entirely inside 
the Mokelumne Wilderness on the Eldorado portion. Further study of 
the North Fork of the Mokelumne below Salt Springs Reservoir is 
recommended to determine suitability for inclusion in the Wild and 
River Scenic River System. 

The Forest Plan also recommends establishment of two Research 
Natural Areas where none previously existed on the Forest. Peavine 
and Station Creek RNA's total 1,862 acres, representing an increase 
over the zero acres in the 1982 Base Year. Two RNA's (Snow Canyon 
and Middle Mountain) are also recommended for study for possible 
inclusion in the system. 

Nine Special Interest Areas will be established with approval of 
this Plan. Again, none of these types of areas previously existed, 
resulting in an increase of approximately 20,623 acres over the zero 
acres in the 1982 Base Year. National Recreation Trails will 
increase by 32.0 miles, with congressional approval, over the 
existing 52.3 miles in the 1982 Base Year. 

Wildlife and Fish 

The National RPA target for Wildlife and Fish is measured in terms 
of acres of direct Wildlife Habitat Improvement. The Forest Plan 
reflects an increase in targets over RPA. The Forest Plan also 
shows an increase of 776 acres of direct improvement over the 1982 
Base Year. 

The Pacific Southwest Regional Guide identifies additional Wildlife 
and Fish targets, which are referenced as RPA Program Objectives. 
These targets are projected for 1990 only. Outputs include (1) 
animal numbers of Deer Habitat Capability, (2) Numbers of Cavity 
Nesting Birds expressed as a percent of the 1982 Base Year, and (3) 
thousand pounds of Resident Fish produced in Eldorado streams. The 
Forest will contribute a portion of the target for deer habitat 
capability improvement on the winter range. In some cases, a 
majority of the critical winter range for some herds is on private 
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land adjacent to the Forest where the Forest Service has no 
authority to manage. Winter range improvements on National Forest 
land will follow guidelines developed in cooperation with the 
California Department of Fish and Game. 

The percent of Cavity Nesting Birds will gradually decrease in the 
long-term. A predicted 2% loss over lo-15 years is attributed to 
the inability to save snags in cable-logged clearcutting units. 
Resident Fish production in the Forest Plan increases 6.3 M pounds 
over the 1982 Base Year and 2.7 M pounds over the Regional RPA 
Program Objective. 

The RPA program does not set targets for threatened, endangered, or 
sensitive species. However, the Forest will continue to work toward 
increasing populations of threatened and endangered species to meet 
recovery plan goals. It is anticipated that the Forest will support 
one pair of bald eagles and one pair of peregrine falcons within the 
first decade. Habitat capability will remain to support an 
estimated 73 pairs of spotted owls through the first decade based on 
the current population estimate and the effects of future timber 
sale activity. Habitat capability to support 51 pairs of goshawk 
will remain unchanged through the first decade since all 51 habitat 
areas identified in the 1983 survey are being protected. It 1s 
likely that additional habitat areas exist but have not been 
identified. 

The Forest Plan provides for continuing the grazing program at 
approximately current output levels. Adherence to Standards and 
Guidelines will result in increased quality of rangelands on the 
Forest. The Eldorado will not meet the Regional Range Production 
Target projected for the year 2030. 

Timber 

The volumes to be offered are slightly lower than RPA timber targets 
for the first decade. Volume Offered for Sale is to 146.5 MMBF/Z.5 
MMCF in the first decade and remains at that level through the next 
four periods. The figures are based on using a 1984 land-satellite 
timber inventory, which replaced the conventional aerial photo 
inventory used for the 1978 Eldorado Timber Management Plan. The 
land-satellite inventory much more accurately reflects standing 
volumes. 

Timber Stand Improvement acres increase to a high of 8,600 in the 
second decade. Both figures are substantially above the PPA targets 
of 1,556 acres for the Year 1990 and 1,597 acres for the Year 2000. 
The FY 1982 Base Year is 2,300 acres: therefore, output never falls 
below the base level. 
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Reforestation acres take their sharpest rise in the first decade at 
4,300 acres. The sharp difference between the Year 1990 RPA target 
and the first Decade of the Forest Plan is the most obvious 
increase, representing a rise of 2,510 acres per year. Both Timber 
Stand Improvement and Reforestation acres reflect a management shift 
to even-aged silviculture on suitable timber lends. 

Cords of Firewood and cubic feet of Biomass are not RPA targets. 
However, the Eldorado shows increases over the 1982 Base Year for 
both of these timber products in the Forest Plan. 

Pest Management 

Pest Management does not have sn RPA target, Activities tie to the 
support given to other Eldorado programs by Pest Management. 

Soil, Water, and Air 

The Forest Plan does not meet RPA targets, which are measured by M 
acre-feet of Water Quality at standard and acres of Watershed 
Improvement. The RPA figures erroneously show Water Quality outputs 
that are higher than the forest is capable of producing, regardless 
of vegetative management or watershed improvement projects that 
could be implemented. This resulted from including areas of land in 
the base which are now administered by the Lake Tahoe Basin 
Management Unit. The Forest Plan does increase M acre-feet outputs 
over the 1982 Base Year, because limited improvements increase 
runoff slightly. The important factor here is that all runoff from 
the Eldorado will meet Water Quality objectives. This accomp- 
lishment is notable in that the Forest Plan simultaneously indicates 
an increase in Watershed Disturbance from the 1982 Base Year Index 
of 25.0 M acres. Water Quality objectives are maintained because of 
employment of Best Management Practices (BMP's), application of a 
Streamside Management Zone, and use of Watershed Disturbance 
requirements, which hold cumulative watershed impacts below a 
damaging threshold level. 

The RPA Program does not identify numerical targets for Air 
Quality. The Eldorado will adhere to California State Air Resources 
Board requirements for clean air. 

Energy 

The RPA Program does not set targets for energy. 

Geology and Groundwater 

The RPA Program does not set targets for geology and groundwater. 

Special Areas 

The RPA Program does not set targets for special areas. 
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Minerals 

The Forest Plan exceeds the PPA Minerals target, Minerals 
activities are measured in the RPA Program by the number of Plans of 
Operations filed annually with District Rangers. The projected 
outputs for the Forest Plan include Plans of Operations, Notices of 
Intent, and Leases and Permits issued. For this reason, 1982 Base 
Year and Forest Plan periodic outputs are more than 10 times greater 
than the 7 and 9 Plans of Operations scheduled for RPA Years 1990 
and 2030. The assumption made by the Eldorado is that the enlarged 
numbers generated by handling all three types of minerals documents 
satisfies RPA projections. 

The RPA Program carries a target item for Lands Purchased or 
Acquired by number of acres. The Eldorado National Forest was 
assigned zero outputs in this category by the Region. Lands 
Purchased or Acquired do not carry a 1982 Base Year number of 
outputs. 

The Forest, however, has carried on an active landownership adjust- 
ment program for several years and expects to continue consolidating 
intermingled private lands end disposing of scattered, unmanageable 
lands by donation, purchase, and exchange. Therefore, the Plan 
lists acres of Land Acquisition to be obtained mainly from Land and 
Water Conservation Act (LWCA) fee collection purchases of eligible 
recreation lands end planned exchanges. Outputs average about 150 
acres annually during the planning period. 

Fire IS defined as Protection under RPA terminology. Targets are 
measured in acres of Fuel Treatment. Both treatment of Natural 
Fuels and Activity Fuels is counted. The Forest Plan again 
significantly exceeds the RPA targets of 2,500 acres for the Year 
1990 and 2,600 acres for the Year 2000. The first decade produces 
7,100 acres of Fuel Treatment annually. The output level tapers off 
slightly in the second decade to 4.900 acres. 

Expected Wildfire acres are not an RPA target. Implementation of an 
"Current Plus 20 percent" Fire Program in the Forest Plan results in 
an initial drop in Expected Wildfire acres burned. The first decade 
shows 727 acres in all Fire Intensity Classes as opposed to 1,072 
acres in the 1982 Base Year. Burned acres then increase to 744 
acres in the second decade. While the Fire Program remains the 
same, the increase in Expected Wildfire acres burned is attributed 
to the steady change of the forest condition to a much greater 
distribution of younger tree age-classes. 
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The fire management program will emphasize the current program with 
approximately 18 percent of the program budgeted for prevention, 5 
percent for detection, 47 percent for initial attack, 11 percent for 
air support, and 19 percent for fuel treatment. This program mix 
will then be given added strength and depth with an addItiona 20 
percent increase in fundlng. 

Transportation 2 

The Forest Plan exceeds RPA targets for Road and Trail Construction 
and Reconstruction. The RPA targets are measured In terms of 
combined construction/reconstruction miles. The 1982 Base Year 
shows a total construction/reconstruction program of 120 miles of 
road, while the RPA targets are 12 miles for Year 1990 and 18 miles 
for Year 2030. Annually, the Forest ~111 handle 106 combined miles 
in the first decade, 42.8 miles of which are scheduled for 
construction. The miles of new Road Construction then drop to 3.4 
miles in the second decade, because the Eldorado Transportation 
Development System becomes substantially complete in the next lo-~ 
years. On the other hand; Road Reconstruction is scheduled at 50-60 
miles per year over the long-term, reflecting en active upkeep and 
Improvement program for existing roads. The majority of all roads 
constructed or reconstructed serve the timber program in the General 
Forest Zone and are not located in the High Country. 

The Forest Plan gives emphasis to the trail program, stressing 
extensive new construction III the first decade to complete the 
system early in the planning horizon. The overall trail program 
exceeds RPA targets and is an increase over the 1982 Base Year. 
Development Includes foot, stock, and motorxzed trails of less than 
40-inch tread width. &rtOf $e miles of new construct&on.wi_l_l_be 
devoted to short loop trails in the General Forest Zone. --__- ___. ---.--- 
Facilities 

The RPA Program does not set targets for facilities. Most Forest 
Servxe Dams and Reservoirs will remain status quo in the long- 
term. The number of Forest Service owned Administrative Sites will 
reduce from 17 to 13, while Leased Sites ~111 reduce from 4 to 2. 

Tine most notable feature llsted under Facilities is the number of 
Private or State/Local Dams and Reservoirs. These will climb 
significantly In quantity because of the large number of major and 
minor hydroelectrx projects proposed to be built on the Eldorado. 
Many of these are large-scale projects entailing high dams backing 
up reservoirs of 1.000 acres or more of surface area. 

The Research outlook for the Eldorado 1s llsted In Forest Plan 
Appendix B, Research Needs and Technical Planning Needs. 
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Human Resources 

The Forest Plan nearly triples RPA Human Resource targets for 
Program Enrollees. The RPA Program lists 14 individuals for each of 
the Years 1990 and 2000. The 1982 Base Year is 33 individuals, 
while the Forest Plan raises total Program Enrollees to 37 per year. 

Budget 

The Forest Plan generally exceeds the above RPA targets, with most 
budget levels being less than those projected by the RPA Program. 
The measure is Total Cost in millions of dollars. The Eldorado 
appears to be operating quite efficiently by producing more outputs 
at a lower Total Cost than forecast by WA. The first decade Forest 
Plan annual budget is very close to meeting RPA at $17.6 MM versus 
$17.1 MM. Then the Forest Plan budget dips to $14.4 MM annually in 
the second decade. Finally, the Forest Plan Total Cost exceeds the 
1982 Base Year in the first decade and drops below the target in the 
second decade. 

C. Future Condition of the Forest 
The future condition of the Forest can also be described by the same 
resource elements as goals and objectives. 

Recreation has been an important Eldorado resource in the past. It 
will become even more prominent in the future, because of the 
Forest's natural scenic and environmental attractions and proximity 
to major metropolitan areas. 

The projected increase in developed and dispersed RVD's will 
saturate the Forest with visitors on peak weekends and holidays. 
Facilities will be built in both the public and private recreation 
sectors to accommodate the increased developed use. Roads and 
trails will be constructed to support recreation travel. Dispersed 
use will intensify in numbers of RVD's and purpose of visit as the 
interest and variety of dispersed recreation uses magnify. The 
local economy, which provides retail sales and services for tourism, 
will thrive. 

Increased visitor numbers may prompt establishment of more rigid 
Eldorado policy or restrictions for managing recreation and other 
internal resource conflicts. Permit and quota systems may be set up 
in addition to those now in force, It appears likely that user fees 
will increase and charges will be expanded to cover recreation uses 
that are now free. Operation and maintenance of visitor facilities 
may be contracted to Concessionaires. "Pay as you go" will become a 
general theme for most forms of recreation. 
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deTTigii%ed-as "OPEN". 

The Eldorado will retain quality experiences for all classes of use 
on the Recreation Opportunity Spectrum. The Forest Plan, in 
particular, will conserve a reasonable amount of visual quality, 
mostly along primary roads, recreation sites, and other high use 
areas. Large amounts of the Forest will be maintained in a natural 
or near-natural state in Wildernesses; Wild, Scenic, and Recreation 
Rivers; Research Natural Areas; Special Interest Areas: and 
Primitive and Semiprimitive Nonmotorized Management Areas, which 
emphasize dispersed use. 

Wildlife and Fish 

Diversity of wildlife habitat types will be maintained in all seral 
stages to provide a balanced distribution of viable populations of 
species now found on the Eldorado. Special management requirements 
will perpetuate the sensitive spotted owl and goshawk species. 
Recovery plans will be employed to reintroduce peregrine falcons and 
provide habitat management to meet Forest recovery targets for 
peregrine falcons and bald eagles. Deer herd habitat will be 
managed in accordance with California Department of Fish and Game 
Deer Herd Plans to perpetuate this important game species. 

Fishable streams will continue to meet high standards for water 
quality through maintenance of riparian zones, by redistribution of 
cattle in range management, and a reduction of timber harvest in the 
streamside management zone. Future hydroelectric development on the 
Eldorado will alter the natural flow regime. Pounds of fish, 
however, can increase when planned fish habitat improvement projects 
are completed or when regulated hydro flows provide a better year- 
round release of water from reservoirs into downstream fisheries. 
Hydro projects with storage capacity will replace stream fisheries 
with two-story (warm water/cold water) reservoir fisheries, offering 
a diversified fishing experience. Thus, the fishing experience will 
show a slight decrease in stream fishing and a corresponding 
increase in reservoir fishing. 

Range 

Grazing of livestock will remain at current levels. Increased 
forage will be produced in suitable timber areas that are 
regenerated under even-aged silvicultural systems. Forage grown in 
cutting units will generally be made available to cattle while the 
seedlings will be protected from trampling. 
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Timber management practices will progressively bring intensively 
managed portions of the Forest closer to future regulation. Even- 
aged and uneven-aged silvicultural systems will be employed on 
307,615 acres of the General Forest Zone and Streamside Management 
Zone to produce an Allowable Sale Quantity of 137.2 MMBF per year 
for the next five decades. As time moves ahead an even-aged stand 
mosaic will clearly begin to appear in those timber stands not 
otherwise affected by Visual Quality and Streamside Management 
Requirements. Individual tree selection or group selection harvests 
will be practiced in the Retention Foreground view areas in Scenic 
Corridors and other Sensitivity Level 1 viewsheds. Uneven-aged 
silviculture will generally be practiced in the Streamside Manage- 
ment Zone, including the loo-foot riparisn strips surrounding lakes 
and on both sides of Class I, II, and III Streams. 

Openings created by clearcutting and shelterwood harvest methods 
will be more apparent to visitors who travel beyond the Sensitivity 
Level 1 view areas while in the General Forest Zone. The Forest 
Plan calls for 20.840 total acres of clearcutting and 18,360 total 
acres of shelterwood cutting in the first decade. Clearcut units 
may be laid out to a maximum size of 40 acres in areas where the 
Visual Quality Objective is Modification or Maximum Modification. 

Many low sites are located in the regulated or suitable timber part 
of the Forest. As a rule, trees on low sites will also be removed 
by selection or group selection, except clearcutting and shelterwood 
cutting may be practiced where harvest units can be regenerated in 5 
years and where long-term soil productivity can be maintained. 

All other timber harvesting outside the above areas (and exclusive 
of designated areas where cutting is prohibited by law or 
regulation) is performed on an unregulated basis. Approximately 9.3 
MMBF per year will be removed from 150,366 acres classified as 
unsuitable for regulated harvest. Very little disturbance due to 
timber harvesting will be noted on these acres, as most cutting 
methods deal with intermediate sanitation and salvage to keep the 
stands healthy for reasons other than timber emphasis. 

Pest Management 

The Eldorado will continue to employ a full range of techniques to 
prevent damage to the Forest, reduce pest populations, and create 
vegetative situations that are least susceptible to pest damage. 
The future Forest condition will remain healthy and visually 
attractive because active pest management practices will reduce 
resource losses and improve productivity. 
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Soil, Water, and Air 

The amount of soil disturbing activities will continue to increase on 
the Forest. Timber management practices will use even-age and 
uneven-age silvicultural systems to bring the Forest close to 
regulation. In order to prevent the degradation of soil produc- 
tivity, water and air quality, the Forest Plan incorporated several 
management requirements. Water disturbance limits, Streamside 
Management Zone requirements, and application of Best Management 
Practices are designed to maintain and improve water quality. The 
implementation of these measures, to the extent they reduce/preclude 
accelerated erosion and compaction will have synergistic benefits to 
the maintenance of soil productivity. Cumulative effects on 
watershed will be studied to keep disturbing activities below 
thresholds at which potential damage might occur. 

Air quality attainment on the Eldorado will be largely influenced by 
pollutants drifting in from outside sources that are beyond the 
Forest's control to manage. Management activities internal to the 
Eldorado will adhere to rules applied by the California State Air 
Resources Board and the Forest Service Air Resource Management 
System. In general, visitors can expect to find clean air condi- 
tions over the Forest, which improves with an increase in elevation 
and the distance from pollution sources in the Central Valley of 
California. 

Energy 

Hydroelectric power is the primary energy resource on the Eldorado. 
It is a clean and relatively cheap source of energy that still has 
conslderable developmental potential on the Forest. Each subsequent 
project affects the environment, and adverse consequences will have 
to be mitigated by the proponent. The South Fork of the American 
River (SOFAR). the North Fork of the Cosumnes River (CRWPA), Cole 
Creek (Willow Springs Water District), Bear River (PG&E), and Devils' 
Nose on the lower North Fork of the Mokelumne (Amador County) are 
major hydroelectric projects that may completed in the first two 
decades of the Forest Plan. Besides meeting regional and national 
energy needs, these large projects usually carry consid- erable 
recreation benefits, because Licensees are required to provide 
facilities for recreation use induced by such projects. 

Areas with wind energy resource potential are generally situated too 
far from existing electrical transmission lines to make them feasible 
sites for wind turbines. Potential sites are inventoried but 
environmental effects on the Forest have never been analyzed. The 
likelihood for future development appears slim. Solar and geothermal 
do not appear to be feasible sources of energy on the Eldorado. The 
Forest has no known oil, gas, or coal reserves. 
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Minerals 

Most of the Eldorado will remain open to mineral leases and claims. 
Statutory withdrawals are in effect for 102.059 acres of wilderness, 
subject to valid existing rights. The Forest Plan recommends addi- 
tional withdrawals for wilderness, designated Wild and Scenic Rivers, 
Research Natural Areas, Public and Private Sector Developed 
Recreation, Winter Sports Sites, and Administrative Sites. ThlS 

action would add 20.330 acres to the withdrawal total in the first 
decade. As potential Developed Recreation and Winter Sports sites 
are built, they would also be withdrawn. Eventually another 6.552 
acres could be withdrawn over the planning horizon. As a result, 
465,214 acres of the Eldorado National Forest, or about 78 percent of 
the net land base would remain open to mineral entry. Saleable 
mineral materials will be handled by permit on an individual case 
basis. Future saleable activity is unpredictable and tends to 
fluctuate with the minerals commodity market. However, a largely 
unrestricted opportunity for further development will exist over a 
high proportion of Eldorado lands. 

On Forest use of mineral materials may increase in the 1st decade as 
some of the most remote and steepest (and final) portions of the 
Forest Transportation System are completed. Additional materials 
sources will be developed to provide aggregate pit run material, 
riprap, and borrow material for new road surfacing, on-going road 
reconstruction and maintenance, and watershed restoration projects. 

Lands 

The future landownership pattern should have fewer intermingled 
public and private holdings. Large interior private ownership will 
be consolidated into contiguous blocks. The Eldorado will dispose of 
many small parcels scattered outside the main western boundary of the 
Forest. In general, an effective landownership program will make 
administration of the Eldorado easier, while the purchase or 
acquisition of lauds by exchange will add to the Forest's resource 
potential. Lands with high future recreation value, for instance, 
may be purchased with Land and Water Conservation Act funds. 

The Land Line Location program will be substantially completed along 
common property boundaries in the first decade, making project 
implementation smoother and eliminating most future trespass 
possibilities. 

As build-out on adjacent private lands progresses, requests for use 
of National Forest land will increase, Types of uses usually 
associated with private development include telephone and electric 
power transmission lines, roads, driveways, water supply, and water 
transmission lines. Efforts will be directed toward restricting the 
private use of public land to those cases where private land cannot 
meet the need and such use will not be adverse to the public 
interest. 
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The demand for electronic sites will continue, however, advancement 
in technology and satelite use may reduce this use in the future. 

Acquisition of rights-of-way will essentially be completed by the end 
of the first decade, because the road and trail network will have 
been essentially completed by then. 

There are no transportation and utility corridors designated. Future 
proposals to construct a corridor through the Eldorado may be 
anticipated: however, the potential for conflicts between such a 
corridor and other Forest uses are likely to increase over time. 

Geology and Groundwater 

In the next one to two decades, some of the more landslide prone 
terrain will be accessed by constructing the final portions of the 
Forest road system and associated temporary roads. Also, some of the 
steeper timbered areas will be harvested, increasingly utilizing 
clearcutting and shelterwood harvest methods. However, due to 
increased emphasis on maintaining soil productivity and water 
quality, application of geologic and geotechnical techniques and 
mitigation measures to these areas will help reduce the risks of 
landslide activity and keep it within acceptable limits. 

More recreation areas and other sites requiring safe drinking water 
will be supplied by properly installed wells. 

Special Areas 

Nine Special Interest Areas, and five National Recreation Trails will 
be managed principally for their recreation use, substantially in 
their natural condition. The SIA's will be managed to preserve the 
integrity of the feature for which they were established. Research 
Natural Areas will be maintained in their natural condition for 
research, educational, and other uses. 

Expected wildfire acres burned will decrease from current averages in 
the first two decades. The Forest Plan employs a "Current Plus 20 
percent" Fire Program that is weighted to an aggressive attack 
(suppression) effort rather than having heavy reliance on fuel 
treatment practices. This program is predicated on a tolerable net 
resource loss limit. and will result in some large fires occurring on 
the landscape. Change from the present will be subtle. 

The Forest Plan proposes the preparation of a Fire Management Action 
Plan for Desolation and Mokelumne Wildernesses. Implementation of 
the Fire Management Action Plans in the first decade will allow 
unplanned and planned ignitions in these two Wildernesses to be 
managed in a manner that duplicates the role of natural fire in the 
environment and reduces isolated heavy fuel loadings. 
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The Eldorado proposes to treat both natural fuels and activity 
fuels. The activity fuels are largely generated by timber and road 
construction activities. The minimum level of planned treatment in 
the future is 4,900 combined acres per year. The maximum level of 
treatment, which occurs in the first decade, is 7,100 combined acres 
per year. The future benefit is reduced fire hazard throughout 
treated areas of the Forest. An adverse future effect is that more 
smoke from fuels that are treated by prescribed burning will 
penetrate the air. 

Transportation 

Both the road and trail portion of the Forest Transportation 
Development System Plan will be substantially complete by the end of 
the first decade. New road and trail construction substantially 
decreases in the subsequent decades, meaning that the Forest will 
quickly have a transportation system in place to support the other 
resource activities to be implemented in the Forest Plan. 
Reconstruction will hold steady at 50-60 miles of road and 16-18 
miles of trail per year throughout the planning horizon. 

The future condition of the Eldorado from a transportation management 
standpoint is that it will be densely roaded in areas scheduled for 
intensive market activities such as timber harvesting and developed 
recreation. Other large blocks of land having a dispersed 
recreation, watershed, wildlife, or research emphasis ~111 either be 
sparsely roaded or unroaded. 

1 Trails normally support dispersed recreation use in these same less 
densely roaded areas, except that short loop trails are earmarked for 
construction in the General Forest Zone. These loop trails will be 
deslgned to complement intensive management practices that normally 
take place adjacent to them. 

Facilities 

Efforts will be taken to reduce the future number of administrative 
sites that are now needed to support projected management activities. 

The number of dams and reservoirs in non-Forest Service ownership 
will increase in proportion to hydroelectric power development on the 
Forest. Placement of these facilities will not only create striking 
changes in the future landscape but provide many other amenity 
benefits for recreationists. The increase in dams and reservoirs 
will cause significant social, economic, and environmental impacts on 
the forest and result in irreversible commitment of resources on the 
Eldorado. 

Future Research activities on the Eldorado will include measurement 
of ecological factors in the candidate Peavine and Station Creek 
RNA's and in the Middle Mountain and Snow Canyon RNA's if additional 
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analysis results in their recommendation. These areas will serve as 
benchmarks for physical and envIronmenta change over time. 
Non-research use of these areas will be discouraged and mInera entry 
~111 be wIthdrawn upon official designation. 

The Instxtute of Forest Genetlcs will conduct research in conifer 
charactenstics, cross breeding, and experimental plantings on the 
three sites it presently manages. 

D. Management Emphasis 
The Eldorado National Forest land base is classified into six major 
Emphasis Zones. Emphasis Zones are geographic locations where 
similar combinations of resource opportunities and land use potential 
exist simultaneously. These zones are not normally located in one 
spot. Usually they are found in multiple numbers scattered 
throughout the Forest and vary widely in physical dimensions, 

Each Emphasis Zone stresses a predomuxant management theme subject to 
treatment by integrated, compatible management prescriptions and 
practices. Each Emphasis Zone 1s distinctly different in theme and 
reactlon to treatment from surrounding Emphasis Zones. Six different 
colors are used to ldentzfy Emphasis Zones on the map. Corresponding 
colors are used in the text of the plan to group the direction pages 
for the six Emphasis Zones, as follows: 



ORANGE ZONE I - Designated 

Lands set aside by legal or official designation. 

Congress designates Wilderness and Wild and Scenic Rivers. The Chief 
of the Forest Service designates Research Natural Areas. The 
Regional Forester classifies Special Areas under delegated authority 
from the Chief. Lands in dedicated status must be managed strictly 
according to federal laws, regulations, or policy that apply to them. 

Four areas of the Eldorado would have dual designation with Mokelumne 
Wilderness: (1) the Mokelumne Wild and Scenic River. 2,880 acres; 
(2) Snow Canyon Research Natural Area, 300 acres; (3) the Round Top 
Botanical/Geological Area, 3,156 acres: and (4) the Mokelumne 
Archeological District, 1920 acres. 

If the Middle Mountain Research Natural Area is eventually 
designated, it will have dual designation with Desolation Wilderness. 

YELLOW ZONE II - High Country 

Lands that are largely undeveloped, and in some cases, unroaded. 

High Country lands occur in large tracts that are generally located 
above 6,000 feet of elevation and are characterized by natural 
crest-like Sierran landscapes. Lands in this status lend themselves 
to dispersed recreation. High Country produces forage for livestock 
grazing and provides diverse habitat for wildlife species. These 
lands, combined with upper elevation wilderness, retain the important 
Sierra Nevada snowpack. 

The High Country Zone was categorized using the Forest Service 
Recreation Opportunity Spectrum (ROS) system. The four types of 
Management Areas within this Zone are: (1) Primitive, (2) 
Semiprimitive Nonmotorized. (3) Semiprimitive Motorized, (4) Roaded 
Natural. 

RED ZONE III - Developed 

Lands with prior commitments that are managed to emphasize several 
kinds of developed uses. 

There may be an established investment in buildings and facilities in 
the Developed Zone. Lands in this status include existing developed 
and potential recreation sites. such as campgrounds, ski areas, 
interpretive sites and administrative sites. Recreation facilities 
may be operated and maintained by the Forest Service, Special Use 
Permittee, Licensee, or Concessionaire. The Forest Nursery and 
Institute of Forest Genetics are also in the Developed Zone. 
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BROWN ZONE IV - WIldlIfe 

Lands managed to maintain vlable populatxons of spotted owls and 
goshawks. 

The habitats of these two sensitive species are treated to provide 
suitable nesting and foraging ground to perpetuate their exxtence. 
Lands in this status are Intermingled with the General Forest Zone. 

GREEN ZONE V - General Forest 

Lands that are most favorable for growth and harvest of commercial 
conifer species. 

Lands in this status are the most intensively managed areas m the 
Forest. The widest range of activities and the most changes in the 
landscape occur In the General Forest Zone. Major tree species 
include sugar pine, ponderosa pine, Douglas-fir, white fx, and 
incense cedar. Brush fields, natural openings, oak woodlands, small 
meadows, and other grassy areas are routinely mixed w1t.h productive 
timber lands. NonsuItable timber stands (less than 20 cubic feet per 
acre per year growth) are placed in a Maintenance Management Area 
within the General Forest Zone. Lands of high visual sensitivity are 
also located in the General Forest Zone. These visual corridors are 
in viewsheds that can be readily seen by visitors and that generally 
border major roads, trails. rivers, and developed recreation sites. 
Foreground and middleground areas viewed from the visual corridors 
are retained or partially retained in a natural condition. 

The entire General Forest Zone 1s a hetero_genequs-mJxt:re of several 
‘~ddi'fferent Management Areas that are consxtent with the Jisber 

emphasis. 

BLUE ZONE VI - Stresmslde Management 

Lands that border lakes and streams. 

Lands in this status include a loo-foot rrparian strip on both sides 
of Class I, II, and III streams, and a loo-foot strip surrounding 
lakes and reservoirs. The riparian strip provides food, cover, and 
water for many dependent species of fish and wIldlife. 

The Streamside Management Zone 1s extended to wider limits than the 
riparisn strip where needed to maintain the high quality of water 
currently yielded from the Forest. These extensions are variable 
land widths that are based on sol1 stability, percent slope, and 
stream class. 
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The Streamside Management Zone receives heavy recreation use because 
of the popularity of fishing and the natural visitor attraction to 
water, 

E. Management Areas 

Emphasis Zones are subdivided into Management Areas. Management 
Areas are numbered subunits or map cells of the Eldorado. A 
Management Area Prescription 1s applied to each of these cells. 
Management Area Prescriptions are made up of compatible sets of 
practxes aimed at producing goods, services, and environmental 
effects. 

Management Areas are composed of both Forest-wide and individual 
practices. Each practxe 1s defined by Standards and Guidelznes. 
Natxonal Forest land inside the boundary of the Forest is included In 
one of the following Management Areas listed in the following Table 
IV-2. 
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TABLE IV-2 

ELDORADO MANAGEMENT AREAS 

Zone 
I - Orange 
Designated 

Management 
Area 

1 - Wilderness 
2 - Wild and Scenic River 
3 - Research Natural Area 
4 - Special Area 

Page 
Reference 

4-122 
4-130 

;I;;: 

IL - Yellow 
High Country 

5 - Primitive 
6 - Semiprimitive Nonmotorized 
7 - Semiprimitive Motorized 
8 - Roaded Natural 

4-151 

;I:;; 
4-166 

III - Red 
Developed 

9 - Existing Recreation 
10 - Potential Recreation 
11 - Existing Winter Sports 
12 - Potential Winter Sports 
13 - Private Sector Recreation 
14 - Administrative Sites 
15 - Placerville Nursery 
16 - Institute of Forest Genetics 

4-200 
4-205 
4-209 

IV - Brown 18 - Spotted Owl 4-211 
Wildlife 19 - Goshawk 4-217 

V - Green - 20 - Visual Foreground Retention 
General Forest \ 21 - Visual Foreground Partial Retention 

) 22 - Visual Middleground Retention 

I 

23 - Visual Middleground Partial Retention 
24 - High Site Timber 

i 
25 - Uneven-Aged Timber 
26 - Low Site Timber 
28 - Meadow Management 
29 - Maintenance 

4-221 
4-229 
4-238 
4-246 
4-254 
4-262 

;I:;: 
4-283 

VI - Blue 
Streamside 

30 - Streamside Management Zone 4-287 
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F. Forest Practices 

Forest practices are management actions that achieve the goals and 
objectives of the Plan. Practices are grouped by Program Elements. 

Certain practices apply to the whole Forest, although they may not 
necessarily be employed simultaneously in every Management Area. 
These Forest-wide Practices are normally listed only once with the 
implication that their scope is broad and provides general 
direction. However, supplemental direction, when needed, is stated 
in the Standards and Guidelines for the separate Management Areas. 

Other practices are individual. These practices are customized for 
the various Eldorado Management Areas, where their combined appli- 
cation leads to producing desired emphasis, outputs, and environ- 
mental effects. Individual practices may be repeated in several 
Management Areas but do not fit all cases as do the Forest-wide kind. 

Practices involve planning, inventory, and physical actions. 
Monitoring and evaluation of project actions is handled separately in 
Chapter V of the Plan. The entire list of forest practices 
applicable to the Eldorado is summarized in Table IV-3. The criteria 
used to develop practices and a full definition of each one follows 
the summary. Forest-wide practices are marked by an asterisk next to 
their title. 

TABLE IV-~ 

FOREST PRACTICES 

Practice 
Number Title 

1 * Recreation Planning and Inventory A01 
2 * Recreation Opportunity Spectrum - Primitive A02 
3 * Recreation Opportunity Spectrum - Semiprimitive A02 

Nonmotorized 
4 * Recreation Opportunity Spectrum - Semiprimitive A02 

Motorized 
5 * Recreation Opportunity Spectrum - Roaded Natural A02 

z 
* Recreation Opportunity Spectrum - Rural A02 

Research Natural Areas A08 
9 * Cultural Resources Inventory and Evaluation A03 

10 * Cultural Resources Protection A04 
11 * Cultural Resources Enhancement A04 
12 Special Interest Area Investigations GO2 
13 * Visual Resource Inventory and Planning A02 
14 * Visual Quality Objective - Preservation A02 
15 * Visual Quality Objective - Retention A02 

L/ Program Element activity codes are used in the ADVENT computer 
model to link practices to program budgets. 
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Practice 
Number Title 

Activity 
Code 

16 :i 19 
20 

21 
22 
23 

24 

25 
26 
21 
28 
29 
30 

+ 
* 
* 
* 

* 
* 

* 
* 
* 

* 

Visual Quality Objective - Partial Retention A02 
Visual Quality Objective - Modification A02 
Visual Quality Objective - Maximum Modification A02 

A02 
A06 

Visual Resource Improvement 
Developed Recreation and Visitor Information 
Services Site Construction and Rehabilitation 
Interpretive Services Planning 
Interpretive Services Management 
Installation and Construction of Interpretive 
Services not on Interpretive Service Sites 
Developed Recreation Site Management, Public 
Sector 

A01 
A07, P24 
A06 

A07, P24 

Dispersed Recreation Management 
Open Off-Road Vehicle Management 
Restricted Off-Road Vehicle Management 
Closed Off-Road Vehicle Management 
Cross-Country Skiing 
Wild, Scenic or Recreation River 
Dispersed Recreation 
Wild, Scenic or Recreation River Study 
Recreation Management - Private and Other 
Public Sector 

A08, P24 
A08 
A08 
A08 
A08 
A08 

A01 
A07, P24 

Wilderness Inventory and Planning 
Wilderness Area Management 
Fish and Wildlife Habitat Coordination 
Stream Fisheries Habitat Improvement 
and Maintenance - Structural Improvements 
Stream Fisheries Habitat Improvements and 
Maintenance - Nonstructural Improvements 
Lake Fisheries Habitat Improvement and 
Maintenance - Structural Improvements 
Lake Fisheries Habitat Improvement and 
Maintenance - Nonstructural Improvements 
Wetlands Habitat Improvement and Maintenance 
Habitat Improvement - Early/Mid Successional 
Stage 
Habitat Improvement - Old Growth 
Habitat Improvement - Vegetative Enhancement 
Snag and Down Log Management 
Hardwood Management 
Meadow Vegetative Management 
Structural Wildlife Habitat Improvement and 
Maintenance 

BOl 
B03, P24 
co1 
co3, co4 

co2 

co3, co4 

co2 

co3, co4 
co2 

co2 
co2 
co2 
co2 
co2, co3 
co3, co4 

Recovery Species Administrative Management 
Sensitive Plants Interim and Recovery 
Management 
Administration, Inventory and Coordination - 
Fish, Wildlife and Sensitive Plants 
Range Planning and Analysis 

co1 
co3 

co1 

DO1 
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Practice 
Number Title 

Activity 
Code 

Range Management 
Range Improvement - Nonstructural 
Range Improvement - Structural 
Range Improvement - Structural Maintenance 

* Timber Program Administration 

* Compartment Examination 
Clearcut Cutting Method 
Shelterwood Cutting Method - Seed Cut 
Shelterwood Cutting Method - Removal Cut 
Intermediate Cutting Method - Sanitation 
and Salvage 
Intermediate Cutting Method - Thinning 
Intermediate Cutting Method - Predominant 
Removal 
Selection Cutting Method 
Special Cutting - Streamside Managememt Zone 
Special Cutting - Other 

* Snowpack Cutting Method 
Low Site Stand Maintenance 

* Ground Based Harvest System 
* Cable Harvest System 
* Skyline Harvest System 
* Special Harvest System 
* Artificial Stand Reestablishment 
* Natural Stand Reestablishment 

Tree Improvement 
Nursery 
Release and Weeding 
Precommercial Thinning 

* Fuelwood 
Christmas Tree and Miscellaneous Forest 
Products 

* Water Yield Improvement 
* Runoff Regulation 
* Watershed Maintenance and Rehabilitation 
* Water Resource Management 
* Water Rights Use/Management 
* Soil Support Services 
* Soil Resource Maintenance and Improvement 
* Minerals Management - Locatables 

* Minerals Management - Leasables 

* Minerals Management - Mineral Materials 
* Geologic Inventory and Evaluation 
* Geologic Technical Investigations 

DO7 
D03, DO4 
DO5 
DO6 
EOO, E06, 
E07, ~24 
EO3 
EOl 
EOl 
E01 
E02 

E02 
E02 

E01 
E02 
E02 
E02 
E02 
EOl, E02 
EOl, E02 
EOl, E02 
EOl. E02 
E04 
E04 
EOV 
E08 
EO5 
EO5 
EO7 
EO7 

FO3 
F03 
FO3 
F04 
FO7 
FOl, F02 
F03 
GO3, GO59 
GO6 
GO39 G05. 
GO6 
GO6 
GO1 
GO2 
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Practice 
Number Title 

Activity 
Code 

95 
96 

;i 
99 

100 

101 

102 
103 
104 
105 
106 

107 

108 
109 

110 

111 

112 
113 
114 

115 
116 
117 

* Withdrawals and Revocations 
* Land Adjustments 

GO1 
512, J13, 
Jl5, J16, 
J17 

* Acquisition of Rights-of-Way J18 
* Special Use Management - Nonrecreation JO1 
* Right-of-Way Grants - Roads and Trails Jl8 
* Power Related Licenses and Permits JO3 
* Property Boundary Location and Marking JO6 
* Timber Access Road Development - Construction LO1 to 

and Reconstruction L14 
* General Resource Access Road Development - LO1 to 

Construction and Reconstruction L13 
* Transportation Management - Roads Open LlV 
* Transportation Management - Roads Regulated LlV 
* Transportation Management - Roads Closed LlV 
* Transportation Management - Road Obliteration LlV 
* Trail Construction and Reconstruction L21 to 

~24 
* Trail Construction and Reconstruction - Special L21 to 

Purpose ~24 
* Transportation Management - Trails LZO 

Fire, Administration and Other (FA&O) Facility L24 
Construction and Reconstruction 
Fire, Administration and Other (FA&O) Facility L25 
Operation and Maintenance 

* Fire Management PO1 to 
~10, ~24 

Activity Fuels Management Pll 
Prescriptive Fire Management P14 
Natural Fuels Management P12, PlO, 

Pl4 
* Law Enforcement P24, ~25 
* Integrated Pest Management p35 
* Air Quality Management P38 

1. Criteria 
The Eldorado Interdisciplinary Team prepared the practices for the 
Forest Plan using the following criteria: 

(a) Forest practices will address resource use and development 
opportunities to provide a link to issues. 

(b) Forest practices will be written in sufficient detail to set 
long-range direction in the Forest Plan for each resource 
activity or land assignment. 
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(c) Forest practices will be technically sound, biologically 
feasible, and compatible with other practices when applied 
concurrently in the same Management Area prescription. 

(d) Forest practices will be written in accordance with NFMA 
regulations. 

(e) Forest practices, when possible, will be tied to Management 
Information Handbook (MIH) activity code definitions (FSH 
1309.11a) to provide continuity with future program budgeting. 

2. Descriptions 

A brief situation statement for each Program Element precedes the set 
of practices included in that element. 

Each practice is headed by number, title, and MIH Activity Code, 
followed by a description of the action, measure, or land treatment 
involved. Forest-wide practices are once again identified by a star. 

Practices 

Element A - Recreation 
The Forest recreation management program is designed to provide 
outdoor recreation opportunities for visitors to the Eldorado. ThlS 

element includes all practices necessary to protect, administer, and 
develop recreational opportunities so that the Forest contributes its 
appropriate share of recreation in a manner compatible with other 
resource values. It also covers protection, management, and 
development of trails for public access to recreation opportunities. 

Recreation management provides public sector facilities (such as 
campgrounds, picnic sites, and trails) and permitted private sector 
facilities (such as ski areas). It promotes recreational 
development, which complements local, regional, and national needs 
and IS responsive to energy concerns. A broad spectrum of 
recreational opportunities is maintained, both dispersed and 
developed. Guidance and expertise in the management of visual 
resources is given, and a continuing program of interpretive services 
is maintained. A further responsibility involves cultural resources, 
which are protected by law and are recognized as an integral part of 
the total land and resource management program. 
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Practice 
Number Title 

Activity 
Code 

1 * Recreation Planning and Inventory A01 

Recreation Inventory Management (RIM) sampling and 
reports. Recreation planning and inventory. Off- 
road vehicle (ORV) use planning and inventory. 
Officially designated area (except Wilderness) 
planning and inventory, including National Recre- 
ation Areas, National Recreation Trails, Wild and 
Scenic Rivers, and many Special Areas of botanical, 
historic or scenic interest. 

2 * Recreation Opportunity Spectrum - Primitive A02 

Areas managed to meet the ROS objective of Primi- 
tive, characterized by an essentially unmodified 
natural environment of fairly large size. Inter- 
action between users is very low and evidence of 
other area users is minimal. The area is managed to 
be essentially free from evidence of man-induced 
restrictions and controls. Wotorized vehicle use is 
not permitted except e- 
apProv_al 3. vanescaped fire situation analysis 
authorizes entry. .-~ 

3 * Recreation Opportunity Spectrum - 
Semiprimitive Nonmotorized A02 - 

Areas managed to meet the ROS objective of Semi- 
primitive Nonmotorized, characterized by a pre- 
dominantly natural or natural-appearing environment 
of moderate to large size. Interaction between 
users IS low, but there is often evidence of other 
users. The area is managed in such a way that 
minimum on-site controls and restrictions may be 
present, but they are subtle. Permanent motorized 
vehicle use is not permitted. Temporary vehicle use 
may be authorized based on special needs, but only 
for the duration of the project, and where roads are 
then obliterated. Examples of special needs are 
insect salvage, vehicle and equipment access 
supported by an escaped fire situation analysis, and 
placement or removal of facilities under Special Use 
Permit. 
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Practice 
Number Title 

Activity 
Code 

4 * Recreation Opportunity Spectrum - Semi-primitive 
Motorized A02 

Areas managed to meet the ROS objective of Semi- 
primitive Motorized, characterized by a predomi- 
nantly natural or natural-appearing environment of 
moderate to large size. Ooncentration of users is 
low, but there is often evidence of other users. 
-The area is managed in such a way that m'liiimum 
on-site controls and restrictions may be present, 
but they are subtle. Motorized vehicle usus _--- 

permitted, and access roads to facilitate resource 
management shall be maintenance level I and II local 
roads. 

5 * Recreation Opportunity Spectrum - Roaded Natural A02 

Areas managed to meet the ROS objective of Roaded 
Natural, characterized by predominantly natural or 
natural appearing environments with moderate evi- 
dences of the sights and sounds of man. Such 
evidences usually harmonize with the natural envi- 
ronment. Interaction between users may be low to 
moderate but with evidence of other users preva- 
lent. Resource modification and utilization prac- 
tices are evident but harmonize with the natural 
environment. Conventional motorized use is provided -. in construction standa?& and design of road-f?iEil- 
ities. 

6 ' * Recreation Opportunity Spectrum - Rural A02 

Areas managed to meet the ROS objective of Rural, 
characterized by substantially modified natural 
environment. Resource modification and utilization 
practices are used primarily to enhance specific 
recreation activities and to maintain vegetative 
cover and soil. Sights and sound of man are readily 
evident, and the interaction between users is often 
moderate to high. A considerable number of facili- 
ties are designed for use by a large number of 
people. Facilities are often provided for special 
activities. Moderate densities are provided far 
away from developed sites. Facilities for intensi- 
fied motorized use and parking are available. 
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Practice Activity 
Number Title Code 

a Research Natural Areas A08 

Management of designated Research Natural Areas to 
protect their undisturbed ecosystems for future 
research and observation of the specific plant asso- 
ciations for which they were nominated. Unit of 
measure is acres. 

9 * Cultural Resources Inventory and Evaluation A03 

Cultural resource inventories and cultural resource 
evaluations of historical districts, sites, build- 
=*gs . structures, obJects, or areas that may have 
historical, cultural, or scientific value. 

10 * Cultural Resources Protection A04 

Physical protection, public contact, signing, or 
other activities associated with protection of pro- 
perties. Includes review, processing, and adminis- 
tration of cultural resource use permits. Can occur 
on only those National Forest lands containing sig- 
nificant cultural sites. Unit of measure is proper- 
ties. 

11 * Cultural Resources Enhancement A04 

Analysis, and intensive research, of cultural 
resource properties for public interpretation or 
scientific or ethnic use. Can occur on only those 
National Forest lands containing significant cul- 
tural sites. Unit of measure is properties. 

12 Special Interest Area Investigations GO2 

Examination of areas that possess geological, pale- 
ontological, botanical, scenic, zoological, archae- 
ological, historical, and other features that 
warrant protection through Special Area classifi- 
cation. Unit of measure is acres. 
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Practice 
Number Title 

Activity 
Code 

13 * Visual Resource Inventory and Planning A02 

Developing and administering plans for visual re- 
source projects. Includes plans prepared for re- 
source improvement, special studies, demonstration 
areas, and other activities. Also covers the 
development or participation in project environ- 
mental analyses and rehabilitation program plans. 
Unit of measure is number of planned acres. 

Visual Quality Inventory: Determination of inherent 
visual quality (variety classes) and sensitivity 
levels for the purpose of developing basic data and 
interpretations. Includes the development of 
inventory Visual Quality levels. 

Visual Absorption Capacity: Inventory of visual 
absorption capacity for the purpose of developing 
basic data on interpretations. 

Existing Visual Condition: Inventory of existing 
visual condition of the landscape for the purpose of 
developing basic data and interpretation. Provides 
a base from which to measure change. Unit of 
measure is acres. 

14 * Visual Quality Objective - Preservation A02 

Areas managed to meet the Visual Quality Objective 
of Preservation. Allows ecological changes only. 
Management activities, except for very low visual 
impact recreation facilities. are prohibited. Unit 
of measure is acres. 

15 * Visual Quality Objective - Retention A02 

Areas managed to meet the Visual Quality Objective 
of Retention. Provides for management activities, 
that are not visually evident. Activities may only 
repeat form, line, color, and texture, which are 
frequently found in the characteristic landscape. 
Changes in the qualities of size, amount, intensity, 
direction, and pattern should not be evident. Unit 
of measure is acres. 
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Practice 
Number Title 

Activity 
Code 

16 * Visual Quality Objective - Partial Retention A02 

Areas managed to meet the Visual Quality Objective 
of Partial Retention. Management activities remain 
visually subordinate to the characteristic land- 
scape. Activities may repeat form, line, color, or 
texture common to the characteristic landscape, and 
may also introduce form, line, color, or texture, 
which are found infrequently or not at all in the 
characteristic landscape. Unit of measure is acres. 

17 * Visual Quality Objective - Modification A02 

Areas managed to meet the Visual Quality Objective 
of Modification. Management activities may visually 
dominate the original characteristic landscape. 
However, activities of vegetative and land form 
alteration must borrow from naturally established 
form, line, color, or texture so completely and at 
such a scale that its visual characteristics are 
those of natural occurrences within the surrounding 
area or character type. Unit of measure is acres. 

18 l Visual Quality Objective - Maximum Modification A02 

Areas managed to meet the Visual Quality Objective 
of Maximum Modification. Management activities of 
vegetative and landform alterations may dominate the 
characteristic landscape. However, when viewed as 
background, the visual characteristics must be those 
of natural occurrences within the surrounding area 
or character type. When viewed as foreground or 
middleground, they may not appear to completely 
borrow from naturally established form, line, color. 
or texture. Alterations may also be out of scale or 
contain detail that is incongruent with natural 
occurrences as seen in foreground or middleground. 
Unit of measure is acres. 

19 * Visual Resource Improvement A05 

Activities carried out on visual rehabilitation to 
restore facilities, lands, and resources to the 
visual quality objectives adopted in the approved 
Forest Plan. Unit of measure is acres. 
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Practice Activity 
Number Title Code 

20 Developed Recreation and Visitor Information 
Services Site Construction and Rehabilitation A06 

Feasibility studies and plans, preconstruction, con- 
tract administration, and construction and rehabil- 
itation (major cost facility investment) of mnven- 
toried sites. The unit of work IS the capacity of 
the completed site or additions of existing sites. 

21 * Interpretive Services Planning A01 

Preparation and review of interpretive service 
plans. Includes interpretive plans. and proposals 
for interpretive service projects not classified as 
construction or reconstruction of facilities under 
Practice 20. 

22 * Interpretive Services Management AO7, 
P24 

Administration, operation, and maintenance of Inter- 
pretive Services at: 

a. Standard Management (to established standards and 
management objectives). 

b. Low Standard Management (below established 
standards and management objectives). 

Activity units are persons-at-one-time (PAOT); out- 
put units are recreation visltor days (RVD). 

23 Installation and Construction of Interpretive 
Services Facilities not on Interpretive Services 
* A06 

Labor and materials for installation or construc- 
tion of interpretive facilities not located on 
formal VIS sites. Planned work and costs should 
approximate needs shown on current Recreation Inven- 
tory Management (RIM) Facility Condition Inventory. 
Activity units are sites; output units are recre- 
ation visitor days (RVD). 
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Practice 
Number Title 

Activity 
Code 

24 Developed Recreation Site Management, Public A073 
Sector p24 

Administration, operation, and maintenance of devel- 
oped sites at: 

a. Standard Management (to established standards and 
management objectives). 

b. Low Standard Management (below established 
standards and management objectives). 

Activity uuts are persons-at-one-time (PAOT); 
output units are recreation visitor days (RVD). 

25 Dispersed Recreation Management A08, 
~24 

Management of areas for dispersed recreation that 
are not designated Wilderness or listed as developed 
sites in the RIM system. Includes administration, 
operation, and maintenance. Activities will make 
provision for protecting other resources by limiting 
facilities and discouraging concentrated use in 
sensitive areas such as meadows, old-growth timber, 
and identified threatened and endangered or sensi- 
tive species habitat. Activity units are managed 
acres: output units are recreation visitor days 
(RVD). 

26 * Open Off-Road Vehicle Management A08 

Off-road vehicle snow and land travel within areas 
designated open. Mountain bicycle use is also 
covered by this practice. Modification to ORV use 
will be made, as needed during the life of the Plan, 
based on such criteria as changing use patterns, 
changes in equipment and technology, and evidence of 
resource damage. Activity units are managed acres: 
output units are recreation visitor days (RVD) 

27 * Restricted Off-Road Vehicle Management A08 
/ 

Off-road vehicle use restrictedues;eJated routes -.. 
for summer or ";;%tc6= or both, or use-r-e- ~_ "-I ,_. 
.&&cted by time-of year. Mountain bicycle use is 
also covered by this practice. Modification to ORV 
use will be made, as needed during the life of the -.~ _ .__.~ i 
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Practice 
Number Title 

Activity 
Code 

28 * Closed Off-Road Vehicle Management A08 

No off-road vehicle use allowed. Mountain bicycle 
use is also covered by this practice. Activity 
units are managed acres. 

29 Cross-Country Skiing 

Skiing cross-country outside of developed sites. 
The support facilities needed are developed parking 
(kept clear of snow), ski huts or shelters, and 
sanitation. Provision of such support facilities by 
commercial concessionaire is encouraged. Activity 
units are managed acres: output units are Recreation 
Visitor Days (RVD). 

30 Wild, Scenic, or Recreation River Dispersed 
Recreation 

Management of dispersed recreation inside designated 
Wild, Scenic, or Recreation river boundaries. 
Activity units are managed acres: output units are 
recreation visitor days (RVD). 

31 Wild, Scenic, or Recreation River Study 

Congressional and administrative studies and nomi- 
nations for candidate Wild, Scenic, or Recreation 
Rivers. National Park Service, State, and private 
coordination for non-National Forest lands impacted 
by nominations. Unit of measure is miles of river 
studies. 

32 Recreation Management - Private and Other 
Public Sector 

,P~~.4as~_aIL_s~~-._criteria as chg.gisg use 
patterns, changes in equipment and technology, and 
evidence of resource damage. Activity units are 
managed acres: output units are recreation visitor 
days (RvD). 

A08 

A08 

A01 

Administration of recreation-related permitted use 
of National Forest System lands on developed 
recreation sites. Includes downhill skiing and 
resorts. Activity units are persons-at-one-time 
(PAOT) ; output units are Recreation Visitor Days 
(RvD). 

A07 
P24 
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Element B - Wilderness 

Lands are designated wilderness to preserve their unique values for 
current and future generations. Activities such as dispersed recre- 
ation, grazing, watershed protection, and some mining will continue as 
long as the wilderness resource IS not impaired. Desolation Wilder- 
ness and Mokelumne Wilderness have been designated by Congress. 
Caples Creek Further Planning Area may be considered by the Eldorado 
for inclusion in the National Wilderness System. 

Practice Activity 
Number Title Code 

33 Wilderness Inventory and Planning BOl, 
B02 

Wilderness inventories, preparation, and review of 
wilderness management plans for new and existing 
wilderness. Includes environmental impact state- 

,ments and Congressional recommendations for candi- 
date areas. Unit of measure is acres. 

34 Wilderness Area Management BO3, 
P24 

Management of the wilderness resource and its use. 
Administration, operation, and maintenance. Activ- 
ity units are managed acres: output units are recre- 
ation visitor days (RVD) for dispersed recreation, 
hunting, and fishing. 

Element C - Fish and WAdlife 
Fish and wildlife management is intended to maintain and enhance plant 
and animal communities (including threatened and endangered species) 
in accordance with federal law, regional guidelines, and Forest 
needs. State fish and wildlife goals and objectives are incorporated 
through coordination with the California Department of Fish and Game. 

Most opportunities for improvement of fish and wildlife habitat on the 
Eldorado result primarily from multiple use coordination with other 
management practices such as timber harvest, hydroelectric power 
production, water supply and flood control development, prescribed 
burning, and range management. 

Fish and wildlife management practices are exercised through: (1) 
direct habitat improvement projects financed by Protection and 
Maintenance (P&M) dollars and Knudsen-Vandenburg (K-V) funds collected 
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from timber sale receipts, (2) multiple use coordination with other 
management functions, and (3) projects funded from other government or 
private sources such ss county fish and game fine collections or the 
State Renewable Resource Development Fund. 

Practice 
Number Title 

Activity 
Code 

35 * Fish and Wildlife Habitat Coordination co1 

Wildlife, fish, or plant habitat improvement and 
maintenance carried out by other resource activ- 
ities. Treatment is considered an improvement if 
the net effect of the activity results in meeting a 
specified objective for wildlife, fish, or sensitive 
plants. Treatment is considered maintenance when 
such work, based upon biologist input, maintains 
existing habitat conditions or mitigates habitat 
losses. Much of the coordination will be accomp- 
lished through interactions with functional activ- 
ities such as timber sales, fuels management, range 
improvement, access road location, and recreation 
facility design. 

36 Stream Fisheries Habitat Improvement and co3, 
Maintenance - Structural Improvements co4 

Activities designed to enhance cold water trout 
fisheries through structural treatments and main- 
tenance. Structural xmprovements include watershed 
stabilization through streamside fencing, instream 
cover improvements, fishways and fish screens, con- 
struction or removal of migration barriers, removal 
or relocation of roads, stream bank stabilization, 
control of water level fluctuation, and construction 
of water bars and culverts to retard or direct water 
runoff. 

3-i Stream Fisheries Habitat Improvement - 
Nonstructural Improvements co2 

Activities designed to enhance cold water trout 
fisheries through nonstructural treatments. Non- 
structural improvements include improving quality of 
spawning gravels, removal of stream barriers, con- 
trol of fish or aquatic plant populations, control 
of human access and fishing pressure, and enhance- 
ment of riparian vegetation. 
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Practice 
Number Title 

Activity 
Code 

38 Lake Fisheries Habitat Improvement and co3, 
Maintenance - Structural Improvements co4 

Activities designed to enhance warm water and cold 
water lake fisheries through structural treatments 
and maintenance. Structural improvements include 
fish cover developments, shoreline stabilization, 
migration barriers, and structures to control water 
levels in lakes. 

39 Lake Fisheries Habitat Improvement - 
Nonstructural Improvements co2 

Activities designed to enhance warm water and cold 
water lake fisheries through nonstructural treat- 
ments. Nonstructural improvements include fish 
population control, aquatic plant control, enhance- 
ment of riparian vegetation, and lake fertiliza- 
tion. 

40 Wetlands Habitat Improvement and Maintenance co3, 
co4 

Actions needed for intensive management to improve 
or maintain habitat for wetland species such as 
waterfowl, shorebirds, and predators upon these 
species such as bald eagle and peregrine falcon. 
Increase targeted wetland species through habitat 
management; increase overall forest habitat diver- 
sity. Improvement actions include construction of 
potholes and shallow marshes, development of vegeta- 
tion for forage and cover, construction of nest 
boxes snd nest mounds, information and education 
signing, human access control, and control of 
grazing. 

41 * Habitat Improvement - Early/Mid Successional 
Stage co2 

Manipulation of vegetation for the primary purpose 
of improving early/mid successional wildlife 
habitat. Featured species will be identified at the 
proJect level and site-specific implementation such 
as timing, extent, and location will be tailored to 
improve the habitat capabillty of featured species. 
Activities that produce early successional stages of 
forest, woodland, and chaparral. Actions include 
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Practice 
Number Title 

Activity 
Code 

silvicultural treatment, prescribed burning, 
mechanical crushing, pruning, and approved appli- 
cation of herbicides. Featured species are deer, 
mountain quail, California quail, western bluebird, 
and other small game and nongame species. 

42 * Habitat Improvement - Old Growth co2 

Manipulation of vegetation for the primary purpose 
of improving old growth wildlife habitat. Activ- 
ities that maintain old growth forest habitat in a 
condition suitable for featured species. Actions 
include silvicultural treatment to maintain desired 
canopy closure or structure, prescribed burning, 
human access control, and closure or relocation of 
roads. Depending on requirements of featured 
species, uneven-aged or all-aged conditions may be 
maintained. Featured species are pileated wood- 
pecker, flying squirrels, goshawk, spotted owl. pine 
marten, and others. 

43 Habitat Improvement - Vegetation Enhancement co2 

Activities to enhance productivity of forage and 
cover plants for wildlife, by seeding, planting, and 
fertilizing. Featured species are black bear, deer, 
mountain quail, California quail, and other small 
game and nongsme species. 

44 * Snag and Down Log Management co2 

Activities designed to meet Regional standards and 
guidelines for snags and down logs. Activities 
designed to provide more intensive levels of snag 
and down log management to improve the habitat capa- 
bility of featured species. Actions include 
inventory and survey, designation of cull trees as 
future snags and logs, girdling or killing cull 
trees to provide snags, topping cull trees to 
provide flat-topped snags where suitable. Informa- 
tional and educational signing. Control of human 
access and woodcutting activities. Featured species 
are bald eagle, pileated woodpecker, flying 
squirrels, black bear. deer, goshawk, spotted owl, 
western bluebird, pine marten, great gray owl, and 
others. 
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Practice 
Number Title 

Activity 
Code 

45 * Hardwood Management co2 

Activities designed to manipulate native hardwood 
species to improve resource values, primarily wild- 
life end vegetative diversity. Desired conditions 
are attained in the carrying out of other activ- 
ities, and by specifx hardwood management projects 
such as regeneration, prescribed burning, and 
harvest for fuelwood. Featured species are deer, 
band-tailed pigeon. black bear, mountain quail and 
tree squirrels. 

46 * Meadow Vegetation Management co2, 
co3 

Activities designed to improve the habitat capa- 
bility of meadow-associated wildlife species through 
management of vegetation. Activities may include 
silvicultural treatment, thinning and pruning, 
regeneration of aspen stands, prescribed burning, 
planting, seeding, fertilizing, and controlling of 
livestock and human access. Compatible practices 
involving structural improvements may be necessary. 
Featured species are mule deer, great gray owl, 
black bear, trout, willow flycatcher, and other 
small game and nongame species. 

47 Structural Wildlife Habitat Improvement co3, 
and Maintenance co4 

Activities designed to improve the habitat capabil- 
ity of wildlife species through structural improve- 
ments not covered in stream, lake, meadow, or wet- 
lands habitat improvement. Actions include nest 
structures, den developments, water developments 
(small watering structures to provide drinking water 
for wildlife), wildlife cover developments, and 
management fencing. Featured species are peregrine 
falcon, mule deer, western bluebird, mountain quail, 
California quail, and other small game and nongame 
species. 

48 * Recovery Species Administrative Management co1 

Activities designed to protect or improve habitat 
for endangered, threatened, rare, and sensitive 
species through administrative measures. Actions 
include coordination with appropriate agencies, in- 
ventories and surveys, restriction of human access 
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Practice Activity . 
Number Title Code 

to critical or essential habitat through road 
closures, special area designation, and timing of 
timber harvest and other management activities. 
Species affected are peregrine falcon, bald eagle, 
golden eagle, pine marten, willow flycatcher, 
goshawk, great gray owl, and spotted owl. ThlS 

practice will take precedence over other wildlife 
practices. 

49 * Sensitive Plants Interim and Recovery Management CO3 

Activities designed to protect and restore popula- 
tions of endangered, threatened, and sensitive 
plants. The interim phase consists of input to 
planning and project coordination, formal and 
informal consultation, synecological studies, 
collection control, population monitoring, and 
botanical investigations. The recovery phase 
consists of species management guides, habitat 
management and improvement, land exchanges and 
acquisition, artificial propagation or reintro- 
ductions, and population evaluation. This practice 
will take precedence over other wildlife practices. 

50 * Administration, Inventory, and Coordination - 
Fish, Wildlife, and Sensitive Plants 

Activities designed to meet direction in the 
Regional Guide. legal requirements and planning 
direction for fish, wildlife, and sensitive plants. 
Actions include inventories, studies, surveys, 
prescriptions and plans. and coordination with 
appropriate agencies and other groups. 

co1 

Element D - Range 
Available forage for domestic livestock on the Eldorado is comprised 
of permanent and transitory range. Permanent range consists of high 
mountain meadows and other suitable forage types generally above 6,000 
feet in elevation. Transitory range is created as a direct result of 
management practices, primarily timber harvesting, or as a result of 
wildfire. Transitory range mainly occurs in the commercial timber 
producing zone above 3,500 feet in elevation. 

Range management practices are intended to maintain and enhance forage 
and to provide for red meat production and give stability to the local 
livestock industry. Results are achieved by the management of 
existing permits, cooperation with range permittees and other agencies 
and landowners, and development and maintenance. 
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Practice 
Number Title 

Activity 
Code 

51 * Range Planning and Analysis DO1 

Preparation of range allotment plans and other plans 
involving the management of range resources will be 
based on lo-year periods. These plans will deter- 
mine specific objectives and alternatives to meet 
land, resource, watershed, wildlife, and livestock 
operator needs. The systematic analysis of range 
will primarily be conducted through condition and 
trend plot evaluation to update old analysis data. 
New data would be collected only to determine sig- 
nificant changes in forage availability from water- 
shed conditions, major type conversion or change in 
class of livestock. Project or allotment-specific 
environmental documentation is included in this 
practice and will incorporate interdisciplinary 
review. Unit of measure is number of allotment 
plans. 

52 Range Management DO7 

Administering the range resource. Determining 
readiness, production, utilization. and capacity. 
Administering grazing permits, including compliance, 
grazing applications, issuing and validating per- 
mits, and working with the livestock operator in the 
preparation of annual operating plans. Involves 
coordination and agreements with other agencies, 
groups. and landholders in coordinated resource 
plans and maintaining existing plans and agree- 
ments. Out-put measure is number of permitted 
animal unit months (AUM). 

53 Range Improvement - Nonstructural 

Treatment of competing vegetative types such as 
timber and brush or certain undesirable weeds to 
improve forage production. Treatment of existing 
forage-producing sites to enhance production and 
increase animal unit months. Measures will be 
proposed through the environmental analysis process 
to ensure maintenance or improvement of watershed 
and wildlife conditions in addition to range 
forage. Only small scale non-site-disturbing 
activities such as fertilizing, seeding, and spot 
herbicide application would be compatible with a 
Visual Quality Objective of Preservation and a 
Recreation Opportunity Spectrum class of Primitive 

DO3, 
DO4 
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Number Title 

Activity 
Code 

and Semiprimitive Nonmotorized. Specific actions 
include prescribed burning, mechanical control, 
herbicides, fertilizers, seeding, and water spread- 
ing. Subsequent treatments to maintain the desired 
level of forage production will also be used. 
Treatment will be completed through mutual agreement 
with livestock permittees who will share in the 
total costs. The unit of measure is the undupli- 
cated number of acres treated. 

54 Range Improvement - Structural DO5 

Development of new structural improvements to 
increase animal unit months, facilitate more 
intensive management systems and improve distri- 
bution of livestock. Structural improvements 
include fences, cattleguards, water developments, 
corrals, loading facilities, and stock trails. Cost 
of construction resulting in increased animal unit 
months will be proportioned between the Forest 
Service and the livestock permittee. The replace- 
ment schedule of range improvements is approximately 
20 years. Generally fences would be the only range 
structural improvement within an old-growth habitat 
area. The unit of measure is the number of acres of 
suitable range affected by the improvement. 

55 Range Improvement - Structural Maintenance DO6 

Maintenance of range structural improvements to 
continue their usefulness throughout the life of the 
improvement. Maintenance needs arise from snow 
damage, fire, theft, vandalism, and natural life 
expectancy. Materials to replace missing or broken 
facilities will be provided by the Forest Service. 
Labor to maintain these facilities including snow 
fence "put up" and "let down" are the responsibility 
of the permittee. Cattle guards are maintained by 
Forest road and trail funds. The unit of measure is 
the number of acres affected by the maintained 
improvement. 

Element E - Timber 
Wood supply on the Eldorado is based upon lands capable, available, 
and suitable for timber production. Capability refers to timber 
stands that grow more than 20 cubic feet per acre per year. Avail- 
ability means that the timber lands are not formally dedicated to 
other uses such as wilderness, research natural areas, or some 
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categories of wild end scenic river. Suitability means that the 
stands are physically adaptable to long-term timber management. 
Timber producing lands are classified into five major forest types: 
ponderosa pine, mixed conifer, true fir, subalpine, and hardwoods. 

Ponderosa pine and mlxed conifer types generally occur below 5,500 
feet elevation. Hardwoods, in pure and mixed stands, occur through- 
out the entire forest: however, they are primarily significant withzn 
the mixed conifer type. True fir is found in the higher elevations 
above the mixed conifer type. The subalpine type is intermingled 
withln the true fir at the upper elevations. 

Timber management practices maintain or increase the optxnum yield of 
forest products while maintaining or improving other basic resource 
values. m=y maintain or improve genetlc dzversity, product 
utilization standards, plant and animal community diversity, biomass 
recovery, and local fuelwood supplies. Treatments are harvesting, 
reforestation, and stand improvement under the principles of sustained 
yield, forest regulation, and multiple use. They are consistent with 
NFMA regulations, various sections of the Forest Service Manual, and 
the Regional Guide. 

Practice 
Number Title 

Actlvlty 
Code 

56 * Timber Program Administration EOO, EO6. 
E07. P24 

Administrative activities to protect, utilize, 
improve, inventory, and evaluate the timber 
resource. Examples are timber management plans and 
inventories. stand examinations and prescriptions, 
timber sale preparation and administratlon, refore- 
station and timber stand improvement project prep- 
arationnand administration, management of the tree 
improvement program, and preparation of environ- 
mental documents. 

57 * Compartment Examination EO3 

Gathering and analyzing resource information on a 
compartment basis for use in planning projects. 
Periodic intensive inventory is supplemented with 
the ongoing assembling and filing of information. 
which is obtained incidental to other activities. 

This practice applies to all lands except wilder- 
ness. Unit of measure for accomplishment of 
completed inventory and analysis is acres in the 
compartment. 
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Practice 
Number Title 

Activity 
Code 

58 Clearcut Cutting Method EOl 

Removal of all merchantable commercial trees within 
a stand in one operation. The objective of this 
method is to establish a new, fully stocked stand. 
Site preparation with planting or seeding and the 
saving of advanced regeneration are methods to 
accomplish the desired full stocking on areas clear- 
cut. This method includes all types of clearcuts - 
stand, patch, and strip. New stands created are 
normally 5 to 30 acres in size with maximums up to 
40 acres, 

This cutting method is applicable to mixed conifer, 
ponderosa pine, and red fir forest types. It will 
be used in stands that have reached the calculated 
rotation age or in stands that are understocked and 
growing poorly. The unit of measure for timber 
offered is thousand board feet (MBF). The unit of 
measure for accountability is acres clearcut. 

59 Shelterwood Cutting Method ti Seed Cut 

Removal of a portion of a stand to open the canopy 
and create space for regeneration of desirable 
species while providing a shelter for seedlings 
during establishment. The stand is generally regen- 
erated naturally. Site preparation is performed. 
Artificial regeneration is required if the stand has 
not naturally regenerated within 5 years of 
harvesting. Stand size created IS the same as 
described under the clearcutting method. 

This cutting method is applicable for all forest 
types. This method will normally be used in stands 
that have passed rotation age for the forest type. 
It will usually be applied in well-stocked stands 
that have sufficient number of wind-firm, seed- 
producing. relatively defect-free trees of desired 
species. The unit of measure for timber offered is 
thousand board feet (MBF). The unit of measure for 
accountability is acres harvested. 
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Practice 
Number Title 

Activity 
Code 

60 Shelterwood Cutting Method - Removal Cut EOl 

Removal of all merchantable trees after successful 
establishment of regeneration under a seed step of 
the shelterwood cutting method. The overstory trees 
are removed as soon as possible after satisfactory 
regeneration of desired species is established. 

This cutting method applies to all forest types that 
have fewer than approximately 15 merchantable trees 
per acre and have established regeneration of desir- 
able species. The unit of measure for timber offer- 
ed is thousand board feet (MHF). The unit of 
measure for accountability is acres harvested. 

61 Intermediate Cutting Method - Sanitation 
and Salvage EO2 

Harvesting in even-aged stands to maintain or im- 
prove net growth until the stand is regenerated. 
This is accomplished by removing trees that have 
died or are likely to die before the next harvest 
entry. This practice includes sanitation and 
salvage cutting as described in Practice of 
Silviculture, Seventh Edition, by Smith. There are 
no minimum or maximum size treatment areas. ThlS 

cutting method applies to all stands where the 
opportunities for sanitation and salvage exist. The 
unit of measure for timber offered is thousand board 
feet (MHF). The unit of measure for accountability 
is acres harvested. 

62 Intermediate Cutting Method - Thinning E02 

Periodic removal of trees in stands of less than 
rotation age to reduce stocking to a point where it 
will grow back to 90 percent of normal (as indicated 
in yield tables) within a specified time period. 
There is no minimum or maximum treatment area size. 

This cutting method applies to stands on all forest 
types which carry stocking in excess of desired 
amounts. The unit of measure for accountability is 
acres harvested. 
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Practice 
Number Title 

Activity 
Code 

63 Intermediate Cutting Method - Predominant Removal E02 

Removal of all trees over rotation age from a stand 
that is composed mostly of trees between 50 and 100 
years of age with scattered over-rotation-aged 
trees. The resulting stand is well-stocked and 
essentially evenaged. Minimum stand size is five 
acres: maximum size for prescription purposes is 75 
acres. 

This cutting method applies to all forest types. 
The unit of measure for timber offered is thousand 
board feet NW. The unit of measure for 
accountability is acres harvested. 

64 Selection Cutting Method E01 

Cutting trees with the objective of producing 
uneven-aged stands with regeneration of desirable 
species. Orderly growth and development of trees 
throughout a range of diameter classes with a con- 
tinuous yield of forest products. Trees are har- 
vested singly or in small groups. Each harvest 
entry is designed to create a desired tree diameter 
distribution. 

This type of cutting IS theoretically possible on 
all forest types. The most probable application is 
to stands with desired species having similar shade 
tolerances. The unit of measure for accountability 
is acres. 

65 Special Cutting - Stresmside Management Zone E02 

Removal of trees within a Streamside Management Zone 
to realize timber yields. Emphasis is the protec- 
tion of water quality and riparisn habitat. The 
number and classes of trees removed depends upon the 
characteristics of the existing vegetation, stream 
class, and stream channel characteristics. 

This cutting applies to all forest types within the 
Streamside Management Zone. The unit of measure for 
timber offered is thousand board feet (MRF). The 
unit of measure for accountability is acres 
harvested. 
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Practice 
Number Title 

Activity 
Code 

66 Special Cutting - Other E02 

Removal of trees designated to realize timber yields 
while maintaining or improving other resource 
objectives. This can include cuttings and slash 
removal necessary in such areas as developed 
recreation sites, administrative sites, rights- 
of-way, and wildlife habitats for featured species. 
It also covers sanitation and salvage cutting on 
lands not suitable for timber production. 

67 * Snowpack Cutting Method 

Cutting designed to increase the volume of useable 
water yield by removal of groups of trees in such 
size, shape, and orientation to increase snow accu- 
mulation and retard snow melt. Groups are generally 
one-half to two acres in size and coordinated with a 
permanent skid road system to facilitate removal of 
the groups harvested in each entry. Groups should 
be located to take advantage of stand conditions and 
shading, and consideration should be given to the 
next two entries. 

This cutting method applies to those true fir stands 
above 6,000 feet that are sufficiently dense to 
provide shade, which is effective in delaying snow 
melt in the cut openings. The unit of measure for 
timber offered is thousand board feet (MSF). The 
unit of measure for accountability is acres 
harvested. 

68 Low Site Stand Maintenance 

Cutting in stands on low sites, usually Dunning Site 
IV and poorer, where regeneration of even-aged 
stands is biologically impractical. Individual 
trees or groups are removed to maintain stand vigor, 
reduce mortality, and provide conditions that will 
result in the perpetuation of the stand by natural 
regeneration. Clearcutting and shelterwood cutting 
may be practiced where harvest units can be regen- 
erated within five years and where long-term soil 
productivity can be maintained. Minimum stand size 
is five acres; maximum size is unlimited. 
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Practice 
Number Title 

Activity 
Code 

69 + Ground Based Harvest System 

Yarding IS performed with horses, tractors, rubber 
tired skidders, and light flotation forwarders. The 
yarding system is basically ground lead with some 
machinery capable of producing lift to one end of 
the log. 

The harvesting practice is usable under any cutting 
method within its operational limitations. It is 
the primary harvest practice on slopes O-35 percent 
with some application on 35-50 percent slopes where 
special precautions are taken. 

Maximum acceptable yarding distance is affected by 
many factors including log size, volume per acre, 
and terrain. Some optimal and maximum yarding 
distances that can be considered in planning ground 
based operations, listed by yarding method, are: 
horse 100-200 feet, 400 feet: tractor 300-800 feet, 
1,500 feet: rubber tired skidder 500-1.000 feet, 
2,000 feet; light flotation forwarder 7OO-1,200 
feet, 2,500 feet. 

Loading equipment used in this practice IS usually 
rubber tired loaders requiring landings one-quarter 
to one-half acre in size and heelboom loaders 
requiring landings one-quarter to one-third acre in 
size. 

70 * Cable Harvest System 

Commercial forest types, which generally occur on 
these low sites, are ponderosa pine and mixed 
conifer. The unit of measure for timber offered is 
thousand board feet (MBF). The unit of measure for 
accountability is acres harvested. 

EOl, 
E02 

EOl, 
E02 

Yarding IS performed with a cable machine, which is 
not required to provide partial or full suspension 
of logs. This harvesting practice IS limited to the 
clearcut cutting method and partial cutting where 
very light volumes per acre are removed. It in- 
cludes the following cable logging systems: mobile 
shovel yarder, high lead, and skyline systems with- 
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Practice , 
Number Title 

Activity 
Code 

out lateral yarding ability. The system has a large 
range of yarding distance capability from 200-600 
feet for mobile shovel yarders to over 2,500 feet 
for some of the skyline systems, but in application, 
yarding distances will generally be less than 1,000 
feet. 

71 * Skyline Harvest System 

Yarding is performed with a skyline cable yarding 
machine, which is used when necessary to maintain 
partial or full suspension of the logs in the cor- 
ridor, providing for protection of soil and residual 
timber. This harvest system is capable of harvest- 
ing under any cutting method. It has lateral yard- 
ing ability without partial suspension required 
during the lateral yarding. The practice has yard- 
ing distance capabilities ranging from 500 feet to 
over 5,000 feet, but in application, distances will 
usually be less than 1,000 feet. The system is very 
sensitive to layout of landings, anchors, and pay- 
loads. This practice is usually applied only on 
slopes over 35 percent. Landing size generally 
ranges from one-third to one acre. 

72 * Special Harvest System 

Yarding is performed with a helicopter, balloon, or 
other specialized equipment of adequate payload to 
fully suspend logs from the woods to the landing. 

The system is economically very sensitive to all 
layout factors, with volume per acre and yarding 
distance most critical. It provides no soil 
disturbance due to yarding and can be applied with 
any cutting method. 

Special harvest can be applied to any slope class; 
however, steeper, inaccessible slopes are most 
common. Fuels management and utilization standards 
are difficult to meet due to high yarding costs. 
Landing size will vary with type of specialized 
yarding equipment, but in general can be expected to 
be two to four times that needed by other harvest 
systems. 

EOl, 
E02 

EOl, 
E02 
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Number Title 

Activity 
Code 

73 * Artificial Stand Reestablishment E04 

Activities necessary to reestablish desirable tree 
species by artificial methods. Minimum standards 
for reestablishment are contained in the Regional 
Guide. Actions included in this practice are 
preparation of the planting site: planting seed- 
lings; animal, insect, and disease control: exam- 
inations, evaluation and certification. Hand, 
mechanical, and chemical treatment m&nods are 
optionally available. Selection of any particular 
method will be made at the project level, based on a 
site-specific analysis of the feasible alternative 
methods. 

This practice is applicable to all areas scheduled 
for regeneration. which have been deforested for 
some reason. The unit measure is dollar per acre 
for all activities necessary to reestablish the 
area. The unit of measure for accountability is 
acres. 

74 * Natural Stand Reestablishment E04 

Activities necessary to reestablish desirable 
species primarily by natural seedfall. Some plant- 
ing may be required to fill in areas where the 
natural seedfall does not successfully reforest the 
area to minimum standards. Minimum standards for 
reestablishment are contained in the Regional 
Guide. Actions included in this practice are prepa- 
ration of the planting site: planting seedlings if 
natural regeneration is not successful within 5 
years; animal, insect and disease control; examina- 
tions, evaluations and certification. Hand, mechan- 
ical and chemical treatment methods are op- tionally 
available. Selection of any particular method will 
be made at the project level, based on a site- 
specific analysis of the feasible alternative 
methods. 

This practice is applicable to all areas scheduled 
for regeneration by the shelterwood, strip clear- 
cutting and selection cutting methods. It may also 
be applicable to special cutting in the streamside 
management zone. visual emphasis special cutting, 
and other special cutting. The practice may be 
applicable to those areas deforested by other 
activities such as wildfires and past logging. 
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Number Title 

Activity 
Code 

75 Tree Improvement E09 

Actlvitles necessary to develop, maintain, and 
manage tree improvement areas withln the Eldorado. 
Actions for seed orchards include preparation of the 
sites for seed orchards; plantlog seed orchard trees 
or rootstock; grafting; brush, grass and weed 
control; pollination; cone collection: Irrigation; 
and other general maintenance. Actions for progeny 
test sites include site preparation. planting 
genetically superior trees, release and weeding, 
animal control, forest pest management, evaluation 
of seedling development, and construction of fences 
when necessary to meet the tree improvement program 
goals. 

This practxe is only applicable to those sites 
identified as seed orchards, progeny test sites, or 
buffer strips associated with those areas. The unit 
of measure is acres and the associated costs and 
benefits of genetic gains. 

76 Nursery 

Production of seedlings for reforestation of 
NatIonal Forest and other federal lands. Actions 
include forest pest management, processing and 
storage of seed, the management of soil to mazntain 
productivity over the long-term, and the productlon 
of seedlings in the numbers and quality requested by 
seedlot. 

Organization management, facilities development, and 
budgeting is involved. This practice is applicable 
only to the Placervllle Nursery. 

77 Release and Weeding 

Activities necessary to reduce the effect of compet- 
ing vegetation, animals, insects, and disease on the 
growth and development of desired tree species. Re- 
lease and weeding methods such as mechanxal remov- 
al, crushing, cutting, dicing, hand cutting, pull- 
mg and hoeing, and applxatxon of pesticides are 
consldered part of this practxe. Selection of any 
particular method will be made at the project level, 

E’J5 
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based on a site-specific analysis of the feasible 
alternative methods. The unit of measure for eco- 
nomic analysis purposes is dollars per acre cost to 
complete the release and subsequent evaluation. The 
unit of measure for accountability is acres. 

78 Precommercial Thinning 

Removal of surplus trees in areas with excess stock- 
ing by cutting or mowing to favor potential crop 
tree growth and development. Excess trees thinned 
do not have a commercial value because of tree size, 
species, composition, or access to available mar- 
kets. Included in this practice are weeding, pre- 
commercial thinning, and animal, insect, and disease 
control. Hand, mechanical, and chemical treatment 
methods are optionally available. Selection of any 
particular method will be made at the project level. 
based on a site-specific analysis of the feasible 
alternative methods, 

This practice is applicable to stands on all forest 
types and site classes where benefits exceed costs. 
The unit of measure for economic analysis purposes 
is dollars per acre cost to complete the thinning. 
The unit of measure for accountability is acres. 

79 * Fuelwood 

Activities necessary to prepare, sell, administer, 
and utilize fuelwood as an energy source by individ- 
uals for their personal use and as material for 
commercial operations. Sawlogs are not included in 
this practice. 

This practice applies to all available vegetated 
land supporting biomass useable as fuelwood. Gen- 
erally, the area must occur on slopes less than 35 
percent and have the product available within 500- 
1,000 feet of an access point. The practice may 
apply to land steeper than 35 percent if the product 
is within 100-200 feet of an access point, The unit 
of measure for economic purposes is dollars per 
acre. For other accountability, it is acres. 
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Number Title Code 

80 * Christmas Trees and Miscellaneous Forest Products EO7 

Activities necessary to prepare, sell, administer, 
and utilize Christmas trees and other miscellaneous 
forest products. Examples of other miscellaneous 
forest products are posts, rails, decorative green- 
ery, cones, burls, and shingle bolts. This practice 
includes all products other than sawlogs and fuel- 
wood. 

This practice applies to all forested land. Gener- 
ally, the areas occur on slopes less than 35 percent 
and have the product available within 500- 1,000 
feet of an access point. The practice applies also 
to land steeper than 35 percent if the product 1s 
within 100-200 feet of an access point. The unit of 
measure for economic purposes is dollars per acre. 
For other accountability, it is acres. 

Element F - Water and Soil 
The watershed program on the Eldorado has primarily served as a 
support function for other resource systems. It IS anticipated that 
watershed management will receive added emphasis in the future due to 
the increasingly competitive demands for high quality water and to the 
recent developments in cumulative watershed impact methodology. This 
new emphasis will probably continue, and it is expected that the 
watershed rehabilitation and improvement program will receive even 
greater attention. 

The watershed program IS intended to promote optimum protection and 
management for the soil and water element, which is the base element 
for all of the renewable resources. Watershed management advises how 
other activities, including timber management, range management, 
recreation, mining, and energy resource management impact the soil and 
water resources. It also recommends where and how other resource 
activities can be managed to make them compatible with the soil and 
water resources. The various types of support provided to the other 
systems include planning or designing, inventories, monitoring, and 
administration. Where opportunities present themselves, watershed 
improvement measures will be implemented to improve water quality and 
the timing of water flow. 

The soils program on the Eldorado ensures that the productivity of the 
land is maintained through the proper identification of soil capabil- 
ities and adherence to standards and guidelines for ground disturbing 
practices. The program includes developing new knowledge through 
special studies and surveys, providing soil protection, and when 
opportunities exist, soil rehabilitation, and improvement work. The 
soils program serves as a support function to other systems. 
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81 * Water Yield Improvement FO3 

Activities implemented for the primary purpose of 
increasing water yield. Practices involve snowpack 
management in the red fir timber stands and other 
direct improvement projects to watershed and 
streams. Unit of measure is acres treated and 
acre-feet of runoff yielded. 

82 * Runoff Regulation F03 

Activities implemented for the primary purpose of 
regulating the timing of snowmelt runoff and pre- 
venting surface runoff. The objective is to alter 
the timing of snowmelt in order to deliver runoff at 
a more opportune time, either by modifying the vege- 
tative arrangement or using structures. A companion 
objective is to reduce surface runoff from barren 
soils and increase storage capacity of alluvial 
areas by mulching, revegetation, and gully stabili- 
zation. Vegetative modification includes group 
selection and strip cutting in relatively dense 
timber stands, and planting. Structures include 
snow fences, dams, gully plugs, head-cuts, and water 
spreading devices. The optimum areas are in the 
snowpack zone, which is generally above 6,000 feet; 
extensive soil areas with poor ground cover: and 
alluvial soils that are gullied. Unit of measure is 
acres treated and acre-feet of runoff regulated. 

83 * Watershed Maintenance and Rehabilitation F03 

Activities designed for the purpose of maintaining 
and improving watershed conditions. Actions include 
erosion treatment, water flow improvement (including 
overland flow), channel stabilization, and sediment 
control measures. Some specific applications in- 
clude revegetation with grasses, trees, and shrubs, 
along with special microclimate treatments like 
mulch, matting, and drilling. Units of measure are 
acres treated, and acre-feet of improved water 
quality. 
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a4 * Water Resource Management F04 

Activities designed to prevent, reduce, or regulate 
the amount of pollution generated by nonpoint 
sources. This practice includes the "Best Manage- 
ment Practices" listed in the R-5 Water Quality 
Handbook and other resource practices that may be 
specific to the Eldorado. It involves input to the 
NFPA Planning Process, project implementation, and 
developing and administering plans for soil and 
water improvement projects. This practice also 
assesses the cumulative watershed effects of land 
disturbing activities. Third and Fourth Order 
Watersheds (Z-30 square miles) will be analyzed and 
monitored to establish the threshold at which 
unacceptable damage will occur. The areas of option 
are all resource activities that disturb watershed 
conditions, generate pollution, or use water on 
either a consumptive or nonconsumptive basis. The 
units of measure are projects supported. 

85 * Water Rights Use/Management F’37 
This activity includes all work associated with 
establishing an inventory of current water uses. 
water requirements, and water rights, along with 
processing applications and claims, handling adjudi- 
cations, and managing acquired rights. Units of 
measure are dollars for inventory, applications and 
claims filed for water rights, the number of adjudi- 
cations, and the case number of acquired rights 
managed. 

86 * Soil Support Services 

Activities that support other systems including soil 
resource inventory (SRI), interdisciplinary input to 
project plans, environmental analysis (such as 
timber sales, recreation site development, range 
planning and improvement, reforestation, and wild- 
life habitat improvement), input to special projects 
developed by other systems such as road cut and fill 
stabilization in unusual conditions, and erosion 
control prescriptions for such special projects as 
the nursery. Soil support services are applicable 
to practices in other resource elements, which 
routinely need soils input because of special 
circumstances. Unit of measure IS the number of 
case reports. 

FOl, 
F02 
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87 * Soil Resource Maintenance and Improvement F03 

Planning, implementation, and upkeep of projects, 
which maintain or improve soil productivity. 
Actions include soil fertilization, reduction of 
compaction, soil reshaping or replacement such as 
remaining windrows in existing plantations, emer- 
gency burn rehabilitation, special erosion control, 
and soil stabilization projects. Also includes 
addressing the cumulative watershed impacts of 
vegetative management practices (primarily timber 
management, fuels, and road construction) on the 
maintenance of a watershed threshold. In identified 
sensitive watersheds near their thresholds, the 
initiation of soil maintenance and improvement pro- 
jects could allow for additional land disturbance 
practices to occur. The unit of measure is the 
number of acres treated. 

Element C - Minerals and Geology 
There are three categories of minerals on the Eldorado: 

1. Locatables - minerals such as gold, silver, copper, zinc, 
chromite. lead, and tungsten occurring in both lode and 
placer type deposits. 

2. Leasables - geothermal, oil. gas, and coal on public domain 
lands, and all mineral commodities on acquired lands. The 
only leasable potential on the Eldorado is geothermal. 

3. Mineral materials - basically the common saleable varieties 
such as sand and gravel. 

Forest practices for minerals area management are designed to allow 
the exploration and utilization of the mineral resources. Locatable 
mineral entry is authorized under the 1872 Mining Laws. Leasables on 
the Forest include geothermal and minerals of all types on those 
acquired lands without public domain status. The mineral materials, 
or the common variety form of minerals. is the only one of three 
categories that IS totally managed under U.S. Department of Agricul- 
ture direction (36 CFR 228, Subpart C). Because of discretionary 
authority, disposal of saleable minerals is practiced on a Forest-wide 
basis. 

The Geology Resource Element on the Eldorado deals with technical 
assistance and inventories in support of other resources. 
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88 * Mineral Management - Locatables 

Activity 
Code 

GO39 GO5, 
GO6 

Administration of surface resources in conjunction 
with the development of locatable mineral resources, 
including plans of operations. environmental assess- 
ment or impact statement, and requirements for mined 
area rehabilitation. Units of measure are claims, 
plans, and cases. 

89 * Minerals Management - Leasables GO39 GO59 
GO6 

Administration of surface resources in conjunction 
with the development of leaseable mineral resources 
including plan of operation, environmental assess- 
ment or impact statement, a recommendation to U.S. 
Department of Interior - Bureau of Land Management, 
and requirements for mined area rehabilitation. 
Units of measure are permits, leases, and plans. 

90 * Minerals Management - Minerals Materials GO6 

Administration of saleable (common variety) minerals 
materials including requirements for mined area re- 
habilitation. Units of measure are permits and 
plans. 

91 * Geologic Inventory and Evaluation GO1 

This activity includes all work associated with in- 
service generated area-wide geologic studies. This 
practice includes such work as identification of 
potential development projects, identification of 
special interest geologic areas, delineation of 
geologic hazard areas, inventory of mineral mater- 
ials, evaluations of aquifers and recharge areas, 
characterization of geologic conditions relative to . 
potential construction projects, reconnaissance 
geologic mapping, surface sampling analysis, and 
preparation of geologic reports. The unit of 
measure is acres. 

92 * Geologic Technical Investigations GO2 

This activity includes all in-service generated, 
site-specific technical investigations for potential 
development of geologic resources/projects, or in 
support of other resource projects in planning 
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stages. This practice includes such activities as 
testing of potential quarry sites for quality and 
quantity, aquifer testing at potential camp sites, 
evaluation of geologic conditions and hazards on 
potential development sites, detailed geologic 
mappi*g. core drilling, foundation testing, pump 
tests, soil and rock sampling for laboratory 
analysis, calculations of quantities, analysis of 
findings relative to potential projects, and 
preparation of reports. The unit of measure for 
this activity is sites. 

Element J - Lands 
The lands program on the Eldorado is a facilitating function and 
essentially consists of land adjustment and property management 
practices. The intent of the land adjustment program is to achieve 
the optimum land base necessary to facilitate resource management 
practices. The intent of the property management program is to allow 
permitted uses only where it is clearly demonstrated that there is no 
other logical alternative to use of National Forest lands. When 
National Forest lands are selected, permitted uses will be compatible 
with the Eldorado land management goals. 

93 * Withdrawals and Revocations JO4 

Petitions, recommendations, and reports required by 
the Bureau of Land Management and Federal Energy 
Regulatory Commission to effect withdrawals, modifi- 
cations, or revocations. It also includes the 
periodic review of existing withdrawals. Unit of 
measure is number of cases. 

94 * Land Adjustments J12, J13. 
J15. Jl6. 

Jl7 

Adjustment of the Forest landownership pattern by 
exchange, purchase, donation, transfer, and grants. 
It includes the disposal of scattered National 
Forest lands along the west boundary. 

95 * Acquisition of Rights-of-Way J18 

Acquisition of rights-of-way for all types of 
facilities including roads, trails, cost share 
agreements, and scenic easements. Units of measure 
are cases and agreements. 
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Practice Activity 
Number 'Title Code d 

96 * Special Use Management - Nonrecreation JO1 

Processing applications and administration of 
nonrecreation type special uses such as isolated 
residences, utility corridors, and electronic 
sites. Unit of measure is cases. 

97 * Right-of-Way Grants - Roads and Trails JO2 

Processing applications and administration of road 
and trail right-of-way permits, easements, and 
licenses including those provided by law. Unit of 
measure is number of rights-of-ways. 

98 * Power Related Licenses and Permits JO3 

Processing applications and administration of 
licenses and special use permits for power related 
activities such as dams, reservoirs, and trans- 
mission lines. Unit of measure is applications, 
licenses, and permits. 

99 * Property Boundary Location and Marking JO6 

Survey, mark, and post property lines for lands 
administered by the Eldorado. Maintenance of land 
title and survey records necessary to establish 
boundaries. Maintenance of property lines. Units 
of measure are entries, miles, and corners. 

Element L - Facilities 
The facilities program consists of roads, trails, and structures. Its 
intent is to adequately provide and maintain Forest facilities to 
support management activities and minimize negative environmental 
impacts. 

Energy is an integral part of the facilities program. The Forest will 
construct, operate, and maintain facilities with a minimum amount of 
expended nonrenewable energy. 

A mixed landownership pattern provides an opportunity for cost sharing 
road and trail systems, which serve both public and private lands. 
The systems are coordinated to provide long-term access requirements, 
which are cost effective. 
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Practice 
Number Title 

Activity 
Code 

100 * Timber Access Road Development - Construction LO1 to 
and Reconstruction L14 

Planning and construction of arterial, collector, or 
local roads necessary to access the timber re- 
source. Roads may be constructed by timber sale 
purchasers or by public works contracts. These 
roads are located and constructed or reconstructed 
expressly for the most economical timber management 
job in conjunction with suitable measures to protect 
all resources. 

101 * General Resource Access Road Development - LO1 to 
Construction and Reconstruction L13 

Planning and construction of arterial, collector, or 
local roads necessary to facilitate other than 
timber resource development and protection. These 
roads will be constructed or reconstructed for 
economical resource management and safe general 
public use in conjunction with suitable measures 
employed to protect all resources. 

102 * Transportation Management - Roads Open L19 

Open use achieved through permitting motorized 
access on all arterials, collectors, and local 
roads. Roads will be maintalned at maintenance 
Level III, IV, or V to provide access for all 
National Forest traffic, public service, and private 
commercial haul. 

103 * Transportation Management - Roads Regulated Ll9 

Roads are regulated by Regional Forester or Forest 
Supervisor order to prohibit use by certain vehicle 
classes or user groups. This practice is done to 
protect resource values, protect users, control 
maintenance expenditures, and to reduce user con- 
flicts. Roads will be maintained at maintenance 
Level II to provide access for Forest Service 
administrative traffic, for dispersed recreation 
traffic in high clearance vehicles, and for any 
traffic regulated by special permit. Normally, 
regulated use applies to local roads and some 
collectors. Seasonal closures for wildlife or soil 
and watershed protection may be used. Some roads 
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Practice Activity 
Number Title Code 

that cannot be adequately maintained for motorized 
use are restricted. Closed roads may be 
occasionally opened by permit to provide access for 
publx firewood gathering and other beneflclal uses. 

104 * Transportation Management - Roads Closed Ll9 

Local roads are closed to motorized use. Roads will 
be malntained at maintenance Level I. Enough main- 
tenance 1s accomplished to preserve the initial 
x-westment. The roads remain avaIlable for land 
management activltles by the Forest Servxe, or 
permitted uses such as access to utilities for 
repair. Implementation may be by signs, gates, 
earth-log mounds, barricades, or other barrier 
devices. 

105 * Transportation Management - Road Obliteration Ll9 

The road prism 1s restored to the resource 
productlon potential that existed prior to the 
road. This ~11 be done by physically restoring the 
sol1 and vegetation to the preroaded condition. 

106 * Trail Construction and Reconstruction L21 to 
L24 

Trails ~11 be constructed OP reconstructed to a 
minimum standard necessary to carry foot traffic, 
equestrian traffx, mountain bicycles and motor- 
cycles, singularly or in combination. 

107 * Trail Construction and Reconstruction - L21 to 
Specxal Purpose ~24 

Trails will be constructed or reconstructed to a 
standard necessary to carry traffic or specifx 
special uses. Examples of special uses include 
trails for the handxapped, botanical educatIona 
trails, cross country ski trails, and snowmobile 
trails. 

108 * Transportation Management - Trails L20 

Trails are open to intended use. Managing trails 
for their intended use may Involve restrictions on 
other uses. An example of a trail managed with some 
type of restrxtion on use would be the Pacific 
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Practice 
Number Title 

Activity 
Code 

Crest Trail. which is closed to motor vehxles by 
law. Other restrictions would include seasonal 
limitations on trailbikes and/or equestrian traffic 
to protect resources. Trail management direction is 
given by the establishment of maintenance levels. 

109 

110 

Fire, Administration and Other (FA&O) 
Construction and Reconstruction 

Planning, design, inspection, and construction of 
capital improvements to support fire, administra- 
tive, and other multifunctional activities. In- 
cludes opportunities to conserve energy such as 
retrofitting existing facilities. 

Fire, Administration and Other (FA&O) 
Facility Operation and Maintenance L25 

Operation and maintenance of Eldorado National 
Forest structures servmg fire protection, 
administration, and other management needs. 

Element P - Protection 
Current and projected use trends for the Eldorado indxate the need 
for the Forest to provide a comprehensive fire management program. 
This program would include, but not necessarily be limited to. support 
activitzes such as fire planning, prevention, detection, presup- 
pression, initial attack, reinforcements, and managing planned end 
unplanned ignltions. In addition, it would include an aggressive 
fuels management program consisting of timber sale slash treatment, 

prior activity fuels treatment. and natural fuels treatment 
coordinated wth the resource elements it supports. 

ProtectIon goals result from a process of identlfxation, analysis, 
recommendation, and establishment of the most feasible balance of the 
above mentIoned treatments in order to protect resource and private 
land values and to minimize the overail damage potential on both 
publx and private lands within the forest. 

Forest Pest Management and Air Quality Management are also handled 
under the protection element. 
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Practice 
Number Title 

Activity 
Code 

111 

112 

113 

114 

* Fire Management PO1 to PlO, 
~24 

Prevention, detection, presuppression, and suppres- 
sion of fires. Activities take place both on 
National Forest lands and private lands under co- 
operative protection agreement with the California 
Department of Forestry. The Eldorado protection 
boundary has been established to define these lands 
in total. The normal fire season is May to 
November. The obJectlve of this practice is to 
provide public safety and minimize resource losses 
caused by uncontrolled wildfire. Units of measure 
are dollars and persons. 

Activity Fuels Management Pll 

Planning. inventory, and treatment of residual fuels 
created by timber sale and other management activi- 
ties that alter vegetation. Fuel treatment methods 
are burning, rearrangement, and removal. These 
methods prepare timber harvest areas for artificial 
regeneration. They also help maintain soil pro- 
ductivlty, rehabilitate watershed conditions, 
improve range forage and wildlife habltat, and 
reduce fire hazard. Unit of measure is acres. 

Prescriptive Fire Management Pl4 

An action to take advantage of fire to provide 
beneficial rather than harmful results. Planned and 
unplanned fire ignitions may be strategically used 
in a way that duplicates the natural role of fxre in 
the environment. This practice is performed only in 
a designated Management Area, where unit boundaries 
are predetermined and applicable policy is approved 
in advance by the Regional Forester. Prescriptive 
Fire Management may be employed in Wilderness 
(unplanned ignitrons) as well as other designated 
forest lands. Unit of measure is acres. 

Natural Fuels Management P12 

Planning, inventory, and treatment of natural 
fuels. Fuel treatment methods are burning, 
rearrangement, removal, and type conversion to more 
desirable vegetation. Application of this practice 
is based on reducing potential fire hazard where 
timber, range, wIldlIfe, and other resources would 
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Practice 
Number Title 

Activity 
Code 

be threatened by buildups of untreated natural 
forest fuels. This practice may also be used to 
provide publx safety and protect intermlngled or 
adjacent private property values. Units of measure 
are plans and acres. 

115 * Law Enforcement 

All activities required to prevent violation of laws 
and regulations. Also the detection end investlga- 
tlon of suspected violations and appropriate resolu- 
tion of violations. The primary purpose of law 
enforcement is to assure that use and occupancy of 
National Forest system lands IS in reasonable 
compliance with established laws and regulations. 
Unit of measwe is dollars. 

116 * Integrated Pest Management 

Management of forest pests to minimize resource 
losses and to maintain or Improve productivity by 
the coordinated application of the full range of 
techniques available to prevent damage, reduce pest 
populations when necessary, and create vegetative 
conditions that are least susceptible to damage. 
Coordinate with other federal and state agencies 
when appropriate. Unit of measure is acres. 

117 * Air Quality Management P38 

~24, 
P25 

Activzties designed to prevent. reduce. or regulate 
the amount of air pollution generated by fugitive 
sources withln the forest boundary. and activities 
designed to measure and respond to air pollution 
generated outside the forest boundary. This 
practice involves the NEPA process and project and 
project implementation: developing and administering 
plans for fuel reduction projects; and air quality 
monitoring and management of Class I airsheds. The 
unit of measure is projects supported. 

C. Standards and Guidelines 
Standards and Guidellnes represent the Forest level of management 
direction. They are an extension of the Forest practices and set the 
minimum conditions that must be applied to the land to meet Eldorado 
goals and objectives. 
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I. Forest-wide Standards and Culdelmes 

These Standards and GuidelInes establish the envzonmental quality, 
natural renewable and depletable resource requirements, conservation 
potential. and mitigation measures that apply Forest-wide. Forest- 
wde Standards and Guidelines ape applicable as stated to all 
Management Areas on the Eldorado. CChes are normall,y-&c~p~5a~&in 
individual $w>gement Area. P~~s&pt&~~--!&e-~?_SS further refinement of 
El72 y---- dlrectlon -is. needed for unique conditions in a p63%%lar 
M&agement Area. Standards and Guidelines 
F?Z&%de can be found in the more 

whl2i-‘do -not- apply 
specific Management Area 

Standards and Guidelmes. 

The following section of the plan contains Forest-wide direction. 
Each Forest-wide practice is qualified by general dLrecGA-f%<hat 
practice, if applicable. The general d&&ion is then followed by 
the specific Standards and Guldellnes to be applied universally to the 
Eldorado. 
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6 - Recreation cJppoPt”nlty 
Spectrum R”P@.l (R) 
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22 - Interpretive Services 

Management 
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MANAGEMENT PRACTICE GENERAL DIRECTlON STANDARDS,G”IDEI.INES 
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4-97 
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4-99 
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4.105 



4-106 
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DESIGN SPEED 1 to 15 mph 5 to 15 mph 
._________---___________________________-------~--~~---- 
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___________________-____________________---------------. 

ANNUAL TRAFFIC IAs.7 than 30 u*er* 30 to 600 user8 
______________-_____------------------------------.----- 
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115 - Law Enforcement 

116 - integrated pest 
M*“age”e”t 

Enforce laws and regu1atione in a 
fair an.2 EOnSiGtent manner 
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MAhAGEMENT PRACTICE GENERAL DIRECTION STANDARDS,G”IDELINES 
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2. Management Area Standards and Guidelines 
Management Areas are distinct subdivisions of the Forest. The 
combination of Management Emphasis, Forest Practices, and individual 
Standards and Guidelines makes up a Management Area Prescription. 

Each Management Area Prescription shown on the succeeding pages of 
Chapter IV consists of the following: 

Management Area Numbers which are grouped by Emphasis 
Zone. The pages on which the prescription appears are 
color-keyed to match the Emphasis Zones on the map. 

A Management Area Title which briefly identifies the land 
it represents. 

A Management Emphasis paragraph which more specifically 
states the long-term goal of the Prescription. 

A Management Area Description which concisely defines the 
types of land or specific sites to which the Prescription 
applies. 

Management Practices which are the actions, measures or 
treatments necessary to implement the Prescription. 
These Practices are categorized by Resource Element. 

General Direction which provides a transitional link 
between the Practice and its Standards and Guidelines. 

Standards and Guidelines which outline levels of 
attainment, conduct and local policy. 

Management Areas in the General Forest Zone are comprised of a mix- 
ture of conifer timber strata and other vegetative types including 
grass, brush and hardwoods. The prescriptions for them include high 
site and low site timber harvesting of suitable stands that are 
capable of growing more than 20 cubic feet per acre per year. 
Unsuitable timber stands are lumped into a maintenance prescription, 
while type conversion and meadow management prescriptions are 
applied to brush and grass. 

The General Forest Zone also contains four Management Areas which 
employ visual quality prescriptions. These prescriptions reduce the 
intensity of timber harvesting practices within selected viewsheds. 
Their application results in retention or partial retention of 
natural landscape conditions in foreground and middleground view 
areas. 
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This multiple set of prescriptions in the General Forest Zone 
produces a highly diversified land use pattern. Management Areas 
are extensively intermingled and vary in sue from two acres up to 
several hundred acres, Like kinds of individual Management Areas 
acres are aggregated into total Management Area acres. 

The following Management Area Index 1lst.s and summarizes the acreage 
allotted to each Prescription: 
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Management Area Index 

1. 
2. 
3 
4 

Management Area 

Wilderness 
Weld and Scenic Rover 
Research Natural Area 
Specral Area 

5. Pnmitrve 
6. Semrpnmitrve Nonmotorrzed 
7. Semrpnmrtrve Motorized 
8 Roaded Natural 

9. Existrng Recreation 
10. Potential Recreatron 
11. Exrstrng Wrnter Sports 
12 Potential Wrnter Sports 
13. Pnvate Sector Recreatron 
14. Administratrve Sates 
15. PlacerwIle Nursery 
16. Institute of Forest Genetics 
17. Transportation Utikty Corridor 

18. Spotted Owl 
19. Goshawk 

20. Visual Foreground Retentron 
21. Vrsual Foreground Parka1 Retention 
22. Visual Mrddleground Retention 
23. Visual Mrddleground Partial Retentton 
24. High Site Trmber 
25. Uneven Aged Timber 
26. Low Site Timber 
27. Type Conversion 
28. Meadow Management 
29. Maintenance 

30. Streamside Management Zone 

Emphasis Zone 
Designated 

High Country 

Developed 

Wildlife 

General Forest 
. 

Gtreamside 

NF Acres 

115,753 
14,361 I/ 

2,562 2/ 
20,623 31 

281 
16.833 
27,569 
13,855 

864 
2,535 
5,255 
4,017 
2,279 

250 
218 
234 

0 

60,800 41 
4,473 51 

19,306 
14,885 
22,315 
29,967 

131,795 
25,401 
23,844 

0 
2,937 

27,817 

27,200 
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52 - Range Management 
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82 - Runoff Re*“lation 
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1 
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2 



Manage t-or moderate concentrations Of 
“lsitors 
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2 
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66 - Special cutting - Other 



2 

‘r-135 



- 

4.136 



MANAGEMENT AREA NVMBER 3 

s. 
z RESEARCH NATURAL AREA 



45 - Hardwood Management 
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3 
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to research - 
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3 
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127 
210 

65 
426 
219 

4.033 L/ 
1.151 

219 
1*.*00 g, 

18.649 



9 - CUltUral ReSO”rC* 
In”e”toPy and 
E”*luatlOn 



4 

11 - C”lt”ra.1 R**O”rC*S 
Enhancement and 
Interpretatlo” 

Malntaln a near natural “lsual 
character 
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E”eO”r*ge E*O*S-cO”“try skiing I” 
me Round TOP ***a 
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Timber 

66 - Special Cutting - Other 

73 - Artificial Stand 
Ree*t*bllshmenr 

74 - Natural Stand 
R**St*bli*hDl*“t 

77 - Release an* Weeding 

78 - *recommer~ial Thinning 
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mintal” n*t”r*l condltlons 
Perpetuate the unique features Of 
each Special 1ntere*t Area wlth*r*“” 
under Management Practice 93 
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Develop short-loop foot trails in 
designated Speelal APeas 

Conform to Public law 94-579. 
Section 204 

“se least cost straregies to meet 
r**ourc* objectives “se “light hand 
on land” concept in suppression 
effort 
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54 - Range lmprovemenr - 
Structural 

55 - Range Improvement - 
Maintenance 
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g - Cultural Resources 
InYentory and EYaluatlO” 
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J 

an* ReConstFUEtion L, 

24 - Developed aeereation 
site Management, P”bliC 
sector i/ 

25 - Dispersed Recreation 
Management 
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52 - Range M*n*gemnt 

53 - Range ImpPOYemenr - 
NO”Str”Ct”r*l 

54 - Flange Improvement - 
Structural 

55 - Range 1mpro”eme”t - 
Maintenance 

Analyze an.3 maintain existing 
an* potential grazing allotments 

1ncre**e targeted wetlald *pec1es 
through habitat mansgement 
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6 

83 - watershed minrenance 
and Rehabilitation 

89 - Minerals Management - I**“* minerel lea***. 
L.e***bleb 

Where the beneficial “*es Of W*teP 
*PC adversely *Pfected due to man’s 
activities or “arUral disasters such 
** fire IL”d flood 

“B.5 native plant *peeies Bud natura? 
rock *or .t*biliz*tio”, wil*re costs 
are not prohibitive 
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6 

108 - Transportatlo” 
nmlagement - TP*I1* 

Protection 

111 - Fire Management 

113 - Preserlptlve Plre 
Management 

Retal” the “onmotorized theme Of 
thiS m*n*gement area 

Manap and nlalntain tr*11* *or 
“onnlotorized use. 



Recreatlo” 

4 - Recreation opportunity 
spectrum - seniprimitive 
nlotorire.3 

g - c”1t”P*1 Resource* 
InYentory and EY*l”*rion 

II - Cultural R**O”*E** 
E”h*“ceme”t 

19 - “I*“*1 rl**ourc* 
mprovement 

PllOYide a higIl quality visual Betting 
WhePe change* *** noticed but remain 
visually subordinate to adjacent 
landscapes 

nl*inr*in B” accepteble “I.“*1 
Quality objective 

Follow M*““*l Of Mitigation nle**ures 
(Mom) 
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24 - Developed RecreBti.3” 
site Managetnent. Public 
sector L, 

a5 - Dispersed RecPe*tlon 
M*“*geme”t 

29 - Cross-Country Skllng 

PlSh B”d Wlldllfe 

40 - Wetlands Habitat 
Impravement an* 
M*l”te**“Ce 

42 - Habitat Improvement - 
Old Growth 

“Old operation, mintenance. *?I* 
*dmi”iQtP*rion *t * standard 
ieYe 

Improve OP maintain habitat for 
wetland species 
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43 - H*bit*r Improvement - 
Yegetatio” Enhancement 

44 - snag an* DOW” log 
M***geW”t 

w 

51 - Fi*nge Pl*n”ing an* 
A**lY*i* 

52 - Range “anagement 

53 - Range ImprOYement - 
Nonstructural 

54 - Range Impro”F”ent. - 
St.P”Ct”r*I 

55 - Flange ImprOYement - 
Maintenance 

Timber 

66 - Special cutting - Other 

Analyze an* maintain existing Bud 
Potential grazing allotments. 

Maintain existing improvements 

Harvest timber to retain * semi- 
primiti”e Motorized setting 
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7 

Practice P”“Dff reg”l*tlO” “here 
opportunitie. exist 

83 - watershed m~nten~n~e 
an* Rehabllltation 

“Be harvest syntems mat do not 
require road construction or recon- 
struction “allees new or improve* 
roads Can be made compatible with 
recreation nlanagement 
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7 

PlX.teCtiO” 

111 - Fire M*“*geme”t 
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8 



43 - Habitat Improvement - 
Vegetation Enhancement 

44 - snag an.3 DOW” I.o* 
Management 

53 - Range ImprOYement - 
NO”Str”Ct”ra1 

54 - Range Improvenent 
Str”Et”*ed 
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82 - R”“.aif Regulation 

4-169 







523 0 
686 0 
482 5 
977 5 
980 0 
107 6 
048 6 
980 II 
144 5 
864 6 
085 0 
055 5 
584 8 
273 0 
561 0 
160 0 
872 7 
014 6 
576 I 
156 o 
482 6 
573 0 
683 II 

681 o 
612 o 
653 0 

999 9 
680 0 

626 0 
655 0 
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5- 

9- 

16 

nt to 

B-174 



4-175 



- 

a 

51 

54 

55 - 
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4-177 



4.178 



4-179 



1 - Recreation Planning 
ana Inventory 





82 - Runoff nesulation 
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MANAGEMENT PRACTICE 
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4.187 



i-. 

4-188 





4.191 



82 Runoff Regulatlo” 



4-193 



Site 

NO 

975 5 
909 0 
989 0 
985 0 
854 1 
862 0 
860 0 
682 0 

574 0 
067 5 
575 0 
542 0 
341 0 

270 5 
337 0 
538 0 
558 0 
336 0 
564 0 

593 0 
346 0 

552 0 
589 0 
269 0 
562 0 

557 0 
560 o 

551 0 
540 0 

45 
13 
14 
26 

54 
24 

5 
2 

7 
41 
68 
20 
18 

23 
30 
16 

1 

23 
5 
1 
6 

34 
12 

36 
70 
52 
33 

7 
5 

Site 

NO 

592 0 
591 0 
590 0 
588 Cl 

587 0 
571 0 
570 0 
564 0 

563 0 
599 0 
338 0 
340 0 

371 0 
224 6 

572 0 
027 0 
417 0 
988 1 

853 0 
550 0 
857 0 
855 0 
887 0 
984 0 

973 0 
051 5 
459 0 
379 0 
335 0 

4 

34 
2 

27 
26 

15 
23 
51 
39 
28 

23 
29 
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4-196 



4-197 
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4-200 



4-201 



Timber 

66 - Special cutting - Other 



MANAGEMENT PRACTICE 





4.205 





4.207 



4-208 





18 



18 

4-212 



18 

4-213 



18 

51 - Range Planning 
an.5 Analysis 

52 - Range Management 
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18 ” 

4-215 



4-216 



19 

MANAGEMENT AREA NUMBER 19 
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19 

48 - Recovery species 
Administrative 
Management 

a 

51 - R*“*e Pl*““i”g 
and Analysis 

52 - RanBe M*“**eme”t 

54 - Range ImprO”eme”t - 
Str”Et”C*l 

55 - Flange Improvement - 
Maintenance 

PFOteCr an* inlprove habitat *or 
threatened, endangered. S”d sensitive 
species. 

Aami”ister territories as part of the 
surrounding allotments 

AllOW only *llot”e”r boundary fences 
to EFOSS the rerritories 

Keep fences in repair to neet both 
gr*zing allotment and goshswk needs 
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19 

M 

98 - Power Related licenses 
and Permits 

114 - NatUral Fuels 
blanagernent 

Detezmine allowable *ire size 
objectives *or this management area 

RemOVe fuelwood *ronI alternate nest 
stands when desired habitat Ch*P- 
acterisrics are not adversely 
affected. 
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20 
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19 - Visual R.SO”rC. 
I”pro”eme”t 

23 - I”st*ll*tio” OP con- 
.t.uction Of 1nterpre- 
tie services not 0” 
Tnterpretive service 
site* 

25 - Dispersed Ilecre*tion 
Management 

Fish B”d Wildlife 

40 - Wetlands Habitat 
Improvement B”d 
Maintenance 

43 - Habitat ImprO”eme”t - 
“eget*rio” E”h*“ceme”r 

Provide for dispe*sed recreation 
cetivities that are consistent with 
scenic Poregmund Retention 
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53 - Range Improvement - 
NO”str”Ct”Pa.1 

54 - Range Improvement - 
Str”Et”*a1 

55 - Range Inlproveoent - 
maintenance 
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20 
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20 
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20 
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21 

YISUAI. POREGROUND’PARTIAL RETENTION 



21 
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4-231 



21 
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21 
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4-234 



21 

4-235 



21 

4-236 



21 
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19 - “lS”Sl Resc.“PEe 
Improvement 
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22 

53 - Flange Imp*O”eme”r - 
No”stP”Et”Pal 

55 - Flange lmprO”eme”t - 
Mainrenanee 

59 - Shelterwcmd cutting 
Method - see* step 



22 

60 - ~helter~ood cutting Apply to stands predicted to nleet 
Method - Removal step Regional. stocking standards after 

harvest oi overstory an* treatment 
Of fuels 
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water an* SO116 

86 - soil S”ppOPt SerViees 

87 - soil Reso”PCe M*l”te”*“ce 
an* ImprOYement 

Minerals an* Geology 

88 - Minerals Management - 
LOc*t*bles 

89 - Minerals Management 
leasable* 

90 - minerals Ma”*geme”r - 
Minerals M*terl*l* 

91 - Geologic I”“e”tory an* 
E”al”*tio” 

P*OteEt soils subject to hit?” BUrraCe 
runoff or h*“l”* potential fOP 
““acceptable surface OP mass move- 
ment because Of steep OF ““stable 
slopes 

optimize soil prO*“Ctl”ity 
thmugh the planning, Isplementatio”, 
an* upkeep Of proJeet* 

Beet mi”er*ls needs while main- 
tslnlng “lsual Quality objecrl”es 

Coor*l”*te *eCess with existing or 
planned *ccess colds 

meet minerals needs while main- 
taining YiS”Sl Quality objectives. 

Coordinate *eCesJ with existing or 
planned *ccess *o**s 

Minimize the visual impact Of 
aeeessing an* removing saleable 
mineral. materials 

Protect geological hazard areas from 
““*cEepr*ble surface or mass mO”eme”t 
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98 - *owe* Relllted licenses 
an* Permits 

106 - trail ~onstrucrion and 
Reconstruetio” 

108 - Tr*ns*ort*tlon 
M*“*geme”t - Trails 

men* *mpose* projects in with tile 
Mi*dlegro”“* Retention “I.“*1 
Quality objective. 

PFovide short-loop tr*i1* in this 
part o* the Ge”eP*l Forest zone. 
Provide the o*portunity *or the 
public to view an* experience even- 
age* forest management 

Protect existing system rrai1e an* 
m*int*in thenI *“Fin* timber 
m*n*p?ment operations. 
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mnlmlze e”“ironnle”t*l imp*cts an* 
resollrce losses cause* by wildfire 

use Of prescribed fire is *cEept*ble 
to meet reso”PCe obJectivea 
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MANAGEMENT AREA N”“BER 2Q 

M*l”t*i” the natural character Of Mi**le*ro”“d 
Partial Retention where high site even-age* 
timber harvest pl-*ctices *re applied to the 
l*“dsC*De. 

Management ~rea Number 23 cx,ntains 29,967 acres of hi*,, 
site tiexr lands that. are E**able. available. a”* 
suitable (CAS) *ox- sche*“led h*r”e.t These lands have 
a visual Quality objective Of Mi**le*ra”“d Partial 
Retention comprise* of sensitivity level 1. “Briety Cl*** B 
an* Sensitivity level 2, Variety cl*** A “ievsheds I” 
general, most Mid*legro”“* vie** *re interrupted by B” 
adjacent l-ldge within l-1,2 miles. although some “lew8 
extend to 3 miles Even-aged timber h*r”e*tS are employed 
in M*“ageme”t Are* 23 cO”siSCe”r vim the “isual Quality 
objective 
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PiSh an* Wildlife 

40 - Wetlands “*bitat 
Irn*PO”eme”t an* 
Msintenance 

43 - Habitat ImprcJvement - 
Vegetation E”h*“cemenr 

47 - Structural Wildlife 
Habitat Improvement 
an* Maintenance 

m 

51 - Range Planning an* 
A”*lysls 

Enhance productivity Of forage an* 
eO”eP plants *or wildlife 

Analyze forage produced in connection 
With timber ma”*geme”r *ctivities 
Al lOW grazing under existing permits 
or new allotments 

Increase targeted wetland *peelee 
thPcJ”gh habitat m*“ageme”t 

permit grazing on areas of 60 
percent slope or less that produce 
at least go PO”“** Of “Sable 
foP**e per acre. provided that through 
sn*lySiS an* allotment management 
pl.*““ing. grazing IS found to be 
comvatible with any act2ve 
reforestation PrOJeCtS. 
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52 - **n*e M*“**ement 

53 - Range Improvement - 
NO”St~“Ct”lX~ 

54 - flange 1aprovement . 
Str”Et”r*I 

55 - s*n*e ImprO”eme”t - 
m*i”te”*nce 

Timber 

58 - Clearcur cutting Method 

Seed and fertilize roads. l*ndings, and Apply to lntermlttenrly “Bed 
areas disturbed by logging activities 

Install all types Of str”ct”r*l range 
im*ro”eaents to meet allotment 
m*n**ement obJectives 

Maintain im*ro”eme”ts to serve both 
r*n*e an* timber needs. 

ClearCUt pmrly *toEke* an* under- 
*rocked *tan**. 

**intsin im*ro”ements est*bllshed 
*or the m*n**ement Of livestock on tile 
allotment by the permittee hl*ht*i* 
rempOr*Py fences around pl*“t*rio”S 
by the mrest service 
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MANAGEMENT PRACTICE GENERAL DIRECTION STAND*RDS/GUIDELINES 

60 - shelterwood Cutting 
Method - RemO”*l step 

61 - mtermediate cuttmg 
Method - S*“lt*tio” 
an* Salvage 

Apply to et**** predicted to meet 
Region*1 stocking *t****r** **te* 
harvest Of O”e*sto*y *n* treatment 
Of fuels. 

“**Vest current mcJrt*lity *xl* ***I- 
tiona1 mortality expected before next 
entry when eco”onllcslly an* e”“lllon- 
mentally practical 

Develop even-age* *tan** where 
hc*ttePed Old *POWrh trees presently 
exist over an Immature. Well-StoCked 
understory 

Establish an* maintain progeny test 
Sites to determine pro*uetive 
Potential Of generzc plant material 
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MANAGEMENT PRACTICE GENERAL DIRECTION 

77 - Release *n* Weeding Manage Eonpeting vegetation in 
juvenile *t**** to maintain growth 
*ppPOxlm*rely at site *ot.e”ti*l. 

78 - ~re~ommercial minnlng Manage stockIn* in .**11** et**** 
to attain conditions suiteble for 
EO....EIQ1 thinning *t the earliest 
**e possible 

STANDARDS/GUIDELINES 
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water an* soil. 

86 - SDll Supporr services 

87 - SOll Resource nl*inten*nee 
an* Improvement 

90 - Minerals Management - 
Minellals “*terials 

91 - Geologic Inventory en* 
Evaluatlo” 

Protect boils subject to high SUPfaCe 
runof or having potential *or 
“n*cce*r*ble surface or “868 move- 
ment becauSe Of steep OP ““stable 
slopes 

met minerals needs while nIBI”- 
talning “laual Quality ObJectives 

Coordlnat.? BECeSs wit* exiStin* or 
planned *ccess roe**. 

mnlmize the “l*“*l impact Of 
accessing an* removing saleable 
ml”er*1* nlarerlals 

Protect geological hazard *Pe*s fron 
““acceptable surface or nl*ss mO”eme”t 

limit tree removal to a mrnimun 
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MANAGEMENT PRACTICE GENERAL DIRECTION *T*ND*RD~/GUIDELINES 

96 - speeie.~ “se khnagenent - Tssue Special “se Permits that Will Give priority t.0 those types Of 
NO”re.2R*tiO” neet Middle*ro”“* Retention Special “se *emits that “ill 

Yisual Quality m.iectives facilitate timber an* miner*1* 
m*n*gement activities 

108 - Tr*“s*orr*rio” Protect existing system trails an* 
“*“*geLlent - Tr*il* maintain them during rimter 

m*“*ge~e”t operations 
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54 - EL¶nge Im*roYeme”t - 

Str”cr”ral 
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75 - Tree Improvement 
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78 - Precommereial Thrnning 

87 - soi1 Resource “Blntenance 
and Improvement 
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89 - Mi”em.1S MBnagemenr - 
leasables 
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19 - Visual ReSOUrCs 
Impro”ement 

25 - *i***r**d Recreation 
M*n*geme”t 

40 - Wetlands Habitat 
Impro"ement and 
M*i"ten*nce 

43 - Habitat Improvement 
Yeget*rion Enhancement 

47 - .5tructu**1 Wildlife 
Ii*zait*t ImprO”emenr 
ana nl*inten*nce 

Temporarily maintain the visual 
Eh*P*crer Of P*Pti*l Retention 

Provide *or di*pellsed recreation 
*Cti”ities that are co”sistent With 
a YQO Of Retentlo” 

Prepare wayside sxhlblts. Interpre- 
tive tr*11*. an.2 publications fOP 
“isltor use that interpret ““even- 
aged m*n*gement and its benefits 

1ncr**** targeted wetland speeles 
thPO”gh habitat m*n*gement 
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51 - Range Planning and 
Analysis 

52 - Range M*n*geme”t 

53 - Range lnpr”“ement - 

N”“Str”Ct”**l 

54 - Range Improvement - 
structur*1 

55 - flange Impro”ement - 
M*inren*“Ee 

64 - Selection cutting Method 

M*k* Bnalyses t.” determine iP 
incre*ses I” forage production are 
W****“tSd Generally forage 
increases resulting from selection 
C”ttl”g are minor 

Generally Isake “0 specific change in 
the management intensity Of graning 
Achieve proper use Of gr**ing 
r*s”“PEes consistent .,ritll “PO’S 

Make resee.ang and fertilizing Of 
Specified roads ana landings the 
*rim*ry activity to provide forage 
and watershed protection consistent 
with “PO’s 

CcmstPuct all *mm* “i r*nge improve- 
ments needed fur the management oi 
1I”estOCk on the allotment 

Maintain impro”ements to meet range 
m*n*gement objectives and “PO’S 

Manage st*“ds ““IhF an ““even-aged 
i”di”id”*l tree selecti”” UP *cl*11 
Bl-D”P opening pattern to produce 
scheduled yields Of forest *r”d”cts. 

*n*Qrae these *re*s 86 part. of 
grazing *llotme”ts under Allotment 
hlanagement PI*“* 

Conduct allotment inspectlo”*. 

“tilizatlo” checks BU.3 surveys 

Trest F”.dS an-3 landings that Will 
be closed to vehicle use to rest them 
*or the next timber entry 

C”“St=“Et new im*r”“ements based 
on “bjectives in **proved Allotment 
M*n*gemenr Plans. 

nl*!x* maintenance the res*o”sibility 
Of tile permittse. 
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66 - Special cutting - Other Meet “QO’S over time by mansging 
foPe*r “egetati”” in a nlanner 
that provides *s rnudl wood fiber 
production *s possible 

Improve w*ter yields by applying 
occasional snowpack eutt1ng I” 
*ssoci*rion vll.th “ne”e”-aged 
m*n*gement 

78 - ~r~eommerc~~ mmnmg Ellmlnate empetlng vegetar1on and 
improve eonlfer St”Ckl”g consistent 
With ““e”e”-age.3 SelectlO” ana 
visual quality 
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PPOreCt soils subject to high sur**c. 
runoff or having potential *or 
“n*cEept*ble S”rf*Ce UP sass move- 
ment because Of steep OF unstable 
slopes 

go - Mlnerala M*n*gement - 
Mineral Mateclals 

met minerals needs while maintain- 
i"g "PO's 

COOrdinste *cc*** With existin* or 
planned *EEsSS rusds 

Meet “inerals needs consistent with 
uneven-sged timber m*“*geme”t 

Coordinste *cc*** with existing or 
planned *ccc** roads 

Initzate rehabilitation efforts when 
ground skidding equipment has 
adversely Impacted more than 15 
percent Of are* Of harvest or when 
impacts Of Skid PO*dS, landings, etc. 
are encessive 
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MANAGEMENT PRACTICE 

91 - Geuloglc InventDry 
and Evsluation 

GENERAL DIRECTION 

Protect SloPes from “n*cEept*ble 
mass movement 

108 - transportation 
Management - Trail. 

Provide short-loop tP*llS in MIS 
part Of the General Purest zune 
Provide the Opport”nlty *or the 
P”bliC to view Bud experience 
typically ““even-aged forsst manage- 
ment 
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Reereatlo” 
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47 - St*“Ct”rd Wildlife 
Habitat mprovemnt 
and Maintenance 

a 

51 - Range Planning and 
Analysis 

52 - Range nlanagement 

54 - Range Improvement - 
StF”ct”*.¶1 
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87 - so11 Resource maintenance 
an.3 ImpPOYement 

91 - Geologic Inventory an.3 
Evaluation 
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4-276 
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g Cultural ReSO”rCeS 

1nmntory and 

Evaluatlo” 
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28 - closed off-mad “ehiele 
Management 

44 - Snag and DOW” lag 
Management 
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52 - Flange Management 

66 - Special cutting - Other RemOYe timber that is enCPoaChi”g 
on meadows 
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96 - speeml “se mnage- 
ment - Nonreereatlo” 

Keep meadows free Of Special use 
PerwIlt encunlbrances 
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51 - Range Management 
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6 
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Management 
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30 
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30 
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52 - Range Management 

53 - Range Improvement 

NO”StP”Ct”=d 

54 - Range Improvement - 

Structural 

55 - Range Improvement - 
Maintenance 
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4-292 
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met Standards and Guidelines as 
show” in Pr*ctlce* 42, 43. 44. and 
a3 or OtBnagement .ha bbr 30 
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Monitoring and Evaluation Require 



V. Monitoring and Evaluation Requirements 

A. Purpose 

The purpose and need for monitoring and evaluating implementation of 
the Forest Plan is to provide a basis for periodic determination and 
assessment of the effects of management activities on the forest. 

The Forest's objectives of monitoring the plan are to determine 
that: 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

B, 

Planned output levels are being achieved. 

Environmental quality standards are being achieved. 

Programmed practxes and activities are being implemented. . 

Management direction is being followed. 

Management directlon standards and guidellnes are achieving the 
desired management results. 

Resource informatlon used in projecting outputs and impacts of 
management is accurate. 

Budget levels are consistent with the management intensity 
projected. 

Estimated costs used in the Forest Plan preparation are 
accurate. 

New informatlon is needed for Plan revision. 

Monitoring System 
The results of monitoring and evaluation are reported on a fiscal 
year basis withln 60 days after the close of each fiscal year of the 
plan. The report will summarize accomplishments for the previous 
fiscal year. 

The main data sources for monztoring the Plan are as follows: 

1. Management Reviews 

a. General Management Review 

b. Program Review 

c. Activity Review 
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2. Other Ongoing Inventories and Monitoring Programs 

-These programs will include, but are not limited to, soil 
productivity monitoring, surface erosion monitoring, water quality 
monitoring, forest inventory plots for timber, range trend 
inventories, and wildlife species monitoring. 

3. Environmental Analysis 

During the data acquisition phase of an environmental report, 
assessment of project area data validity will be completed. As 
necessary, data elements will be updated to reflect current resource 
conditions. 

4. Management Attainment Reports 

These reports are filed quarterly by the Districts and various 
branches of the Supervisor's Office. Targets are established at the 
beginning of the year, and accomplishments are recorded in percent 
per quarter. These reports are then forwarded to the Regional 
Office. 

C. Evaluation 
Resource management practices, activities, and effects to be 
monitored are summarized and displayed in Table V-l. The reli- 
ability of the data, and frequency of monitoring are established for 
each monitoring activity, practice, or effect. 

When monitoring results are reported, their significance will be 
evaluated by the Forest interdisciplinary team. Based on the 
evaluation, any need for further action IS recommended to the Forest 
Supervisor. The recommendations can include: 

iI No action needed. Monitoring indicates goals, objectives, and 
standards are achieved. 

Y Refer recommended action to the appropriate line officer for 
deletion, modification, or revision of Management Area 
Prescriptions. 

* Modify the management prescription as a Plan amendment. 

* Modify the allocation of a prescription as a Plan amendment. 

* Revise the projected schedule of outputs. 

c Initiate revision of the Plan. 

Figure V-l, titled "Monitoring Process Flow Chart" graphically 
displays the monitoring process from evaluation of a specific 
activity, practice or effect through the review action, to determine 
whether a revision or amendment is necessary. 
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FIGURE V-l 

ACTIVITIES 

MONlTORlNG 

OBJECTIVES (STANDARDS. 

MODIFY STANDARDS OR GUIDELINES, OR 
MODIFY ON-THE-GROUND ACTIVITIES, OR 

MODIFY MANAGEMENT PRESCRlPTlON.OR 

PRESCRIPTION 

REVISION OR AN 

RECTIFY CAUSE BY 
SELECTING APPROPRIATE ACTION 
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D. Monitoring Element Display 

Monitoring and evaluation requirements are displayed in Table V-l. 
The table is comprised of a number of components (columns), which 
are described below: 

Col. No. Component Name 

1 Category Number 

2 

5 

Activity, Practice 
or Effect to be 
Measured 

Monitoring 
Objective 

Monitoring 
Techniques 

Expected Precision 
and Validity 

Description 

The item to be monitored is identi- 
fied by using Forest Service 
Management Information Handbook 
(MIH) codes (Forest Service Handbook 
1309.11). 

The specific items that respond to 
either the National Forest Manage- 
ment Act, Forest Service Manual 
1920 * plan direction, local or 
subsequent project needs. This is, 
as the name states, an activity, 
practice, or effect - a specific 
statement of what will be monitored. 

A specific statement of what is 
intended to be accomplished. 

The description of the specific 
sampling or inventory techniques and 
the sources of information to be 
used. 

This is exactness or accuracy 
(repeatability) of the measurement 
technique and the expected proba- 
bility that the information acquired 
through monitoring reflects the 
actual conditions. Both precision 
and reliability are qualitatively 
rated as either high, moderate or 
low. Some components such as key 
targets (e.g., MBF) will have a high 
level of accuracy and high proba- 
bility of reflecting actual condi- 
tions. Other components, such as 
range condition and trend, will have 
a reduced level of precision and 
reliability based on the monitoring 
techniques available. The accuracy 
limits for precision and reliability 
are: 
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6 Minimum 
Monitoring 
Frequency 

7 Reporting Period 

Standard of These are the standards by which 
Comparison the activity, practxe or effect 
(Yardstick) will be evaluated. 

Responsible Staff 

10 

11 

Varlabl1lt.y from This is the criteria describing the 
Standard Indicating tolerance limits or standards from 
Further Action which the activity, practice or 

effect can V=-Y from predicted 
performance. When these limits are 
exceeded, further action is taken as 
shown in Figure V-l. 

Average Annual 
cost 

Low 

WA 

Level of 
Precision and 

Reliability Accuracy Limits 

High Allows 10 percent 
variation of the 
standard 

Moderate Allows 33 percent 
variation of the 
standard 

Allows 50 percent 
variation of the 
standard 

Not applicable or 
measurable by 
standard statis- 
tical methods 

The schedule on which activity, 
practice, or effect is sampled. 

The frequency at which monitoring 
results are summarized for a 
specific activity, practice or 
effect. 

For each actxvity, practice, or 
effect to be morutored. the respons- 
ible individual (Resource Staff 
Officer, Forest Range Conserva- 
tionist, etc.) is identified. 

This IS the Forest's best estimate 
of the average annual monitoring 
costs that are over and above 
current standard operating costs. 
This includes additional manpower, 
travel, equipment or contract costs. 
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________------------ 
A01 Trend Of Visual 

ChllPaEter in “18”Ed 
Corridor 

___________________________ 
Field revfew B”d Moderate Annual 
photo point method 

___________________________ 
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____-___________________________________------------------ 
years ROS Guidelines Recreation Staff Knox difference between aet”al $200 A01 

Officer and projected use 

__-___-____-____________________________--.--~~.----~- 
*orest Plan h lJo*est Landscape Trend is away from Stated goal $2.000 A01 
PSH 2309.16 *rclntect 

__________-____-________________________-..~-~~--~---- 
Forest PIa” 8. Forest landscape Less than 50x accomplishment $500 A01 
FSH 2309 16 Architect Of visual improvement projects 

idenflfled in Forest goals and 
objectives, in any year 
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________________________________________------------------- 

B - WILDERNESS 
____________________--------------------------------------- 
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____-.___-___-____-_--~~--~.---.---~.---~----------~.-----. 
Annual PSM 2355 Re*o”rce Offleer Unacceptable soil or other $500 A08 

resource dasage FO9 
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Annual R-5 IMP District SI1”iC”lt”Pi*t any change from the 1985 mtional $2,000 
direction an* Regio”*l RPA Habirst cap*- 
revised l/15/84 billty objecrives *or o*Yity 
and Guidelines nesting bird. anuor any doYi*- 
*or Timber **a tron *Pool St*“d*rdS B”d Guide- 
Wildlife nlgmt line* I” the Porest Plan 
Coordl”*tio” in 
Regeneration 
cutting 

______________._________________________--------- 
5 yo*rs R-5 IMP POPeSt WlldllfO When speclfled *oral *tag0 $3,000 

D~PoCtlO”, Blologlst combi”*tlo”s BP0 red”ced to 
Re”lsed less than 5z Of the land base 
I2/E4 “lthi” a give” cOmp*Ptme”t 

_______________-.....~~--------------------.--..-..------~- 
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______________------ 
co1 Mo”itori”g Of ““a- 

*t”rbed Selected Pop”- 
latio”. Of Navarretia 
proli*er* *pp. u. 
*eeo*di”g to the specie* 
M*“**eme”t Guide 

____________________ 

____________ 
High Annual 

(25% Of 
the 
*eleOtd 
popula- 
tic** pel! 
rear1 

------_____- 
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______----___----___--------------------------------------- 
5 yea*5 PSM 2621. a-5 PoPest Plsheries mange* L* habitat Which are $800 co1 

Supplement x3. Blologlst attributable to management 
5/m acrivlties 
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_______-------_---- 
co1 Mo”itori”* Of 

““selected Navarretia 
gro1iiera sop m  
Populations 

__________--------- 
co1 monitoring Of Silene 

invisa populations 

_ _ _ - - - - 
co1 
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__________-_____________________________------------------ 
~06 Regeneration cutting - Meet Standards and Guide- Field inspections. High (ns sale 

size and Dlsperslo” lines for size and review Of timber (*or size) layout is 
dispersion Of regener- harvest plans Moderate complete, 
ation units (for 

dispersion) 
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Incorpor- 

ated 1” 

each 

tlmber 

sale 

PepOPt 

Annual 
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_--______-______-_______________________---.--------------- 
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___________________ 
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_______--____---____-----------~~ 
5% increase in landslide AEriVity $2.000 002 
OYe2F backgrD”nd PO9 

_____ 
Annual 

_ _ _ . . 
Annual 

________--______________________________------------- 
FSM 2817 2 J.B”dS Officer Pail”Pe to nleer condirions $4.000 001 

Of Plans Of ODeratlOnS GO3 
GO4 
GO5 
606 

________-_____-_________________________---~~-------- 
FSM 2810, 2820 Lands Officer unjustified impairment Of explor- $500 GO1 

ation and development operatlcms GO3 
GO4 
GO5 
606 
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---_-____---____________________________---~--------~----- 
L - PACXLITIES 

-_-______-______________________________----------~~------ 
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__________---. 
contin- PSM 2710. 
“lng 2720. 2790 
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________--__________-------------~------------------------- 
P - PROTECTION 

__-_____________________________________------------------- 
PO4 Fire suppression Review efficiency Of ReYleW and analysis Moderate Annual 
PO5 suppression organi- of Individual Fire 
~06 ration to meet Eldo*ado Reports 
PO7 protection needs 

.------____---___------------------------------------------ 



___--_______-_______------------------------ 
A”““*1 FSM 5120, Fire Management Officer Burned acreage is +25x Of 

5130 expected lo** 

__--____________________________________~~-- 
Annual PS” 5150 PIPS? Management o**icer Aceomplfshment is greater tll*n 

cm!4 or less than 90x Of t*llgets 

.__---___-______-_______________________---- 
Annual PSM 5150 Fire Banagement Officer AccomplLshment is greater than 

120x OP lc$bS tnan 90x Of targets 

---__----___--_ 

$3.000 PO4 
PO5 
~06 
PO7 

---__----___-__ 
81,500 PI1 

PI* 
pi3 
PI4 

--___---_______ 
$1.500 PI2 

PI4 
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---_---------___ 

P34 Forest Peat Damage 
P35 

----------.._.__________________________-- 
I”SuY attainment Attainment Reports High CO”ti”“o”s 
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Needed Resource Implementation Plans 



A. Needed Resource Implementation Plans 

The plans listed in Appendix A are needed to fully implement the 
Forest Plan. These items are not routine, recurrent, or periodic 
activities. They are one-time Jobs to be accomplished within 10 
years from the approval date of the EIS and Forest Plan. Actual 
performance of the jobs is contingent upon receipt of enabling 
funds. 

Plans 

Item 
NO. Description Completion 

1 Complete the Management Plan for the Pacifx 1989 
Crest Trail. 

Responsibility: Recreation Planner 

Coordination: Lake Tahoe Basin Management 
Unit and the Star&law and Tolyabe National 
Forests 

2 Prepare a Management Plan for the Rubicon 
Springs 4-WD National Recreation Trail. 

Responslbillty: Recreation Planner and 
Georgetown District Ranger 

Coordination: Lake Tahoe Basin Management 
Unit and the California Association of &Wheel 
Drives, Incorporated 

3 Replace the Interim Guidelines for the 
Mokelumne Wilderness with a new Mokelumne 
Wilderness Management Plan that incorporates 
land additions from the California Wilderness 
Act of 1984. 

Responsibility: Recreation Planner and 
Amador Distrxt Ranger 

Coordination: Stanislaus and Toiyabe 
National Forests 

4 Complete a Management Plan for the dually 
designated Emigrant Summit Natlonal 
Recreation/Historical Trail. 

1991 

1990 

1990 
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-Item 
NO. Description Completion 

Responsibility: Forest Archaeologist, 
Recreation Planner and Amador District 
Ranger 

Coordination: State HistorIcal Preservation 
Officer (SHPO) 

5 Revise the Forest Development Transportation 1989 
System Plan to conform to the road and trail 
program outlined in the approved Eldorado EIS 
end Forest Plan. 

Responsibility: Transportation Planner 

6 Prepare a Management Plan for the candidate 1991 
Mokelumne National Register Archaeological 
District. 

Responsibility: Forest Archaeologist and 
Amador Distrxt Ranger 

Coordination: State Historical Preservation 
Officer (SBPO), Pacific Gas and Electric 

7 Prepare Visual Corridor Plans for 
the following travel routes and con- 
centrated use areas: 

Highway 88 
Highway 50 
Crystal Basin 
American River (Blair Bridge to west 
Forest boundary) 
Mormom Emigrant Trail 
Silver Fork of American River 
Wrights Lake Road 
Forebay Road 
Salt Springs Reservoir 
Trail Views 
Community Views 
Plummer Ridge 
Wilderness 

Responsibility: Landscape Architect and 
District Rangers 
Coordination: Caltrans and County Road 
Departments 

1997 
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Item 
No. Description Completion 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

If desqnated, prepare a Management Plan 2 years 
for the Mokelumne Wild River (dual designation after desig- 
with Mokelumne Wilderness). nation 

Responsibility: Recreation Planner, 
Amador District Ranger 

Coordmatlon: Stamslaus NatIonal Forest 

Prepare a Forest Interpretive Servxes 
Plan to provide direction, coordmation 
and prlorlties for the interpretive services 
program. 

1987 

Responsibility: Public Affams Officer and 
District Rangers 

Prepare Species Management Guides for sensztive 
plant species 

2000 

Responsibility: Sensitive Plant Coordinator 

Develop a Cultural Resources Management Plan 
for developed and proposed recreation sites. 

1990 

Responsibility: Recreation Planner, Forest 
ArchaeologIcal and District Rangers 

Coordination: State Historx Preservation Offxer 
(SHPO), Local Tribal Councils 

Prepare Management Plans for Spotted Owl Habitat 
Areas 

1992 

Responsibility: Forest Wildlife Biologist and 
Silvlculturist 

Prepare a management plan for the Caples 2 years 
Wilderness after designation. after deslg- 

nation 
Responslbllity: District Rangers, Placerville and 
Amador Districts 

Complete a Forest OHV Trail Plan. 

Responsibility: Forest Resource Staff Officer 

1990 
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Item 
No. Description Completion 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

After designation, prepare a Management Plan 2 years 
for the Rubicon Wild and Scenic River. after desig- 

nation 

Responsibility: Forest Resource Staff Officer 

Prepare a Fire Management Plan 1990 

Responsibility: Fire Management Officer 

Prepare a Forest Land Adjustment Plan 1991 

Responsibility: Forest Resource Staff Officer 

Prepare a Programatic Environmental Assessment 1989 
covering vegetation management for reforestation. 

Responsibility: Timber Management Officer 

Prepare Habitat Management Plans for nesting 1992 
bald eagles and nesting peregrine falcons. 

Responsibility: Forest Wildlife Biologist 
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B. Research and Technical Planning Needs 

The research and technical plsnnlng needs listed below supplement 
the Forest Plan. They will provide data to assist Forest managers 
in implementing the Plan. These are one-time needs to be provided 
within 10 years from the approval date of the EIS and Forest Plan. 
Actual performance of the tasks is dependent upon receipt of 
enabling funds. 

Research Needs 

Item 
NO. Descrlptlon Completion 

1 Further quantify vxual resources III terms of 1990 
dollar value per land unit, similar to RVD's. 
Visual Units seen. Dollars per acre seen. 

2 Develop refined planting methods to revegetate 1992 
south-facng cut slopes in the 3,000 to 5,000 
foot elevation range in the Central Sierra. 

3 Study hardwood stands (primarily black oak) to 1991 
determine whether there is sufficient mast 
producing trees and young growth to take the 
place of older growth on a managed basis. The 
purpose of this need is to "ground truth" the 
Eldorado Land-Satellite Timber Inventory and 
substantiate Standards and Guidelines for hard- 
woods in the next planning period. Evaluate the 
existing hardwood stands and determine suet- 
ability as wildllfe habitat and determine total 
acreage to subtract from the suitable timber 
land base for the next 10 years. 

4 Determine the capacity of habitat to produce 
identified numbers of deer in winter range 
using the Habitat Evaluation Process (HBP). 
This would provide the ability to track changes 
in numbers of animals that occur with changes 
in vegetation types manipulated by management. 

1991 

5 Develop a process to determine carrying capac- 1993 
ltles for dispersed recreation uses such as 
cross-country skiing, motorcycle nding, and 
snowmobiling. 
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Item 
NO. Description Completion 

6 

7 

a 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

Develop a workable, cost-effective method to 
accurately monitor diversity as described in 
the Standards and Guidelines of the Forest 
Plan. 

Develop silvicultural prescriptions that will 
produce suitable habitat for old-growth depen- 
dent species as defined by Regional Planning 
Direction. Research would include methods for 
rotating habitats such as for spotted owl. 
This direction has not been fully tested on 
the ground. 

Develop or refine existing research data related 
to the production of mast to meet wildlife 
needs (refer to the Stanislaus National 
Forest Study by Potter and Johnson). 

Develop or adapt statistically valid methods 
of monitoring annual and perennial sensitive 
plant populations and species. Methods should 
be usable in the field, and easy to do and 
understand. 

Make ecological studies to determine range 
limits, habitat requirements, limiting factors, 
and viable populations of all sensitive plant 
species. 

Determine the effects of management activities 
on plants and populations, and how these activities 
affect survival of sensitive plant species. 

Make taxonomic studies of Calochortus clavatus 1997 
var. *. Lewisia pygmaea ssp. longipetala, and 
Lewisia serrata. 

Make ecological studies of the Rock Creek, 1997 
Leonardi Springs, Traverse Creek, Round Top, 
Big Crater, Little Crater, and Wrights Lake 
Bog Botanical/Geological Special Interest Areas. 

Make ecological studies of the Snow Canyon 
Research Natural Area and the black oak wood- 
land segment of the candidate Peavine Research 
Natural Area 

1990 
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Item 
No. Description Completion 

15 Make a more detailed research analysis of the 1991 
effects of leaving oaks for wildlife in conifer 
plantations (supplement Silviculturist Dave 
Thomas' previous work on the Eldorado National 
Forest). 

16 Develop growth tables based on existing planta- 1993 
tions, for a with/without herbicide treatment 
comparison. 

17 Make ecological studies to develop a habitat 1995 
capability model for the willow flycatcher. 

18 Perform Cultural Resource Studies as follows: 1993 

Prehistoric 

Develop a contextual overview of address the 
following prehistoric research topies. 

General Topics: 

a. Subsistence/Settlement patterns in the high 
Sierra and Sierran foothills. 

b. Culture chronologies for the North-central 
Sierra. Ethnographic tribal boundaries; changes 
through time. 

C. Trade: obsidian exchange and sourcing; inter- 
group/inter-region contact. 

Specific Areas: 

a. High elevation prehistoric sites on the Rmi- 
grant Summit Trail (ethnographic trade route). 

b. Petroglyph/habitation sites in the Mokelumne 
Canyon (North Fork Mokelumne River)--cultural 
affiliation, chronology, function. 

c. High-density site area on North Fork Cosumnes 
River (Capp's Crossing to Meiss)--cultural affil- 
iations (area is in disputed "Nisenan-Miwok" 
boundary area), chronology, function. 
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Item 
No. Description Completion 

Historic 

General Topics: 

a. Historic Railroad Logging in the Sierra. 

b. Historic ditch/flume systems in the Sierra. 

C. Historic mining activity in the Mother Lode. 

d. Emigrant travel: homesteading. 

Specific Areas: 

a. The Emigrant Summit Trail (Alpine, Amador, 
El Dorado Counties). 

b. The Volcanoville Mining Region (north of 
Georgetown, southwest of Michigan Bluff). 

c. The California Door Company Railroad Logging 
system (Diamond Springs to Telephone Ridge). 

d. The Michigan-California Lumber Company 
Railroad Logging system. 

e. The Georgetown Divide Ditch/flume system. 

Technical Planning Needs 

Item 
No. Description Completion 

1 Survey existing and potential goshawk 1989 
territories to determine which ones are to 
be managed to maintain a viable population 
of the species. 

2 Inventory stresmflow maintenance dams needing 1992 
heavy repairs. Coordinate proposed rehabil- 
itation work with the California Department 
of Fish and Game. 

3 Make an Order III Geologic Resource Inventory 
(GRI) to determine which forest lands are not 
suitable for intensive even-aged management 
because of slope hazard. 

1989 
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Item 
No. Description Completion 

Make a production and utilisation study to 
redetermine the carrying capacity of the 
Rockbound, Bear River, Long Canyon, and 
Nevada Point range allotments. 

Make Future Use Continuation Studies 
(FUD's) of all recreation residence Special 
Use Permits on the Eldorado National Forest. 

Make an historic-archival study of the Emigrant 
Summit National Trail to evaluate the signif- 
icance of individual sites and to determine 
mitigation to protect the sites against adverse 
affects. 

Computerize all existing Water Resource 
Inventories (WRI). 

Prepare the following watershed inventory and 
evaluation: 

a. Develop a Sensitivity Index (a rating of a 
watershed's ability to withstand disturbance) 
utilizing soil, geologic. and watershed 
resource data. 

b. Summarize past land disturbing practices 
(timber harvest, site preparation, road con- 
struction), as well as wildfire, by watershed, 
using a computer storage system. 

C. Predict impacts of future land disturbing 
practices for highly sensitive watersheds. 

d. Evaluate the existing Camp Creek cumulative 
watershed impact assessment using regionally 
approved methods for cumulative watershed 
effects to test the applicability of this method 
to the Eldorado. 

Prepare the following cultural resources 
inventory and evaluation for the designated 
areas and High Country Management Areas: 

a. Develop a predictive model for cultural 
resources sensitivity and test for validity. 

1997 

1997 

1989 

1989 

1990 

1990 

1991 

1991 

1990 
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Item 
No. Description Completion 

b. Inventory for cultural sites in stages 1993 
by priority, from highest to lowest 
sensitivity. 

IO Prepare a Forest Fire Management Action Plan, 1993 
which will include direction for Wilderness. 

11 Prepare establishment reports for a portion of the 1991 
Pony Express route and the Rubicon Springs (ORV) 
route for designation as National Recreation Trails. 

I2 Prepare an update to the 1982 WIN Inventory. 1992 
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C. Tentative IO-Year Timber Sale Action Plan 
and Timber Management Tables 
The following Tables C-l through C-11 summarize the tentative lo- 
year timber sale program for the Eldorado National Forest. This plan 
was developed utilizing the existing 5-year timber sale action plan, 
as documented in the Timber Sale Program Announcement, dated March 9, 
1988. The sales identified in the Timber Sale Program Announcement 
have been developed according to the guidelines established in the 
approved 1978 Timber Management Plan and Environmental Impact 
Statement. Most sales identified to be sold in fiscal years 1989, 
1990. and 1991 are essentially complete and will be offered in their 
current condition. These sales deviate somewhat from the new 
practices and prescriptions as developed in this Forest Plan and 
Environmental Impact Statement. Sales to be offered after fiscal 
year 1991 will be modified to incorporate the new management 
direction. 

As previously stated in Chapter III of the Draft Environmental Impact 
Statement, the President signed the Federal Timber Contract Modifi- 
cation Act, Public Law 98-478, on October 16. 1984. This law 
recognized that many timber purchasers bought timber from the Federal 
Government at high stumpage prices when the lumber market was also 
high. As a result of a maJor decline in the housing industry, the 
demand for lumber dropped, necessitating timber purchasers to delay 
the harvest of timber on sales under contract. As a result, the 
Eldorado had approximately 600 mmbf of uncut timber under contract, 
which represented about 50 percent of the capable, available, and 
suitable acres on the Eldorado. As a result of the Federal Timber 
Contract Modification Act, purchasers of federal timber returned 
certain timber sales that meet eligibility requirements to the 
government and were required to pay penalties. The qualifying sales 
are to be reoffered to industry within 5 years. Only minor modifi- 
cations in sale design are anticipated for these sales. The regula- 
tions on Forest Service implementation procedures were published in 
the Federal Register on June 27. 1985. The Eldorado had approximately 
230 mmbf of timber returned, therefore reducing the volume of uncut 
timber under contract to 302 mmbf. which represents about 20 percent 
of the capable, available, and suitable acres. This volume has been 
incorporated into the Tentative lo-Year Timber Sale Action Plan. A 
majority of the volume returned to the government has been resold. 

Compartments identified for fiscal years 1993 through 1997 are 
predicted to be available timber compartments for those years. These 
compartments currently have existing sales under contract, and 
therefore that portion of the lo-Year Timber Sale Action Plan is 
subJect to revision. The entire lo-year Timber Sale Action Plan is 
subject to revision as it is dependent on funding levels for each 
fiscal year. 

Table C-12 summarizes the first decade regeneration harvest by 
strata. Tables C-13 through C-21 summarize various aspects of the 
timber management program. 
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1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

TABLE C-13 

ELDORADO NATIONAL FOREST LAND CLASSIFICATION 

Classification 

Non-Forest land (includes water) 

Forest land 

Forest land withdrawn from timber production 

Forest land not capable of producing crops 
of industrial wood 

Forest land physically unsuitable: 
-- irreversible damage likely to occur 
-- not restockable within 5 years 

Forest land--inadequate information i/ 

Tentatively suitable forest land 
(item 2 minus items 3, 4, 5, and 6) 

Forest land not appropriate for timber 
production 

Unsuitable forest land 
(items 3, 4, 5, 6, and 8) 

Total suitable forest land 
(item 2 minus item 9) 

Total national forest land 
(items 1 and 2) 

Acres 

138,743 

457,981 

36,225 

60.218 

3.00: 

0 

358,538 

50,923 

150,366 

307.615 

596,724 

11 Lands for which current information is inadequate to project responses to 
timber management. 
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TABLE C-14 

VEGETATION MANAGEMENT PRACTICES 
(ANNUAL AVERAGE IN FIRST DECADE FOR SUITABLE LANDS) 

Practice 

Regeneration harvest: 
Clearcut 
Shelterwood and seed tree 

- Preparatory cut 
- Seed cut 
- Removal cut 

Selectlon: Individual Tree 
Selection: Small Group 

Acres 

2,084 

1,83: 

56: 2/ 
380 

Intermediate harvest: 
Commercial thinning 
Salvage/sanitation 

Timber stand improvement 

Reforestation L/ 

i/ Includes natural and artifxial reforestation 
2/ Not a FORPLAN Solution - Forest Estimate 

0 
200 2/ 

2.500 

4,300 
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TABLE c-16 

ALLOWABLE SALE QUANTITY (A.S.Q.) AND TIMBER SALE PROGRAM QUANTITY 
(ANNUAL AVERAGE FOR FIRST DECADE) 

Allowable Sale Quantity 
Harvest Method Sawtimber 

W 'fCF) WW 
Other Products 

(MMCF) 
Regeneration harvest: 

Clearcut 
Shelterwood and seed tree 

- Preparatory cut 
- Seed cut 
- Removal cut 

Uneven-Aged Management s/ 

IntermedIate harvest: 
Commercial thinning 
Salvage/sanitation 

9.0 58.4 0 

i.5 5bz.4 0 
0 
0 

;.6 2;.4 0 

0 0 0 
0.1 0 0 

===== ====== ===== 

AS& TOTALS 21.1 137.2 0 

Long Term Sustained Yield 23.2 150.9 0 

AdditIonal Sales 
Sawtimber Other Products 

(mCF) (mCF) 

Total for all harvest methods 2.8 1.7 2/ 

Allowable sale quantity 21.1 I/ (MMCF) m (MMBF) Timber sale program 
quantity 22.5 (MMCF) 146.5 (MMBF) 

L/ Does not include salvage - see Table IV-27, Chapter 4, EIS 
2/ Estimated MMCF - fuelwood and biomass 
3./ Includes small group selection and selection harvest and small group 

selection cutting in red fir to Increase water yield. 
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TABLE C-17 

PRESENT AND FUTURE FOREST CONDITIONS 

Present forest: 
Growing stock 

Live cull 

Salvable dead 

Annual net growth 

Annual mortality 1' 

Standing snag volume 

Future forest (Fifth Decade): 
Growing stock 
Annual net growth 

Rotation age 
Forest average rotation age 

Unit of 
Measure Suitable Land Unsuitable Land 

MMCF 1.375.3 337.1 
MMEiF 8.959.6 2,198.4 

MMCF 
MMRF 

10.1 
20.1 ::? 

MMCF 5.4 1.4 
MMSF 38.0 9.6 

MMCF 22.9 
MMRF 160.5 

MMCF 
MMRF 3;:; 

MMCF 61.2 
MMEIF 433.6 

25.1 
109.2 

MMCF 1,335.z 
MMCF 21.9 

Years 9 to m 
Years D 

Age Class 

Age class distribution acres v 
(suitable lands) 20 

2: 

56: 
70 
80 
90 

100 
110 

Present Forest 
(Acres) 
22,346 
20,324 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

58.52: 
88.684 

Future Forest - 
Fifth Decade (Acres) 

23.375 
21,926 
31.931 

:% 
19: 109 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

120 8;843 0 
130 28,988 0 
140 69,926 25,050 
150 9,975 
160 0 ‘%Z 
170 0 15:232 
180 0 43.597 
190 0 5,216 
200 0 0 

TOTAL 307,615 307,615 
L/ Annual mortality was developed based on the assumption that the mortality 
measured in the Forest Inventory is a decade average, and the annual mortality 
is ten percent of the measured standing mortality. 



TABLE C-18 

Comparison of Growth, Harvest, 
Inventory and Long-term Sustained Yield 

LEGEND Cubic Feet 
1700,000~ 

A - PRF 

---- Growth 

....+*** Harvest 

- inventory 
- Long-term Sustained Yield 

1600,000- 
1500.000- 
1400,000~ 
1300,000- 
1200.000~ 

1100,000- - 
1000,000~ 

900.000- 
800,000- 
700,000- 
600,000- 
500.000- 
400,000 - 
300.000~ 
200,000.~-~~ ___- --;.,r---L-'-' _- 1 
100.000- 

o* 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 91Olll2131@516 

Decades 



I 
1 102,400 (18%) 

I 
I 7’800 1 161,600 (28%) 

I 
I 
I 
I 18.900 (3%) 

I 
I 
I 

I 

I: 

I, 
I 

I- 

183,100 

31.500 
18.300 

292,900 (50X) 

583.600 

I 
1 138,743 (23%) 

I I 
1 Withdraw” 
I I 36’225 (6x) 
1 Forested land Not 1 60.218 (10%) 
1 Capable Of Producing 1 
1 Industrial wooa I 
I I 
1 “nsulted Lands I 

Irreversible Damage I 
to Soil/Watersheds 1 0 

NO”-lWp”erable I 
within 5 years I 3.000 

Not Suitable *or I 
Timber Prod”crion I 50.923 

Total 
I 53’g23 (%) 

1 Suitable Tlrnber lands I 
1 Regulation Class I I 144,995 

Regulation class 11 1 92.568 
mwlation class In 1 70,052 

Total i 307.615 (52%) 

1 Total NPS Iand I 596.724 (100%) 

I I 
1 ASP Of 135.7 MMBP based 1 
1 Cl" acres Of suitable 1 

1 land I 
I I 
I I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
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TABLE C-20 

BREAKDOWN OF TENTATIVELY SUITABLE LANDS 
FOR THE PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE 

Tentatively Sultable Lands: 358,538 Acres 

Lands Producmg >20 cu. ft./ac/yr - 358,538 

Lands Producmg <20 cu. ft./ac/yr - 0 

Land Not Appropriate to Timber Productmn: 50,923 Acres 

Lands Suitable to Tmber Productmn: 307,615 Acres 

Lands Producing >20 cu. ft./ac/yr - 307,615 
Lands Producmg <20 cu. ft./ac/yr - 0 



TABLE C-21 

RWXXADO NATIONAL FORRST 
C.A.S. ACREAGE DIFFERENCE FROM DRAFT LMP TO FINAL LMP 

MANAGEMENT (ACRES) (ACRES) 
AREA DRAFT LMP FINAL LMP DIFFERENCE 

1 102,059 +I33694 
2 21.721 
3 2,162 
4 
5 
6 

12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 

20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 

19,472 
281 

24,820 
27,569 
15,206 

884 
2,535 
5,255 
2,266 
2,279 

250 
218 
234 

0 

(2) 20,426 
(2) 14,885 
(2) 28,943 I:; 160,878 38.867 

(2) 0 

I:,’ 24,909 551 
(0) 2,937 

63,052 
25.963 

20,623 
281 

16,833 
27,569 
13,855 

844 
2.535 
5,255 
4,017 
2.279 

250 
218 
234 

60.8000 2/ 
4,473 - 

+1,151 

-7.9:7 
0 

-1,351 
-40 

0 
0 

+I,751 
0 
0 
0 
0 

-60.80: 
0 

P3.306 
14.885 
22,315 
29.967 

‘2 % 
23:844 

27,817 
27.200 

-1,120 

-6.6i8 
-8,900 

-29,083 
+25,401 

-1,065 
-551 

-35,2;5 
+1.237 

lJ 46,000 acres are duplicated from Management Areas 20 through 30 in the Draft 
LMP. These acres are within the CAS landbase. In the Final LMP, 39,600 
acres are dedicated, and are not available to the CAS landbase. 

2/ 21,200 acres are within the suitable landbase. The remaining acres have 
been withdrawn from the suitable landbase (39,600 acres). 

Major additions or subtractions from the CAS landbase include: 1) an additional 
12,200 acres of Mokelumne; 2) a reduction of 47,600 acres for spotted owls with 
no scheduled timber harvest; 3) an additional 7,360 from Wild and Scenic 
Rivers; 4) an additional 5,000 of red fir strata from unsuitable; 5) an 
additional 1500 to CAS from Caples Creek; 6) a reduction of 4,400 from 
Maintenance to High Country. 
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D. Lands Adjustment Summary 

The parcels listed below have been taken from the current Eldorado 
National Forest Landownership Adjustment Plan. The locations and acres 
represent lands that are available for disposal by exchange during the 
period of the Plan. Acres are estimated for unsurveyed parcels. 

National Forest Lands AvaIlable for Disposal by Exchange 

Location 

T8N R13E 
Sec. 17 - S-1/2 SE-l/4 
Sec. 20 - N-112 NE-l/4 
Sec. 26 - NW-114 SE-l/4 
Sec. 28 - SW-l.14 NE-l/4, SE-l/4 NW-114 
Sec. 35 - SW-l/4 SE-l/4, Por. SE-l/4 

TVN R13E 
Sec. 16 - SE-l/4 SE-l/4 

TlON R12E 
Sec. 2 - Por. of NE-l/4 SW-l/4 and 

s-1/2 SW-l/4 
Sec. 10 - SW-l/4 NE-l/4, S-1/2 SW-l/4, 

SE-l/4 NE-l/4 SW-l/4, S-1/2 
N-112 SE-l/4, S-1/2 SE-l/4 

Sec. 11 - E-1/2 SW-114 NE-l/4. SE-l/4 NE-l/4, 
N-1/2 W-1/4, W-l/2 SE-l/4 NW-l/4, 
NE-114 SW-l/4 

Sec. 12 - NW-114 NW-114 
Sec. 14 - NW-114 NW-l/4 

TlON R13E - Exchange to a Public Agency Only 
Sec. 8 - NE-l/4 SE-l/4 
Sec. 10 - NW-l/4 NE-114 

TllN RllE 
Sec. 6 - Lot 1, Por. Lots 2.5.6, ~-l/2 ~-l/2 

Lot 7, s-1/2 s-1/2 Lot 7, Por. Lot 
11, Por. S-1/2 NE-l/4, Por. SE-l/4 
SW-l/4, Por. N-1/2 SE-l/4, SE-l/4 
33-l/4, Unpat. MS 6247 

Sec. 14 - NW-l/4 NE-l/4, NE-l/4 NW-l/4 
Sec. 18 - Lot 4, E-1/2 E-1/2 
Sec. 19 - Por. Lot l&2, Por. E-1/2 NW-l/4, 

Unpat. MS 6425 & 6449 

40 

100 
250 

200 

464 

80 
207 
176 
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Location Acres _ __- 

TllN R12E 
Sec. 34 - E-1/2 NE-l/4. NE-l/4 SE-l/4 120 

TllN R13E 
Sec. 32 - NE-114 %-l/4, N-112 SE-114 
Sec. 33 - SW-114 SW-114 

120 
40 

T12N RlOE 
Sec. 12 - NE-114 NE-l/4, SW-114 NW-l/4. 440 

SE-114 NW-l/4, E-112 SW-l/4, SW-114 
SW-l/4, SE-114 

Sec. 24 - NE-l/4, W-112 NW-l/4, E-112 E-112 400 
NE-l/4 w-1/4, W-112 w-112 NE-114 
NW-l/4, SE-114 NW-l/4, N-112 SW-l/4, 
E-1/2 SW-114 SW-l/4, SE-114 SW-114 

T12N RllE 
Sec. 30 - Lot 1 44 

T13N RUE 
Sec. 8 - s-1/2 s-1/2 SE-l/4 
Sec. 9 - E-112 SW-114 SE-l/4, S-1/2 SE-114 

SE-114 
Sec. 14 - NW-l/4 SW-l/4 
Sec. 15 - Lot 7, SE Por. Lot 10. NE Por. Lot 15 
Sec. 16 - SE-l/4 NE-114 NE-114 
Sec. 17 - W-1/2 SW-l/4 
Sec. 18 - Lots l-4, Lots 20-27, E-112 SW l/4, 

Par. E-112 NW-114 
Sec. 21 - SE-114 NW-l/4, NE-l/4 SW-l/4, SE-l/4 

NE-l/4 NE-l/4, E-112 SE-114 NE-114 
Sec. 22 - Lots 1,4.5,13 
Sec. 27 - Lots 1,2.7.8,9.10,18 

40 
23 ii: 

377 

110 

179 
203 

Total 4.270 
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E. Transportation Summary 
1. All Purpose Roads and Trails 
The road and trail miles needed to produce the various goods and 
services from the Eldorado are projected through the first decade of 
the Plan in Table E-l. 

TABLE E-l 
ROAD AND TRAIL MILES 

Decade 
Activity 1 

Road Construction 440 
Road Reconstruction 626 

Total Road Miles 1,066 

Trail Construction 
Trail Reconstruction 

Total Trail Miles 

2. Forest Highways 
The existing Forest Highways listed in Table E-2 are carried forward 
to the Forest Plan. 

TABLE E-2 
FOREST HIGHWAYS 

Forest 
Highway 
Number Name 

Approximate 
Miles Jurisdiction 

136 Soda Springs-Riverton 
137 Wentworth Springs 
179 Chili Bar 
180 Rock Creek 
181 Grizzly Flat 
182 Sly Park 
183 Omo Ranch 
184 Bear River 

23.0 
24.0 
16.4 
23.4 
23.8 

4.5 

El Dorado Co. 
El Dorado Co. 
State (Calif.) 
El Dorado Co. 
El Dorado Co. 
El Dorado Co. 
El Dorado Co. 
Amador Co. 
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The ORV acres/miles will remain approximately the ssme as in current 
direction (1977 Road Vehicle and Travel Plan), until January 1990, 
when a new Forest ORV Plan becomes effective. At that time, ORV use 
will be restricted to a designated road and trail system with the 
possible exception of some small areas open to unrestricted ORV 
travel. 

In the interim, prior to implementation of the 1990 Forest ORV Plan 
some additional closures and restrictions will apply. These 
closures and restrictions are discussed in the direction for each 
Management Area under Management Practice 27 and 28. Specific 
closures are shown in Table E-3 and E-4. 

TABLE E-3 
DELETED 4-WD ROADS 

Road 
Number Road Name 

District Miles 
Amador Placerville Pacific Georgetown 

Beebe Lake 3.5 
Indian Valley 1.7 
Stevenot 2.0 

TABLE E-4 
DELETED 2-WD CYCLE TRAILS 

Road District Miles 
Number Road Name Amador Placerville Pacific Georgetown 

17E13 Bryan Meadows 
17E14 Sayles Canyon x 
16322 L/ Upper Pardoe 6.0 ' 
18~21 1/ Evergreen 1.5 
18E08 y Grouse Lake 2.3 

(Granite Lake Segment) 

L/ Deleted by inclusion of this area into wilderness by the 1984 
California Wilderness Bill. 
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Appendix F 
Water Quality 



F. Water Quality 
1. Introduction: The Forest Service water quality maintenance and 
improvement measures called Best Management Practices (BMP) were 
developed in compliance with Section 208 of the Federal Clean Water 
Act, PL92-500, as amended. After a lengthy development and public 
review process from 1977 to 1979, the practices developed by the 
Forest Service were certified by the State Water Resources Control 
Board and approved by EPA. The signing of a 1981 Management Agency 
Agreement (MAA) resulted in the formal designation of the Forest 
Service at the water quality management agency for the public domain 
lands it administers. The BMP are the measures both the State and 
Federal water quality regulatory agencies expect the Forest Service 
to implement to meet water quality objectives and to maintain and 
improve water quality. There are currently 98 practices documented, 
96 of which are certified and approved as BMP. The two remaining 
practices are still being unproved before referral to the State and 
EPA for certification and approval. In a like manner, work 
continues on developing new management practices and evaluating the 
effectiveness of the existing BMP. Due to the dynamic nature of 
management practice development and refinement, the original Forest 
Service publication documenting BMP IS continually being updated. 
The current publication reference is; WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT FOR 
NATIONAL FOREST SYSTEM LANDS IN CALIFORNIA, U.S. Forest Service, 
Pacific Southwest Region publication, 1979. This publication is 
hereby incorporated by reference into this document. Work is 
underway to republish the updated version of this text as a Soil and 
Water Conservation Handbook. 

Water quality management is administered on National Forest lands 
through the continued implementation of BMP and through the guidance 
of a 1981 Management Agency Agreement with the State of California 
Water Resources Control Board. 

2. Implementation Process: Forest Plans are broad level planning 
documents that encompass the entire Forest and a multitude of 
different management activities. Because of the physical-biological 
diversity of any given National Forest (different soils, vegetation, 
slopes, presence of surface water, etc.) and the mixture of 
activities that can occur on various portions of the Forest, site 
specific methods and techniques for implementing the BMP are not 
identified at the Forest Planning level. For each individual 
project that is initiated to implement the Forest Plan a separate 
site specific environmental assessment is conducted. The 
appropriate BMP necessary to protect or improve water quality and - 
the methods and techniques of implementing the BMP are identified at 
the time of this on-site, project specific assessment. In this 
manner the methods and techniques can be tailored to fit the 
specific physical-biological environment as well as the proposed 
project activities. There are commonly many methods available for 
implementing a BMP, and not all are applicable to every site. An 
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example is BMP 2.7 Control of Road Drainage. This BMP dictates that 
roads will be correctly drained to disperse water runoff to minimize 
the erosive effects of concentrated water. There are many ways to 
drain a road correctly: e.g., outslope the road surface, install 
water bars, install French Drains, inslope the road surface,, and 
install culverts, etc. It is during the on-site environmental 
assessment of a specific road construction project proposal that the 
appropriate method or combination of methods to correctly drain the 
road are identified. 

After the methods and techniques of implementing the appropriate BMP 
are identified, they are discussed by the project interdisciplinary 
team. As a result of discussions, the appropriate mix of implemen- 
tation methods and techniques are selected and incorporated into the 
environmental document as required mitigation measures. These 
mitigation measures are then carried forward into project plans and 
implementation documents: e.g.. contract language, design speci- 
fications, etc. to assure they are part of the project work 
accomplished. Implementation on the ground is assured by the Forest 
Service official responsible for on-site administration of the 
project. Supervisory quality control of BMP implementation is 
attained through review of environmental assessments and contracts, 
field reviews of projects, and monitoring the quality of the water 
in the project area when warranted. 

3. The Best Management Practices: There are 98 practices 
identified in eight different resource categories. They are as 
follows: 

TIMBER 

1.1 Timber Sale Planning Process 
1.2 Timber Harvest Unit Design 
1.3 Use of Erosion Hazard Rating for Timber Harvest Unit Design 
1.4 Use of Sale Area Maps for Designating Water Quality 

Protection Needs 
1.5 
1.6 
1.7 
1.8 
1.9 
1.10 
1.11 
1.12 
1.13 

Limiting Operating Period of Timber Sale Activities 
Protection of Unstable Areas 
Prescribing the Size and Shape of Clearcuts 
Stresmside Management Zone Designation 
Determining Tractor Loggable Ground 
Tractor Skidding Design 
Suspended Log Yarding in Timber Harvesting 
Log Landing Location 
Erosion Prevention and Control Measures During Timber Sale 

Operations 
1.14 
1.15 
1.16 
1.17 
1.18 
1.19 
1.20 

Special Erosion Prevention Measures on Disturbed Land 
Revegetation of Areas Disturbed by Harvest Activities 
Log Landing Erosion Prevention and Control 
Erosion Control on Skid Trails 
Meadow Protection During Timber Harvesting 
Streamcourse Protection 
Erosion Control Structure Maintenance 
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1.21 Acceptance of Timber Sale Erosion Control Measures Before 
Sale Closure 

1.22 Slash Treatment in Sensitive Areas 
1.23 Five-Year Reforestation Requirement 
1.24 Non-recurring "C" Provision That Can Be Used For Water 

Quality Protection 
1.25 Modification of the Timber Sale Contract 

ROAD AND BUILDING SITE CONSTRUCTION 

2.1 
2.2 
2.3 
2.4 
2.5 
2.6 
2.7 
2.8 
2.9 
2.10 
2.11 
2.12 
2.13 
2.14 
2.15 
2.16 
2.17 
2.18 
2.19 
2.20 
2.21 

2.22 
2.23 
2.24 
2.25 
2.26 
2.27 
2.28 

General Guidelines for the Location and Design of Roads 
Erosion Control Plan 
Timing of Construction Activities 
Road Slope Stabilization (Preventative Practice) 
Road Slope Stabilization (Administrative Practice) 
Dispersion of Subsurface Drainage from Cut and Fill Slopes 
Control of Road Drainage 
Constraints Related to Pioneer Road Construction 
Timely Erosion Control Measures on Incomplete Road and 

Streamcrossing Projects 
Construction of Stable Embankments 
Minimization of Sidecast Material 
Servicing and Refueling Equipment 
Control of Construction in Streamside Management Zones 
Controlling In-channel Excavation 
Diversion of Flows Around Construction Sites 
Streamcrossings on Temporary Roads 
Bridge and Culvert Installation 
Regulation of Streamside Gravel Borrow Areas 
Disposal of Right-of-Way and Roadside Debris 
Specifying Riprap Composition 
Water Source Development Consistent with Water Quality 

Protection 
Maintenance of Roads 
Road Surface Treatment to Prevent Loss of Materials 
Traffic Control During Wet Periods 
Snow Removal Controls to Avoid Resource Damage 
Closure or Obliteration of Temporary Roads 
Restoration of Borrow Pits and Quarries 
Surface Erosion Control at Facility Sites 

MINING 

3.1 Administering Terms of the U.S. Mining Laws (Act of 
May 10, 1872) for Mineral Exploration and Extraction on 
National Forest System Lands I/ 

3.2 Administering Terms of BLM Issued Permits or Leases for 
Mineral Exploration and Extraction on National Forest 
System Lands 

3.3 Administering Common Variety Mineral Removal Permits 

lJ This practice has not been recommended for certification and 
approval as BMP at this time. (ma 
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_ -RECREATION 

i:: 
Sampling and Surveillance of Designated Swimming Sites 
On-site Multidisciplinary Sanitary Surveys Will Be 

Conducted to Augment the Sampling of Swimming Waters 

Z:Z 
Provide Safe Drinking Water Supplies 
Documentation of Water Quality Data 

:*'6 
Control of Sanitation Facilities 

417 
Control of Refuse Disposal 
Assuring that Organizational Camps Have Proper Sanitation 

and Water Supply Facilities 
4.8 Water Quality Monitoring Off-Road Vehicle Use According 

to a Developed Plan 
4.9 Sanitation at Hydrants and Faucets Within Developed 

Recreation Sites 
4.10 Protection of Water Quality Within Developed and Dispersed 

Recreation Areas 
4.11 Location of Pack and Riding Stock Facilities in Wilderness, 

Primitive, and Wilderness Study Areas 

VEGETATIVE MANIPULATION 

;:: 
Seed Drilling on the Contour 
Slope Limitations for Tractor Operation 

;:: 
Tractor Operation Excluded from Wetlands and Meadows 
Revegetation of Surface Disturbed Areas 

;:Z- 
Tractor Windrowing on the Contour I/ 
Soil Moisture Limitations for Tractor Operation 

::i 
Contour Disking 
Pesticide Use Planning Process 

5.9 Apply Pesticide According to Label and EPA Registration 
Directions 

5.10 Pesticide Application Monitoring and Evaluation 
5.11 Pesticide Spill Contingency Plan 
5.12 Cleaning and Disposal of Pesticide Containers and Equipment 
5.13 Streamside and Wet Area Protection Zone During Pesticide 

Spraying 
5.14 Controlling Pesticide Drift During Spray Application 

FIRE SUPPRESSION AND FUELS MANAGEMENT 

2 
Fire and Fuel Management Activities 
Consideration of Water Quality in Formulating Fire 

Prescriptions 

2: 
Protection of Water Quality from Prescribed Burning Effects 
Minimizing Watershed Damage from Fire Suppression Efforts 

6.5 Repair or Stabilization of Fire Suppression Related 
Watershed Damage 

6.6 Emergency Rehabilitation of Watersheds Following Wildfires 

l./ This practice has not been recommended for certification and 
approval as BMP at this time. (w36) 
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WATERSHED MANAGEMENT 

7.1 Watershed Restoration 

;:; 
Conduct Floodplan Hazard Analysis and Evaluation 
Protection of Wetlands 

7.4 Oil and Hazardous Substance Spill Contingency Plan 

;:: 
Control of Activities Under Special Use Permit 
Water Quality Monitoring 

7.7 Management by Closure to Use (Seasonal, Temporary, and 
Permanent) 

GRAZING 

8.1 Range Analysis, Allotment Management Plan, Grazing Permit 
System, and Permittee Operating Plan 

it: 
Controlling Livestock Numbers and Season of Use 
Controlling Livestock Distribution Within Allotments 

8.4 Rangeland Improvements 
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